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Introduction 

 
 
 
 
In the past Italian Presidency Semester of the European Council (1 July – 
31 December 2003) our Country was involved in a great number of 
initiatives aimed at giving new impetus to the dialogue between the 
North and South shores of the Mediterranean. In this context, Italian 
Ministry of Defence has been playing a high profile and proactive role. 
This permanent and active support to all the initiatives taken by the 
European Union and the Atlantic Alliance, can be seen also in the 
creation of a new International Forum for Mediterranean and Middle East 
Countries by the Centre for High Defence Studies (CASD) in Rome (April 
2004), disposed by Italian Defence Minister in order to guarantee a 
continuum at the activities undertaken. 
It is with this spirit that the 1st International Conference on 
Mediterranean and Middle East has been indicted at the Centre for High 
Defence Studies (CASD) in Rome (26-28 October 2005). 
 
“Security, stability and co-operation in the Mediterranean Region: 
building a vision” is the main theme of the Conference that, from this 
year on, will alternate with the annual Regional Seapower Symposium 
for the Navies of Mediterranean and Black Sea Countries, suspending a 
five years lasting appointment. 
Italian Ministry of Defence, in cooperation with the Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs, decided to involve all the 24 Countries that, for different reasons, 
have interests at stake in the Mediterranean Region, and the 
representatives from NATO, EU and OSCE (as observers). 
The Conference will become a high-level discussion forum on political, 
military, economic and cultural issues that are related to the area, with 
the main aim of reaching – when possible – a common and shared vision. 
 
In other words, the intent was to offer to each single participating 
Country an important stage where express its own vision on 
Mediterranean issues and opportunities on the table, avoiding closed or 
fixed positions. 
In particular, this first edition of the Conference has been an important 
chance to evaluate the current policies in the Mediterranean (Euro-
Mediterranean Partnership, NATO Mediterranean Dialogue, Istanbul Co-
operation Initiative, European Neighbourhood Policy, etc.), outlining 
successes, limits, difficulties and possible positive interactions. 
Officials, diplomats, researches and analysts have been discussing 
(under the Chatam House rules) all these issues, merging different 
approaches and creating a better co-operation between our countries. 
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The result has been an important document (Presidency’s Conclusions), 
approved by all the participants, which underlines the strategic relevance 
of the Mediterranean Region, wishes to foster the cross regional co-
operation and welcomes any efforts to strengthen a broad concept  of 
comprehensive security, articulated with good governance, political 
stability, economic and social development. 
 
This publication, elaborated by a CeMiSS team (E. Gattamorta, L. Di 
Placido, N. Mastrolia, E. Nicodano), takes full note of the statements 
made by all participants and of different national positions expressed, 
underlining the general attitude of co-operation throughout the works of 
the Conference. 
 
 
 
 
 

  Anselmo Donnari 
Head of the International Relations Department 

  

Military Centre for Strategic Studies 
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Welcome Address 
Gen. Vincenzo Camporini, 

President of the Centre for High Defence Studies 
Ministry of Defence 

Italy 
 
 
 
 
Last year took place the biennial Regional Mediterranean Symposium for the Middle East, 
Mediterranean and the Black Sea organized by the Italian Navy in Venice.  
The Italian Ministry of Defence in cooperation with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs decided 
to sponsor a new Initiative in order to involve 24 countries that for different reasons have 
interest at stake in the Mediterranean Region, included the Balcan States (Adriatic dimension 
of Mediterranean).  
The Conference is intended to become a high level discussion forum with an academic 
flavour on political, military, economic and cultural issues that are related to the area with the 
main aim hopefully to reach as quiet as possible a common and shared vision. In other words, 
the intent is to offer the participants coming from so different countries an important stage 
where express its own vision on Mediterranean issues and opportunities in the free 
environment of the “Chatam House Rules” in order to be able to speak freely and without any 
specific limit.  
 
With the presence of observers of representatives from EU, NATO, OSCE, the Conference is 
also an important chance to check the status of the current policy on the Mediterranean (Euro-
Mediterranean Partnership, NATO-Mediterranean Dialogue, Istanbul Cooperation Initiative, 
European Neighbourhood Policy and so on) outlining successes, limits, difficulties and 
possibly positive interactions between different issues. In particular, referring to these positive 
interactions between the different initiatives in the region, the Conference aims to reach a 
common and shared vision among the participating countries able to merge the different 
approaches in create a better cooperation between North and South, and between North and 
North, and South and South of the Mediterranean. 
 
The Conference could also be an opportunity to share and exchange among leaders, 
researchers and analysts a clear point of view for a better understanding to our countries. 
The choice to develop the Conference at the Centre for High Defence Studies, in this 
building, is that the opinion expressed in this forum should be more frank because they do not 
involve the official position of Governments.  
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It is a great honour for me and for Ambassador Claudio Moreno to chair this Conference and 
with this spirit we welcome you in this historic building, sure that all off us will do our best 
for the success of the symposium event.  
I thank you for your attention. 
Now with great pleasure I give the floor to the Undersecretary for Defence, Senator Francesco 
Bosi. 
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Opening Remarks 

Senator Francesco Bosi, 
Undersecretary of State for Defence 

Italy 
 
 
Autorità civili e militari, Signore e Signori, 
è un grande piacere porgere il saluto del Governo, del Signor Ministro della Difesa e mio 
personale ai rappresentanti delle 23 nazioni, qui convenuti, accogliendo l’invito italiano a 
partecipare a questa conferenza.  
 
Un saluto particolare agli inviati della NATO, dell’Unione Europea e dell’OSCE.  
Un vivo ringraziamento al Ministero degli Esteri, al CASD ed al CeMiSS per 
l’organizzazione di queste giornate di approfondimento e di dialogo.  
Questa iniziativa intende dare continuità  e supporto attivo alle attività intraprese nelle diverse 
sedi istituzionali e segnatamente della UE e della NATO, finalizzate al perseguimento della 
sicurezza, della stabilità e della pace nell’area mediterranea e mediorientale. 
 
Conveniamo tutti che la pace è un bene inestimabile da difendere con pazienza e tenacia.  
E’ una condizione essenziale perché possano affermarsi i diritti della persona e il progresso 
dei popoli.  
L’Italia considera da sempre il Mediterraneo un’area cruciale determinante per la pace e la 
prosperità, dove esistono le condizioni culturali per percorrere, unitamente e speditamente, 
questo importante cammino.  
Già in occasione del semestre di presidenza italiana del consiglio dell’Unione Europea sono 
state promosse, dal nostro paese, numerose iniziative volte a dare impulso al dialogo tra la 
sponda nord e quella sud del Mediterraneo. 
 
Il governo italiano si adopera  affinché, su questo  percorso,  siano  rimossi  gli ostacoli, ed in 
particolare: 

 -apprezza e sostiene ogni sforzo della comunità internazionale per garantire pace e sicurezza 
nelle aree di crisi; 
- garantisce importanti contributi alle iniziative avviate dalle alleanze di cui l’Italia è parte, e 
dagli organismi internazionali. Mi riferisco al Dialogo Mediterraneo ed all'iniziativa di 
cooperazione di Istanbul, promosse e condotte dalla NATO, come pure al Partenariato Euro-
Mediterraneo dell'Unione Europea, che auspichiamo possa ricevere nuovo impulso. 
 
In tale prospettiva le iniziative ed il dialogo sugli aspetti legati alla difesa ed alla sicurezza 
rappresentano una componente importante e significativa di una più ampia strategia.  
L'Italia assicura infatti, la presenza di contingenti militari consistenti per le missioni di 
stabilizzazione e di peace-keeping.  
 
Intendiamo altresì rafforzare le numerose collaborazioni e cooperazioni a carattere bilaterale, 
con tutti i Paesi della regione, ispirate agli obiettivi di pace, di sicurezza e di sviluppo 
economico e sociale.  
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La vasta adesione a questa la Conferenza internazionale, cui partecipano tutti gli stati dell'area 
mediterranea, è per noi un segnale incoraggiante e, nello stesso tempo, impegnativo. 
 
Debbo osservare come non esista nessuna iniziativa o forum permanente che raccolga un 
numero così alto di entità nazionali mediterranee. 
Il governo italiano auspica pertanto che da questa conferenza possa scaturire una stabile sede 
di confronto e di discussione di alto livello, per giungere ad una visione condivisa sui grandi 
problemi dell'area, come frutto di una libera e feconda convergenza su posizioni comuni, 
basata sul valore della complementarietà sinergica di tutte le componenti. 
 
In questa prospettiva siamo convinti che tutte le rappresentanze qui convenute porteranno un 
contributo originale ed importante, anche come momento di valutazione dei successi, dei 
limiti e dei fallimenti degli attuali processi in corso. 
La comunità mediterranea e mediorientale è oggi chiamata a delineare una strategia per 
rimuovere la minaccia del terrorismo, sconfiggere i fondamentalismi, sgominare le 
organizzazioni dedite al traffico di esseri umani.  
Sono queste le premesse ineludibili perché si possa profondere ogni energia per dare 
compimento a quel disegno di pace, di progresso e di prosperità nell’area mediterranea e 
mediorientale a cui tutti aspiriamo. 
 
Sulle sponde dei nostri mari la storia ha eletto la sede originaria delle tre grandi religioni 
monoteiste, dove l’uomo ha percorso il più grande cammino di civiltà che si conosca. Il 
nostro compito è quello di non disperdere queste grandi eredità, ma di trarne lezione per 
costruire il futuro.  
È con questi sentimenti che, rinnovando il benvenuto a tutti voi, formulo l’auspicio di buon 
lavoro. 
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Welcome Address 

Ambassador Claudio Moreno, 
M nistry of Foreign Affairsi  

Italy 
 
 
Undersecretary, thank you for your introducing statement. This is for us a great honour to 
have you with us and I want also to bring the salute of the Minister of Foreign Affairs, Mr 
Fini, who is now out of Italy, but is following the works of this Conference very close. 
I think that obeying the orders of General Camporini we will start now with the presentation 
of all the participating countries in alphabetical order and so I invite the representative of 
Albanian delegation to take the floor. 
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ALBANIA 
 

Presentation delivered by MG Luan Hoxha, Ministry of Defence 
 
 
Gen. Camporini, Amb. Moreno,  
Distinguished participants, 
 
first of all, I would like to thank the Italian MOD and MFA as well as CASD, for the 
invitation to participate in this conference, where one has the opportunity to listen and 
contribute to discussions on such crucial issues, as stability, security and cooperation in the 
Mediterranean and the Middle East. 
We appreciate initiative of Italian MOD and MFA who decided to involve all the 23-d 
countries of Mediterranean region and representatives from NATO, EU and OSCE.  In a open 
high level discussion forum on political, military, economic and cultural issues related to our 
region. 
In addition, Albania's belonging to this region renders our presence and contribution to this 
conference even more necessary, which I hope will valuable on the overall contribution of all 
other distinguished participants. 
 
Albeit limited experience and specialization in Mediterranean and Middle East Studies, I am 
urged to dwell mostly on our experience of the last years based in our efforts to be an active 
player in our region to the benefit of stability peace and security. 
Albania find itself in a changed political, military and economic environment and in the midst 
of an intensive cultural interaction process, following the two of the most important 
developments in security area by the end of the last century and onset of this century, namely 
the end of the cold war, marked by the fall of the Berlin wall, and September 1 lth event, 
which marked the start of the global fight against terrorism. 
Consequently, we find ourselves facing risks and threats of new nature, but still present, 
though reduced, traditional threats as well. However, in some areas there is still a noticeable 
presence of traditional security and defense threats. 
 
Some of these threats are well known to all of us: international terrorism, organized crime, 
proliferation of weapons of mass-destruction, migration, illegal trafficking, corruption, ethnic 
and religious conflicts, environmental issues, frailty of democratic institutions in the new 
democracies, as well as natural and industrial disasters. 
 
If we cast a glance on the map of changes of the last decade one can easily notice the 
extension of NATO & EU borders Eastwards, moving towards Asia. On the contrary, there 
has been no evidence of such a movement to reach south-Mediterranean and Middle East. 
Why does it happen so? Is it lack of desire or is it reality we have to except ? 
However, it is important to stress out that the NATO - Mediterranean dialogue started more 
than 10 years ago, and at present, 7 countries of the eastern and southern Mediterranean area 
are engaged in this dialogue. 
 
NATO, EU, and OSCE initiatives in relation to Eastern Europe and North Africa continue to 
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remain of the most effective means of enhancing democratic values, enlarging the security 
area, consolidating peace, stability and cooperation beyond the classical boundaries of these 
organizations. 
Over the past 10-15 years, the Mediterranean has undergone some dreadful experiences, 
namely as war-generating, which accompanied the dissolution of Former Yugoslav 
federation, with local conflicts and crises in several countries, accompanied by instances of 
terror murder, and terrorist blasts in some other areas. The Palestinian question remains still, 
the core conflict in the Middle East. 
 
This is an unfortunate fact, points to the conclusion that even at time when many countries of 
the region are putting all their efforts to contribute to regional and larger peace, certain parts 
of the region are still major  consumers of security. 
Yet with the commencement of NATO-Mediterranean dialogue in 1994, followed by Prague 
Summit in 2002, its political and practical dimensions are improved. Istanbul Summit set out 
more ambitious plans, especially those regarding the enlargement of the cooperation 
framework of Defense Ministers. 
Albania has adapted a clear integrating policy and strategy, responding positively to all 
regional and NATO lead initiatives. Just a few days ago, Albanian government sent a letter of 
intent to expressing his desire to become part of Barcelona process as a full member. 
 
From 1994, Albania has signed the NATO partnership document and has now the status of the 
aspirant country, along with Croatia and Macedonia, towards its full membership in a near 
future. Our joint efforts are incorporated in the US-Adriatic Charter, signed by the three 
countries and have received full support and commencement from the Euro-Atlantic Alliance 
and neighboring countries for the distinct contribution to peace and stability of our sub-
region. 
Further, the cost of the countries integration to EU, important progress has been made and we 
are confident that the Association-Stabilization agreement will be signed in 2006. 
 
In regard to security and defense reform, tangible progress has been achieved. The armed 
forces have shrunk to nearly a quarter of its previous size, from 60,000 a decade ago, to about 
16,000. By 2010 we intend to have a small armed force, utterly professional, interoperable, 
highly capable to move, transfer and react swiftly. 
Their mission has change considerably. Recently we are more focused on the importance of 
their role and contribution to peace time tasks, rather than being prepared for traditional wars. 
Participation in domestic natural disaster operations and peacekeeping UN, NATO or EU- led 
missions constitute an important part of daily preparation activities of Albanian Armed 
Forces. 
 
Currently, we contribute with 70 soldiers in Althea - EU led Mission in Bosnia & 
Herzegovina, 22 soldiers in the NATO-led mission in Afghanistan, and 120 in the anti-terror 
mission in Iraq. Recently, in the framework of A3 Charter contribution, a joint medical team 
has been sent to Afghanistan. 
Demilitarization is another important aspect of our security and defense sector reform. The 
demilitarization process is proceeding at a satisfactory pace. We have involved our top 
experts, as well as specialized companies of this field. 
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I will draw your attention some figures to your attention. Over the last 5 years, 141,0000 light 
weapons, 1,868 artillery pieces, 41,230 tons of conventional ammunition, 1,700,000 anti-
personnel mines, 511 tanks and armored vehicles were destroyed. We have also grounded 125 
fixed wings aircrafts (MIG 21, 19) and four diesel Whisky class combat submarines were 
removed. 
Albania has become a leader country in the demilitarization process, thus contributing in 
creating necessary premises and conditions for the enhancement of security and economic 
development of  the country. 
The demilitarization process is clear evidence of our good-will to intensify efforts, trust and 
transparence alongside our neighbors and partners, in the course of defense and security 
transformations. 
In the framework reforming process of the new National Strategy Security of the Republic of 
Albania, conceptually was formulated, and a very concept of reformation in the security 
sector has been redefined to gain congruency to the every changing regional and global geo-
political environment. 
Saying that, let me shortly highlight two aspects of the above changes: 
First, in its classical concept, the national security was previously based almost entirely on the 
defense sector. Later on, it spanned onto the security sector. In recent years, the revision of 
the concept has increasingly involved the intelligent service, police, customs, borders, rescue 
and assistance services at times of natural or human made disasters. 
 
However, recently, it has become indispensable, to consider other risks as well, which we find 
ourselves increasingly exposed to, such as: public health, energy, waters, transport and 
communication, environmental pollution, population control policies. Respect for human 
rights has also a direct impact on national and regional security environment. With such new 
risks at hand, and the fact that the civil administration is directly and primarily responsible 
for, we have to take them into account when writing out a contemporary assessment of all 
security components. In other words, the security sector can not be evaluated only by to main 
elements, namely the defense (military sector) and internal security (the non-military sector). 
We have to look at it in a broader way; and include in it, a third component, very important, 
that is the civil administration in charge of coping with risks mentioned above. 
The lately example of Bird Epidemics in Asia and Europe and some Mediterranean countries 
expresses the importance of third component, which brings us to the "wider security" concept, 
if we can call so. 
 
The second issue I wish to touch on, deals with the assessment of traditional and non 
traditional risks, analysis of their potential occurrence, gravity and our capability managing 
them. (Slide 6) 
I believe we all agree that the chances of us facing traditional risks like local armed conflicts 
or wars, in systematic inter-fighting areas, is less probable than chances of us facing non-
traditional risks of a non-symmetrical war, as the fight against terrorism, natural or man-
caused disasters, or other grave consequences of organized crime. The presence of such risks 
is high, in almost every country of the Mediterranean. 
In traditional risk management, I have notice, that all countries have gained greater experience 
in building security and defense structures and developing necessary resources. On the other 
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hand, as to non-traditional risk management, though there are resources, we have our work 
cut out, particularly with respect to the improvement of human resource management policies. 
Lastly, I can say that the Mediterranean region manifests a tendency for an improved security 
climate, however we have to take in account that security concepts have evolved and they can 
not be seen as static. Our duty is to be able to respond rapidly and congruently to these 
changes. 
Building right relations between capabilities and structures, based on good cooperation not 
only to the national, but also regional level is indispensable for us to duly face new risks and 
challenges. 
In this context, we actively support all initiatives of the EU and Atlantic Alliance for creation 
of the new International Forum of Mediterranean and Middle East countries, Euro Med 
partnership, NATO-Med dialogue, and Istanbul Initiative. 
It must be referred to the experience of south cast Europe which has not been homogeneous 
and has suffered great turmoil, but where the new spirit of cooperation has now developed. 
It is obvious that cooperative security reduces risks and builds confidence which is so 
important for the Mediterranean dialogue to be developed. In addition, the concept of 
cooperative security needs to be redefined to allow for more timely decisive and effective 
actions. 
That's why we value the dialogue and relations with our Mediterranean partners. We value the 
reciprocity in our cooperation and believe it is in working together, we can find ways to solve 
these challenges together and contribute to peace and security in our Mediterranean region. 
I hope that this conference will be a milestone in further development of this partnership 
dialogue. 
 
Thank You for patience and your kind attention. 
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ALGERIA 
 
Presentation delivered by Mrs. Fatima Retieb, Ministry of Defence 

 
 
Bonjour à vous. Je suis très émue car c’est la première fois que je m’adresse à un auditoire 
aussi important, donc de prime abord je voudrais d’abord remercier les autorités italiennes 
d’avoir permis à mon pays de participer à ce genre de rencontre ce qui pourrait nous faciliter 
de rentrer en contact avec nos voisins méditerranéens et de là d’essayer de rapprocher nos 
visions sur tous les éléments qui intéressent la sécurité en Méditerranée. 
 
Mon intervention sera composée des axes suivants: 

1. la Méditerranée source de contraste et d’instabilité; 
2. la stabilisation de la Méditerranée par des actions concertées; 
3. la sécurité et la stabilité en Méditerranée, des voies à promouvoir. 

 
1. La problématique de la sécurité en Méditerranée est au centre des débats engagés dans cette 
région du monde qui a assumé des siècles durant un rôle qui parfois s’est révélé décisif dans 
l’histoire de l’humanité et de le sécurité internationale.  
 
Ce rôle découle notamment de sa situation géopolitique et géostratégique, l’aire 
méditerranéenne se définit comme étant une forme d’intersection mouvante entre plusieurs 
régions causant par là la problématique de sa sécurité. Géographiquement enclavée, la 
Méditerranée est un espace à l’étendue géopolitique très vaste conduisant des considérations 
historiques et culturelles induisant par là même une multiplication des intervenants aussi bien 
par des considérations géographiques que géostratégiques, d’où la variation des visions. 
Tandis que nos voisins européens adoptent une approche verticale nord-sud, considérant 
principalement cette aire comme la marge méridionale de l’Union Européenne, les 
Américains préfèrent quant à eux une approche horizontale, d’est en ouest.  
 
Cette diversité des visions renvoient à ce que certains affirment sur l’existence de plusieurs 
Méditerranée, un espace qui donne l’impression d’une entité unitaire en apparence mais fort 
fragmenté dans sa réalité.  
En effet les inégalités qui traversent cette espace engendrent des déséquilibres profonds qui se 
transforment en source d’instabilités et de tensions permanentes. Ainsi au plan religieux et 
culturel, la Méditerranée est au centre des trois religions monothéistes. A cette différenciation 
religieuse s’ajoute le constat démographique, un nord de plus en plus vieillissant et un sud 
beaucoup plus jeune mais accumulant nombre de difficultés tant politiques qu’économiques 
ce qui pose dans son sillage la problématique des flux migratoires. 
Aux nombreuses inégalités existantes en Méditerranée il y a lieu aussi de citer la terrible 
source de crises et de tensions qu’est le conflit israélo-palestinien, la partition de l’île de 
Chypre.  
 
Ces instabilités permanentes complexifient ainsi la géopolitique de l’espace méditerranéen. 
Aussi la fin de la bipolarité a eu tendance à accroître  la place de l’échiquier méditerranéen sur 
la scène internationale. Demain les menaces qui sont de plus en plus diffuses, complexes 
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versatiles moins immédiates ou moins prévisibles. Aujourd’hui l’espace méditerranéen 
polarise les nouvelles menaces stratégiques, prolifération d’ADM, mouvances terroristes etc.  
 
Un autre problème et pas des moindres concernent la délimitation des espaces d’exploitation 
des richesses maritimes en Méditerranée. Cette dernière dite mer fermée est entourée par 21 
pays. Elle se caractérise par un nombre de traits distinctifs qui ont d’importantes 
répercussions sur la conservation et la gestion de ces ressources, ce qui explique la réticence 
générale des Etats côtiers à faire valoir leurs droits pour étendre la juridiction nationale dans 
les eaux de cette mer alors que la plupart des Etats ont instauré des eaux territoriales. Rares 
sont ceux qui ont revendiqué une zone économique exclusive, une zone de pêche et ou une 
zone de prévention des effets de la pollution. 
Toutefois d’un point de vue juridique rien ne peut empêcher que les Etats méditerranéens 
instaurent une zone économique exclusive. 
 
2. Dans cet espace qui présentent une structure politico-stratégique dans laquelle l’influence 
est fonction de l’importance des responsabilités assumées. Les acteurs, les alliances et les 
coopérations se recoupent et se recomposent en vue entre autres de promouvoir la stabilité et 
la sécurité en son sein.  
La difficulté d’établir un système sécuritaire fiable découle principalement des tensions et des 
conflits qui la traversent mais aussi de l’absence d’une concertation entre les acteurs de la 
région ce qui laisse grandement ouvert la voie aux multiples actions entreprises tant par 
l’Europe, les Etats-Unis mais aussi des organisations internationales, chacun ayant pris 
conscience de l’enjeu dans la zone et des interdépendances. 
 
L’approche méditerranéenne de l’Europe qualifiée de globale se traduit par un nombre 
d’initiatives ayant pour finalité l’instauration d’une coopération et la construction d’une 
espace de sécurité commune.  
Il s’agit entre autres du processus de Barcelone, de la politique européenne de voisinage et du 
dialogue 5+5. La notion couramment répandue qui affirme que la sécurité de l’Europe dépend 
de celle de la Méditerranée témoigne en fait de la politique méditerranéenne de l’Union 
européenne.  
Pour l’Union européenne la création d’une zone euro-méditerranéenne de stabilité et de 
sécurité demeure fondamentalement tributaire de la création progressive d’un espace euro-
méditerranéen, de libre-échange. Dans une aire méditerranéenne d’interdépendance le partage 
est obligatoire et la démarche doit être globalisante et volontariste. 
Le sort de l’Europe ne peut être ainsi dissocié de celui de la Méditerranée. 
 
Pour les Américains la Méditerranée est vue avant tout comme un passage prioritaire aussi 
bien maritime qu’aérien en particulier pour le transit des ressources énergétiques. Dès lors 
l’instabilité qui pourrait s’y proliférer risquerait d’avoir des répercussions sur des voies de 
transports vitales pour eux ce qui justifie le refus des Américains à confier l’exclusive 
responsabilité de cette région en matière de sécurité aux Européens. D’autant plus que la 
Méditerranée est un couloir stratégique pour l’acheminement des ressources énergétiques vers 
les Etats-Unis et demeurent un espace essentiel à la puissance navale américaine. Bien qu’ils 
ne fassent pas partie des pays méditerranéen, les Etats-Unis sont largement impliqués dans les 
actions qui sont entreprises autour de la Méditerranée.  
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Dès lors les Américains n’ont pas ménagé leurs efforts dans le développement d’initiatives en 
vue de stabiliser cette région. Les Américains ont lancé en 2004  le projet du Grand Moyen-
Orient. Il semblerait que l’on veuille transformer cette dernière initiative en la pierre angulaire 
de la politique étrangère américaine dans le monde arabo-musulman depuis les attentats du 11 
septembre 2001. L’objectif déclaré de ce projet vise fondamentalement à encourager les pays 
arabes et musulmans à opter pour la démocratisation de leur système de gouvernance et les 
initier aux réformes politiques et économiques nécessaires. 
 
D’autres organisations internationales ont été à l’origine d’initiatives en Méditerranée comme 
l’OTAN et l’OSCE. Depuis sa création en 1973 l’OSCE a progressivement tissé des liens 
entrant dans le cadre de la coopération avec plusieurs partenaires méditerranéens. Toutefois 
force est de constater que cette coopération souffre d’un énorme handicap, celui de la non 
institutionnalisation du dialogue OSCE/partenaires méditerranéens. L’OTAN pour sa part a 
décidé d’ouvrir un dialogue politique avec les pays de l’Union européenne de la région en 
1994 en vue de contribuer à la stabilité dans l’ensemble du bassin méditerranéen et d’instaurer 
une meilleure compréhension mutuelle. Ce dialogue comprend actuellement les 26 pays 
membres de l’Alliance atlantique et 7 pays situés dans la partie sud de la Méditerranée à 
savoir l’Algérie, l’Egypte, Israel, la Jordanie, le Maroc, la Mauritanie et la Tunisie. Depuis les 
attentats du 11 septembre 2001 les pays membres du Dialogue méditerranéen se sont réunis 
plus fréquemment pour des consultations avec le Conseil de l’Atlantique nord tant 
individuellement qu’en groupe.  
Il est convenu d’ailleurs dans ce sens la prise de mesures successives de renforcer, 
d’approfondir leur relation avec l’Alliance. Ces mesures incluent un processus de consultation 
plus régulier et efficace. Lors du dernier sommet d’Istanbul en 2004, les pays de l’OTAN ont 
décidé de transformer le dialogue en un véritable partenariat et de lancer une initiative de 
coopération d’Istanbul avec des pays choisis de la région du Moyen-Orient. Concernant la 
position de l’Algérie à l’égard de l’ensemble des actions entreprises en vue de promouvoir la 
securitè  en Méditerranée il est a rappeler que le premier accord de coopération entre l’Algérie 
et l’Union européenne remonte à 1976. Depuis 1995 le développement de cette coopération 
s’inscrit dans le cadre plus global du renforcement des relations de l’Union européenne avec 
l’ensemble de ses voisins du sud de la Méditerranée. Pour des raisons historiques, humaines et 
géographiques, l’Europe demeure pour l’Algérie un partenaire majeur dans la coopération 
économique et politique. Il faut par ailleurs souligner que notre pays opte pour un partenariat 
global qui prend en considération les problèmes sécuritaires au premier plan desquels devrait 
figurer la menace terroriste. Signé le 22 avril 2002 entre l’Algérie et l’Union européenne.  
 
L’Europe demeure pour l’Algérie un partenaire majeur dans notre coopération économique et 
politique. De ce fait notre pays continue d’accorder une priorité au maintien et au 
renforcement des liens économiques et politiques tissés avec les Etats membres de l’Union 
européenne avec lesquels il assure une part dominante de son commerce extérieur. Il faut 
souligner que notre pays opte pour un partenariat global qui prend en considération les 
problèmes sécuritaires au premier plan desquels devrait figurer la menace terroriste.  
Entamée depuis Helsinki depuis 1973, la participation de mon pays aux travaux de l’OSCE a 
progressivement évolué. Du statut de pays non-participant l’Algérie est passée à celui de 
partenaire méditerranéen pour la coopération lors du sommet de Budapest en 1994. De même 
dès le sommet de Lisbonne en 1997 notre pays est autorisé à participer activement aux 
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travaux des différents organes de cette organisation. Ce processus d’adhésion de l’Algérie a 
atteint sa concrétisation avec sa participation en 1999 au sommet d’Istanbul. Outre la 
problématique du terrorisme qui a pris le devant sur la sécurité en Méditerranée le 
représentant algérien se sent investi dans l’autre dossier qui englobe des termes sensibles dont 
le trafic d’armes, de drogue et de blanchiment d’argent. Dans ce sens les contacts officiels 
entre notre pays et l’OTAN. Déterminé par la nouvelle donne géostratégique ayant résulté de 
la fin de la guerre froide et de la redéfinition globale du concept de sécurité, le dialogue établi 
entre l’Algérie et l’OTAN vise à impliquer une situation d’échange et de concertation basée 
sur la confiance mutuelle et réciproque en vue de consolider la sécurité dans la région 
méditerranéenne. 
 
3. La sécurité et la stabilité en Méditerranée devra promouvoir, force est de dire donc que 
l’espace Méditerranée qui est un ensemble complexe aux limites mal définies et où cohabitent 
des intérêts différents n’implique pas les seuls pays riverains d’où la difficulté de vouloir 
s’attaquer globalement à toutes les questions méditerranéennes.  
La situation de la Méditerranée orientale est typiquement représentative de cette description. 
Il suffit pour s’en convaincre de dresser la liste des tensions existantes et d’imaginer celles 
potentielles. 
Le contexte actuel impose des actions multilatérales à l’échelle du bassin méditerranéen, 
englobant à la fois tous les domaines. 
La tache n’est pas aisée car les intérêts croisés voire contradictoires sont nombreux et 
impliquent beaucoup de pays non riverain. Il est aujourd’hui à la fois nécessaire et urgent de 
s’engager dans des actions concrètes de coopération et de concertation visant à établir puis à 
pérenniser la confiance entre les différents acteurs. Peut-être dans un premier temps devront-
elles être limitées à un premier cercle de pays riverains pour élaborer une étape préparatoire. 
En tout cas cette confiance constitue la condition préalable et essentielle à l’instauration d’un 
état de fait durable. 
 
Il serait souhaitable de procéder à la multiplication des occasions de rencontre entre les 
responsables de sécurité et de défense aux différents échelons pour étudier l’ensemble des 
questions relatives à l’espace méditerranéen. Mieux encore une Institution méditerranéenne 
rassemblant largement l’ensemble des pays riverains qui s’échangeraient de l’information en 
programmant des rencontres sur les processus en cours. Les visites régulières d’autorités sont 
également un bon moyen de confiance respective et devraient être multipliées et effectuées de 
façon plus naturelle à des échelons plus modestes pour évacuer l’aspect protocolaire et officiel 
et privilégier l’enrichissement respectif.  
 
Merci. 
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BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA 

 
Presentation delivered by Mr Zoran Sajinov c.  i , 

Assistant Minister M nis ry o  Defence  i t f
 
 
 
Ladies and Gentlemen, 
it is my distinct pleasure to be here in the eternal city of Rome at this distinguished gathering 
addressing issues of such immense importance to the region that Bosnia and Herzegovina is a 
part of and, indeed, the issues that concern every region in the world. 
 
My presentation today is titled "Institution Building and Regional Stability." 
 
Bosnia and Herzegovina is designing and implementing comprehensive reforms in many 
areas of its society, aimed to establish functioning institutions necessary for the creation of a 
climate of stability as a prerequisite for economic development, prosperity and the well-being 
of its citizens. 
 
Defense and security sector reform in general, are necessary fìrst steps in building a climate of 
Stability. Reform is both a concept and process, but it must lead to real results, with 
functioning institutions applying the concepts of the reform. Reform is a concept in the sense 
that all actors involved must embrace the need to change, which requires a tremendous effort 
as there is always resistance to such change because the future is uncertain. I am sure that all 
of us with our experience of reform recognize this, but moreover, we also see the importance 
of using the opportunity for reform to overcome such resistance, to envision and describe the  
prospective future and to create the defense and security environment that will benefit our 
individual countries and the region. The prosperity and security that potentially lies in the 
immediate future has much to offer. Moreover, reform is also a process insofar as it requires a 
continuation of activity across a broad-range of issues and arenas, with interconnecting areas 
and actors in a collective effort to reach a common goal. It is a requirement to adapt to current 
circumstances and to mould institutions to cope with these requirements. In short, embarking 
on one reform effort leads to a multitude of others, and requires the efforts of many people 
from a range of institutions. 
 
Defense and security sector reform has become especially important in the last few years as 
countries seek to move towards greater co-operation in defense and security, to combat 
contemporary threats that require collective efforts. Specific reform actions have been 
undertaken to restructure armed forces towards participation in collective defense and security 
missions - particularly trends towards collective defense and security organizations and 
processes, as opposed to unilateral security and defense mechanisms. 
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Moreover, in the contemporary security environment, with the interconnectivity of security 
issues, the porous nature of borders, threats such as organized crime and terrorism have 
significantly increased the importance of regional co-operation, and more importantly, 
regional stability. 
 
Regional stability is an interest and endeavor of all countries in the region having the 
confidence that other countries are willing and able to do their part for stability. In a sense of 
classic political and social theory, one could say that it is a type of Rousseauian social 
contract. The contemporary security environment has become such that it presents obstacles 
greater than an individual country with its own strength can cope with; therefore, the 
combination of the strengths of our respective countries provide the collective means to 
combat these obstacles. Furthermore, I suggest that our collective actions to further security, 
stability, and co-operation in our region, particularly in events such as these, shows our 
recognition of the importance of our collective efforts and regional stability. 
 
The key concept, however, is the ability of our security institutions to perform tasks within 
their competencies. Here, ability refers to security institutions that have the capacity to act, be 
relied on to act, and conduct tasks in the area of their competencies. Reform specifically 
addresses this capacity and the adaptation of our defense and security institutions to new 
challenges. Furthermore, we, in some sense, take for granted that each of our respective 
countries can and will perform their part of the social contract that in effect we all prescribe 
to. 
 
Security, however, as we know, is much broader than defence. NATO, PfP, and their 
composite parts, always emphasize political and security issues, the allocation of resources, 
and budgeting equally as much as defense. In itself, this is recognition of the interconnectivity 
of our countries in the modern economic world, which is ever increasing with expanding 
economic co-operation and, particularly, globalization. 
 
In the contemporary global environment, security concerns itself with all aspects of foreign 
affairs, defense, internal affairs, and economics. These  manifest themselves across a plethora 
of issues and subject matter, not least, inter alia, in the following: 
•   The constitutional and legal framework for the democratic control of security institutions; 
•   Parliamentary oversight of security institutions; 
•   Published   documents   that   state   national   interests,   goals,   and objectives; 
•   Reasonable  and  transparent  allocation  of resources   for  security institutions; 
•   Security institutions that are adequately manned with competent personnel; 
•   Transparent accountability for state defence expenditures; 
•   Co-ordination among security institutions; 
•   Public visibility of decision-making processes and mechanisms. 
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I will attempt, in the next few minutes (or perhaps more) to outline to you the challenges our 
nation has faced and the progress we have made in implementing the significant defence 
reforms that are essential to the internal consolidation of Bosnia and Herzegovina, and our 
concrete contribution to regional stability. Defense reform is a path with no alternative to our 
gaining membership into the Partnership for Peace program and, ultimately, NATO and the 
European Union. 
 
Bosnia and Herzegovina has had to grapple with two major challenges in the last decade. The 
first has been to rebuild after the devastating 1992-95 war. The second has been to transform 
itself from a post-communist, command economy into a modern parliamentary democracy 
with a market-based economy. 
 
The international security forces that have provided the safe and secure environment Bosnia 
and Herzegovina needed to recover from conflict are drawing down. Bosnia and Herzegovina 
is to join with other countries in collective defense and security organizations and process, 
knowing it must create the conditions whereby international military oversight is no longer 
necessary. We want to enable current EUFOR mission being the last UN mandated foreign 
military presence in BiH. To do this, Bosnia and Herzegovina must have modern, relevant, 
credible, and affordable forces that contribute to the stability and defense of the country and 
its citizens, and to the region as a whole. 
 
Defense reform has been a continuous process in Bosnia and Herzegovina since 1996. After a 
period of large-scale force reductions, it became both possible and necessary to consider the 
issue of state-level command and control over the armed forces. This was possible because of 
improvements in security and stability, and necessary because of Bosnia and Herzegovina's 
desire to join the community of Euro-Atlantic states - a community characterized, inter alia, 
by armed forces under democratic state control and directed towards the foreign policy and 
security objectives of the state. 
 
Defense Reform has clearly followed an established rationale and objective: to secure full 
state-level command and control over the armed forces; to develop armed forces that are 
commensurate with legitimate defense and security needs; and, to establish a structure of the 
armed forces that would allow for future integration into first Partnership for Peace and later 
the NATO Alliance. 
 
A number of legal reforms have been undertaken aimed to establish the basis and capacity for 
the state to conduct its responsibilities in the realm of defense and security. The Law on 
Defense adopted in 2003 first created today's Ministry of Defense, Joint Staff, and 
Operational Command. This law was the linchpin of defense reform, providing the basis for 
today's defense institutions. Moreover, the Law on Defense provided the basis upon which to 
form the state parliamentary Joint Defense and Security Committee, exercising parliamentary 
oversight over all defense institutions in Bosnia and Herzegovina. That committee has been 
extremely effective, and to date has held 26 official sessions since its inauguration in 
November 2003. 
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Furthermore, two laws (a new Law on Defense and a Law on Service in the Armed Forces) 
have just been passed in our Parliament - two weeks ago in fact - that would further 
consolidate defense and security institutions and provide the basis for the country to provide a 
safe and secure environment for itself and to contribute fully to regional security and stability. 
 
In particular, these laws address two broad themes: the creation of a single defense 
establishment in Bosnia and Herzegovina under fully functioning state-level command and 
control; and, the restructuring of the armed forces to meet the requirements of internal 
stability and the foreign, defense and security policy aspirations of the state - specifically, 
collective defense and security. The underlying premise behind these two themes is the 
attainment of NATO standards in order to facilitate integration into Euro-Atlantic processes 
and organizations - principally Partnership for Peace and in the future NATO and the 
European Union. 
 
These laws, once implemented, will represent the most significant reform of defense 
structures since the Dayton Peace Agreement. Not only will these reforms pave way for the 
much needed restructuring and transformation of the armed forces, but, if properly and fully 
enacted, will ensure that Bosnia and Herzegovina is capable of producing a credible 
candidacy for integration into Euro-Atlantic organizations - the benefits of this has 
implications for regional stability. 
 
Since their establishment, the capacity of the Ministry of Defense, Joint Staff, and Operational 
Command has been increased to exercise their competencies in the field of defense. In the 
wider sense of security, a number of positive steps have also been taken to address the risks of 
the contemporary global security environment. The formation of the State Information and 
Protection Agency as a key operational division of the Ministry of Security has established a 
major organization in operational policing to fight organized crime, international terrorism 
and illegal migration. The State Border Service provides the capacity to control the 
international borders of Bosnia and Herzegovina, particularly against smuggling, crime, and 
illegal migration. Together with the establishment of the Intelligence and Security Agency of 
Bosnia and Herzegovina, providing a state-level intelligence capacity, the armed forces as a 
professional single military force and structured commensurate with legitimate defense and 
security needs will provide the means to address the challenges of the contemporary global 
security environment. These institutions, arguably, have, and will help, to increase regional 
security and stability. 
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Our new Law on Defense also provides the basis for the next round of restructuring of our 
armed forces. This re-organization will focus on developing limits that meet the needs of 
Bosnia and Herzegovina, but also are suitable for collective security operations that meet 
NATO needs. Although firm decisions have yet to be taken, the concept encompasses the 
creation of general purpose light infantry that could, for example, perform constabulary 
missions and explosive ordnance destruction and de-mining limits, which Bosnia and 
Herzegovina has special expertise in but which are in short supply in NATO member forces. 
 
Furthermore, driven by affordability and future mission requirements, our concept includes 
restructuring away from the current system of conscription and large passive reserves. Since 
Bosnia and Herzegovina cannot afford to maintain a large standing force or rarely used 
specialist units, the reserve force will be restructured to produce usable reinforcement 
elements for the armed forces at a relatively low cost.  
Again, decisions must be taken, but this could include the creation of reserve infantry 
companies and platoons could reinforce active infantry battalions; reserve specialist units 
could be activated when those capabilities are required; or individual reservists could provide 
specific specialist capabilities to active units. 
 
For Bosnia and Herzegovina, the transition of our armed forces towards a modern armed 
force structure under full state-level command and control is a political, military and 
economic necessity. 
 
As we know, the issue of economics is also extremely important. All countries face the 
problem of prioritizing the allocation of budget revenues. Defense is but one area that 
competes for budget revenue, and as all countries have limited resources, likewise Bosnia and 
Herzegovina endeavors to ensure that its new structures and armed forces will be as efficient 
and sustainable as possible. Trends in defense budgets show a reduction over the last few 
years - particularly, the new defense reforms will allow for a more efficient allocation of 
budget resources, towards armed forces able to contribute to the defense and security policies 
of the state and, moreover, as part of collective defense and security organizations once 
Bosnia and Herzegovina is invited to become a member of the Partnership for Peace, and 
later, NATO. 
 
We also recognize the importance of transparency, and particularly in today's information 
society, the significance of publications that explain defense and security policies and 
decisions not only to our citizens, but also to our neighbors in the region. We are currently 
updating our security policy to reflect the new legislative changes and concept for 
restructuring our armed forces. Bosnia and Herzegovina will also soon publish its Defense 
White Paper. Likewise, as I have already mentioned, our parliamentary defense and security 
committee has also played a major role in securing transparency and wider debate concerning 
defense and security issues. 
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So, as you can see, many accomplishments have been met and our reform efforts have been 
far-reaching. Some people might describe these changes as revolutionary, but as I stated at the 
beginning of this presentation, reform is a process. As such, we could say that these reforms 
are evolutionary. Like Darwin's survival of the fittest, if we are to overcome new security 
threats, we must adapt and provide ourselves with the means to survive in the global security 
environment. 
 
When implemented, our newly embarked upon defense reforms will clearly reiterate the 
determination of Bosnia and Herzegovina to move to the future and toward full integration 
into the Euro-Atlantic family of nations. This will help to build a collective security 
environment that will benefit and contribute to the entire security, stability, and co-operation 
in our region, for all our benefit. 
 
Thank You. 
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CROATIA 
 

Presentation delivered by Ten. Col. Tomislav Viboec, 
Ministry of Defence 

 
 

Introduction 
The Republic of Croatia is a part of the Mediterranean, Central European and Danube Region 
and it is this geographic position that presents a significant strategic advantage, but also poses 
important security requirements. 
 
Under such circumstances, our security is mostly shaped by the South-Eastern European 
security context. Throughout history South-Eastern Europe turned out to be an unpredictable 
area, a source of crises and wars. If we take a look at the recent history, we can see that the 
countries involved were not so long ago a part of the opposed military-political alliances, 
having gained their independence as late as the 20th century, following the military 
confrontation that left permanent traces and far-reaching consequences. 
Evident reduction of tensions in the immediate security environment resulted in the increase 
in economic cooperation, which, along with significant downsizing of the armed forces in the 
neighboring countries and their willingness to join the Euro-Atlantic integrations, reduces 
significantly the risks and possibilities for recurrence of conflicts in the region.  
The issue of security and cooperation of the countries in the Mediterranean region represents 
a special interest for Croatia's foreign and security policy, while the security challenges for 
the European region and the South East Europe have a direct impact on Croatia's security. 
Likewise, we are aware that establishing and developing regional cooperation represents an 
important criteria for measuring our maturity for approaching a united Europe.  
 
General Terms 
The security environment at the beginning of the 21st century is subject to rapid changes, 
unpredictable and full of complex security risks. Besides the problem of international 
terrorism, democratic countries are faced with other security challenges: the proliferation of 
WMD, occurrence of local and regional instability, uncontrolled migrations, organized crime 
and disruption of routes for the supply of strategic resources. Due to these reasons, the area of 
security has become much wider than the traditional approach, where a particular country 
must defend itself against an attack from another state. Today, the most of persisting threats 
are coming from so called non-state actors. 
 
The adjustments, or shall we say transformations, of the national security sectors necessary to 
meet modern security challenges are directed towards close and continuous cooperation 
(which we see as a very positive tendency). Threats to security have a strong transnational 
character, and therefore, we must respond to them in the same way.  
As for the Mediterranean, which is the main subject of this conference, diverse social, 
economic, political, cultural-religious and ecological issues have significant impact on 
security in the region.  
We are faced with intensification of non-military threats to the stability and security in the 
region, such as corruption, organized crime, illegal trafficking of weapons and drugs, illegal 
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migrations, along with international terrorism as the most serious threat to the global security. 
Environmental protection is one of the highest priorities in whole region. We should keep in 
mind that all Mediterranean countries earn a great deal of their GDP trough tourism. 
In order to prevent damages that can be a consequence of the above mentioned challenges, the 
Republic of Croatia considers necessary to ensure a firm, continuous and tight regional 
cooperation of the Mediterranean countries as a prerequisite that is indispensable for 
establishing security in the region.  
 
Regarding Middle East, peace and stability in the Mediterranean area depends significantly on 
stability in this region. Without a stable Middle East, security and stability in the 
Mediterranean region can only be achieved through tremendous efforts and at a high cost. 
Achieving stability in Middle East calls for use of negotiations and dialogue as the only 
means of communication among the parties of the region. That process has to be supported 
within a wider international context, as well as by nations in the Mediterranean region. 
 
Concrete Programmes of current regional cooperation 
Orientation towards regional cooperation is evident from the fact that the Republic of Croatia 
is an active participant of almost all regional initiatives and forums. Allow me to provide you 
with just a few of the most evident examples: 
 

• Intensive activity of the Republic of Croatia has been achieved so far within the 
framework of the initiatives and processes regarding Central and South East Europe 
(Stability Pact, South-Eastern Europe Defense Ministerial, Central Europe Nations 
Cooperation in Peace Support, US-Adriatic Charter); 

• Since the implementation of Adriatic – Ionian Initiative, the Republic of Croatia, 
together with other member countries (Slovenia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Albania, 
and Greece), has been included into broader cooperation on the Mediterranean in the 
field of economic and technical aid, cooperation concerning traffic, environmental 
protection, culture, science and tourism, as well as cooperation in fighting crime; 

• Within the framework of A3 cooperation with US, Macedonia and Albania, Adriatic 
WMD Exercise is planned for next year, intended for preparation for a coordinated 
interagency and international response to a WMD crisis as well as for training and 
technical assistance in investigating trafficking in WMD and related materials. The 
exercise will involve host nation border officials, customs, law enforcement, 
emergency response agencies, and will serve as a good example of a concrete 
contribution to the development of capabilities for responding to the key security 
challenges; 

• A special interest for the Republic of Croatia represents participation in the 
Quadrilateral initiative, in which the Republic of Croatia, together with Italy, Slovenia 
and Hungary, is developing broader cooperation– in the area of transport, 
environmental protection, border security, minority protection and the fight against 
organized crime. Croatia's intention for accession to Multinational Land Forces has 
received strong support of other members and it is certain that within a short period 
the members of Croatian Armed Forces will be included in military component of the 
Quadrilateral.  
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Based on the same principles, we follow and support the development of initiatives which are 
directed towards increasing cooperation in the Mediterranean: 

• NATO Mediterranean dialogue that has been conducted since 1994 has been a 
particularly valuable contribution to regional security and stability, as well as to 
the achievement of greater mutual understanding of NATO members and their 
Mediterranean partners. We especially appreciate a creative approach in 
accordance with the interests of certain countries and the possibility of including 
other countries of the Mediterranean region, based on the case-by-case principle. 
It is necessary to further enhance the efforts directed towards the preparation of 
the NATO Alliance for the whole range of possible security challenges that 
could emerge in the new millennium. 

• The EU Mediterranean Partnership, that was established 10 years ago, together 
with NATO Mediterranean dialogue, surely represents one of the most ambitious 
framework for cooperation in the region;  

• The experiences of other regional initiatives, such as the Mediterranean Forum, 
the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) summits, the Organization for 
Security and Cooperation in Europe's  (OSCE) Mediterranean Contact Group 
and the Istanbul Cooepration Initiative are the confirmation of the interest for 
the development of an all-embracing cooperation effort in the Mediterranean 
region. 

 
We believe that only a proactive approach can provide an effective response to the security 
threats nowadays; in that respect, Croatia has recently taken a very active part in assuming a 
leading role in certain projects within regional initiatives as well as in organization of regional 
and international conferences. Again, I would like to support this statement with some 
examples: 
 

! In 2005, the Republic of Croatia was presiding over the Working Group for 
Defense Military Support of the Non-proliferation of Weapons of Mass 
Destruction, Border Security and Fight against Terrorism (CBSC) that was one 
of the most important projects within the SEDM processes (South Eastern 
Europe Defense Ministerial) of which the Republic of Croatia has been a 
member since 2000;  

! By signing The Shipboarding Agreement with the USA on 1 June 2005, 
Croatia supported the Proliferation Security Initiative announced by president 
Bush in May 31, 2003. That initiative aims at establishing cooperative 
partnership worldwide, in order to prevent the flow of WMD, their delivery 
systems and related materials to and from states and non-state actors;  

! The conference held in Dubrovnik from 29 August to 1 September 2005, co-
organized with the USA, is of great significance and very useful to us. It has 
helped the parliamentary representatives of the Southeastern Europe countries 
to get familiar with the main characteristics of the problems of the non-
proliferation of weapons of mass destruction.  

! Croatia hosted another significant forum - The Third World Congress on 
Chemical and Radiological Terrorism in September in Dubrovnik. This is 
already traditional event which rises our knowledge on this complex and so 
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important field. The results of the Congress and its attached events are used to 
draw lesson learned in the whole world.  

 
Conclusion 
The Republic of Croatia considers that close cooperation, communication and dialogue 
between the countries in the region, contrary to unilateral actions, are conditio sine qua non 
for the establishment of peace, stability, and security in the Mediterranean. Our experience so 
far indicates the necessity of focusing and defining more clearly security initiatives, which 
should be complementary rather than competitive with each other. This will create a situation 
in which the countries of the region will act together, without having to choose between 
competitive initiatives.  
The Republic of Croatia will continue to take an active part in regional forms of cooperation, 
in accordance with the evaluation of their contribution to the promotion of security and 
stability, as well with its own available resources. 
 
Thank You. 
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EGYPT 
 

Presentation delivered by Amb. El Sayed Amin Shalabi, 
Council for Foreign Affairs 

 
 
 
As we are meeting here today with the aim of building a vision for the future of security, 
stability and cooperation in the Mediterranean region, I would like to bring a number of 
specific issues to the fore, which we should take into account and ponder in order to form a 
common vision. 
 
I would first like to focus on our understanding of security. In order to ensure security based 
on sound and sustained grounds, we should have a comprehensive approach that does not 
focus on only one element of security, but rather encompasses political, economic, social, 
cultural, and technological security. 
 
In this context, issues related to the Arab-Israeli conflict and terrorism , as well as issues such 
as water, food, population, productivity, and the environment all form the roots of instability 
and tension in our region and in the lives of its people. 
 
Secondly, in the context of this concept, I would like to focus on an issue that preoccupies us 
all and has become one of the biggest factors that threatens our common security , namely 
terrorism. 
 
We should definitely tackle its sources and causes because putting our hands on these sources 
and causes is one of the most effective methods of facing terrorism. I  firmly believe that we 
will unable to reach the truth about terrorism if we limit our analysis to only cause or source. 
 
There are many sources of terrorism, including external factors in the form of continuing 
regional conflicts, such as the Arab-Israeli conflict and situation in Iraq. The continuation of 
these conflicts without a real solution creates a fertile environment for those promoting 
terrorism and radical ideas could potentially turn into terrorist acts. 
 
Of equal importance are local factors in the shape of difficult economic and social situations, 
such as unemployment, poverty and corruption as well as the lack of political participation 
and a cultural environment that does not encourage tolerance and co-existence. These two 
factors combined and not one alone is the sources that feed terrorism. 
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In this framework, I would like to remind you that Egypt suffered early on form of terrorism 
and presented, through its experience, a specific vision of the nature of this phenomenon. In 
Egypt’s view, terrorism is not restricted to a single country or region but is rather an 
international phenomenon. Egypt’s vision was first received with suspicion but this vision 
was realized and the predominant view now is that terrorism is a worldwide phenomenon and 
that facing it should be an international effort. 
 
As part of this understanding, Egypt made a proposal since the mid-eighties to hold an 
international conference on terrorism under the auspices of the UN to determine the 
commitments of nations and their responsibilities in fighting terrorism, as an international 
phenomenon. Today, the need for such a conference is more than ever before. 
 
Radical religious groups that have a distorted view of religion promote the radicalism and 
fundamentalism that carries out terrorist acts. These groups are intertwined in a vicious cycle 
of radicalism and terrorism. 
 
Thirdly, this fact leads to us to a very important issue, namely the relation between Islam and 
the West. Unfortunately, we are witnessing increasing tension and deteriorating perceptions 
between Islam and the West, especially since the events of 9/11. 
 
Islam as a religion and a civilization is being misperceived and is facing a campaign of 
distortion. Some circles in the West and the US are trying hard to link Islam with terrorism 
and to show Islam as a religion that encourages violence, although any objective student of 
Islam as a religion and faith will discover that Islam promotes tolerance and co-existence. 
Any study of Islamic societies today, will discover that the mainstream is adopting these 
teachings, which does not negate the fact that there are radical groups that understand and 
interpret Islam in a wrong way. 
 
We should strengthen and support the forces of moderation, tolerance and co-existence. We 
should also support dialogue between different faiths and steer away from discrimination. 
 
Fourthly: if preventing the spread of weapons of mass destruction is a priority to ensure peace 
and stability in the Mediterranean, this mission will continue to face obstacles as long as the 
EU continues not to pay serious attention to the fact that only one country in the region 
possesses nuclear weapons outside the non-proliferation system and the guarantees of the 
IAE. 
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Whatever our efforts in the area of non-proliferation, Israel’s possession of nuclear 
capabilities will continue to drive others to redress the situation. In this regard, I would like to 
point out that Egypt made an initiative since the early 1990s to make the Middle East a region 
free of weapons of mass destruction. Egypt has put this initiative forward at all international 
gatherings, especially at those related to issues of non-proliferation. We consider that reaching 
such an agreement is pivotal to ensure security and stability in our region, and that the status 
quo will only disrupt the security of the region and will undoubtedly have repercussions on 
European security. 
 
The belief that the security of the Mediterranean bas increasingly become a part of the 
comprehensive European security structure has been confirmed. NATO and the EU have 
realized early on that efforts to support the security of the Mediterranean region, including the 
countries of North Africa and the Levant, have become critical. 
 
With this realization on the part of the EU and NATO, there was also a mutual realization 
from the countries of the southern Mediterranean concerning the importance of dialogue and 
cooperation in political, security, economic and other issues that are part of the concept of 
comprehensive security. From this point, dialogue started to develop since the mid-1990s 
along with partnership with NATO and the EU. 
 
In the context of NATO’s dialogue with the Mediterranean countries, Egypt has realized the 
transformation in the nature and missions of NATO since the end of the cold war when 
NATO began to re-set its identity and search for new missions in line with developments in 
the international system and the appearance of new dangers. Hence came NATO’s new 
missions in fighting terrorism, preventing the spread of weapons of mass destruction and 
dealing with regional conflicts, civil wars and humanitarian disasters. 
 
NATO’s biggest development was its enlargement to 26 members, which made the 
organization geographically and strategically closer to our region, and NATO’s new plans and 
missions thus affected us. In order to ensure the continuation of the on-going and advanced 
dialogue between  
 
NATO and the countries of the southern Mediterranean we should pinpoint the problem areas 
facing this dialogue. At the forefront of these obstacles is that the alliance has been suffering 
from a credibility gap since its inception and the fact that the main power in NATO, namely 
the US has problems with the region, as well as the colonial history of some NATO countries. 
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In order to overcome and correct this image, NATO should present a solid vision for the 
issues of importance to the region, including the Arab-Israeli conflict and Iraq, as well as 
issues of comprehensive security. 
 
It is also important for NATO not to present itself as the policeman of the world, not to appear 
as if it is determining the dangers and threats and not to have an aggressive posture.  
 
We welcome the principles that NATO’s Secretary General expressed during his visit to 
Cairo on October 12th when he addressed representatives of Egyptian civil society. We 
believe that these principles, including joint ownership, non-discrimination and self-
differentiation form a sound basis for developing dialogue and cooperation between NATO 
and the Mediterranean. 
 
The secretary general focused in his message in Cairo on trust building, which should be 
based on mutual respect and a realization of each country’s limits, according to its needs and 
priorities. 
 
This year coincides with the passing of 10 years since the launch of the Barcelona process, 
and although it may be premature to make final judgments despite the passing of this decade, 
it is an occasion to ponder and try to analyze this process, its achievements and weaknesses. 
The Barcelona Declaration in the 1995 conference launched a process that aims to create a 
new environment for peace and prosperity on the borders of the Mediterranean and gave the 
Mediterranean an unprecedented chance for sustained cooperation and mutual benefits. The 
reality is that the potential advantages of Mediterranean partnership include peace, stability, 
economic development, communications, as well as technical, social, cultural and 
environmental cooperation. Despite the critical importance of the process, there is a 
realization at the political and academic level that it has not made sufficient progress. This 
realization made the EU introduce amendments to the process in 2000, agree on a joint 
strategy, determine the weaknesses in the process and present a number of recommendations 
to support it. No progress has been made in the Middle East peace process. The developments 
of the Palestinian-Israeli conflict, especially after the uprising and the severe and inflexible 
policies of the Sharon government have negatively impacted the Barcelona process. 
 
The recommendations made by the Euro-Mediterranean Ministerial Conference, which was 
held in Luxemburg in May 2005 highlighted these problems. The conference stressed the 
importance of the Road Map and the Quartet and called for expeditious implementation of the 
Road Map. It also urged the sides of the conflict not to take any step take might prejudice the 
results of negotiations as well as the realization of two states, including a secure Israel and a 
viable, contiguous and democratic Palestinian state. 
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At the economic level, the predominant feeling is that what was expected from the process of 
economic liberaization has not been sufficiently realized. The EU remains the main partner of 
the Mediterranean countries in terms of trade and policies, which is a partnership with mutual 
benefits. Over 50% of the region's trade is with the EU, and for some countries the EU is the 
destination for over 70% of their exports. The European partners are opening up their markets 
and Europe is the biggest direct investor. The EU is the biggest donor of financial aid and 
financing at the value of three billion euros annually in the form of loans and grants. The 
Union is likewise the biggest source of tourism and the primary destination for immigration. 
 
The recommendations of the Euro-Mediterranean Ministerial Conference pointed out that 
although financial and technical aid has positively contributed to the Mediterranean partners’ 
development process, this aid has not achieved all the economic goals outlined in the 
Barcelona Process. 
 
One of the main obstacles towards building a common vision between the Mediterranean 
partners is the economic gap between the north and south Mediterranean. One of the main 
tasks is therefore to determine the methods to achieve economic complementarity between the 
North and the South through an economic free trade area by 2010. 
 
There are, however, a number of achievements, including the formation of the Euro-
Mediterranean Parliamentary Assembly, which met in Cairo in May 2005. At the cultural 
level, one of the achievements is the establishment of the Anna Lindh Foundation, which 
chose Alexandria as its headquarters, in view of the city’s history and civilization. A lot of 
hope is pinned on this foundation to promote understanding and dialogue between the cultures 
of the Mediterranean. 
 
The experience of the past ten years highlights the need to devise effective policies that 
contribute to peace and stability. Experts have also observed that the Barcelona Process has 
until now been a dialogue between governments and the elite, and has not had any presence or 
effect at the grass roots level in a way that makes common people feel that the process meets 
their interests and needs. 
 
It is well known that political and economic reform is one of the aims of the Barcelona 
Process, and the southern partners took part in formulating this aim. But we should be 
sensitive in tackling this dimension so as to seem as interfering in the internal affairs of 
countries or imposing our values and way of life on others. The reform process should be an 
internal one that stems from societies, according to their circumstances and development. 
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It is important to point out an important development in the Barcelona Process, namely the 
EU’s declaration in March 2003 on the European Neighborhood policy, which is based on 
linking preferential trade relations and financial help to neighboring countries to the progress 
these countries make in the area of political, economic and social reform. 
 
Egypt has welcomed this policy but is of the view that the European Neighborhood policy 
should complement and consolidate the Barcelona Process and not be an alternative to it. It 
should also reflect co-ownership in Euro-Mediterranean cooperation. Work plans should 
likewise be devised according to each country's priorities and be based on mutual interests. 
There should also be a joint evaluation to what has been agreed upon instead of supervision 
on the part of the EU on the progress of the southern countries and it also important to clarify 
incentives and conditions and the relationship between them. 
 
Thank You. 
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FRANCE 

 
Presentation delivered by Rear Adm. Michel de Fresse de Monval, 

Ministry of Defence 
 
 
 
Charité bien ordonné commence par soi-même effectivement, mais aujourd’hui face à la 
mondialisation, le dialogue est essentiel et le dialogue ne doit pas être à sens unique, si nous 
voulons coopérer, si nous voulons faire quelque chose, ce n’est pas le fruit d’une volonté, par 
exemple la volonté européenne de se protéger, de se sécuriser, peut-être pas sur le dos des 
autres ou avec une aide bienveillante des autres, mais c’est bien quelque chose de tout à fait 
réciproque et je crois que si l’on veut parler de sécurité en Méditerranée c’est bien cette 
notion du dialogue qui doit être développée.  
 
Mon propos tournera autour de trois points, effectivement basé sur le dialogue, le Dialogue 
méditerranéen et l’initiative d’Istanbul, le processus de Barcelone et l’initiative 5+5. 
 
Le Dialogue méditerranéen a été effectivement un élan qui lui a été donné par le sommet 
d’Istanbul et la France y participe activement. Nous avons conçu quelques activités 
régulièrement de l’ordre de 4 à 5 par an pour la période 2004-2005.  
 
Le processus de Barcelone est beaucoup plus ambitieux. C’est réellement une approche 
globale de la question méditerranéenne mais son volet sécuritaire est celui qui n’a guère 
progressé. Certes il y a eu une initiative française au début de l’année pour proposer des 
dévolutions dans ce processus, des mesures destinées à rendre plus compréhensibles et plus 
visibles les actions de la PESD, et d’autres mesures destinées à rendre la coopération avec les 
partenaires méditerranéens sur cette politique de sécurité et de défense qui est plus 
substantielle et plus concrète, plus réaliste.  
 
Le dernier point c’est l’initiative 5+5 qui a été lancée par Mme Alliot-Marie l’année dernière 
et qui a été l’occasion d’une déclaration d’intention en décembre dernier à Paris et 
aujourd’hui je salue la présidence algérienne de cette initiative, nous nous retrouverons dans 
15 jours à Alger. Certes la France s’est voulue pragmatique, humble et réaliste. L’important 
c’est que nous apprenions à nous connaître, c’est l’avantage d’une initiative comme le 5+5 
comparée au processus de Barcelone, comparée au Dialogue méditerranéen de l’OTAN, c’est 
que nous sommes que 10, et il est beaucoup plus facile de parler à 10 qu’à 25 ou à 40.  
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Et donc il faut commencer humblement, il faut parler et c’est en parlant, c’est en agissant petit 
à petit avec des petites choses au début, que l’on apprend à se connaître et l’on apprend à se 
faire confiance et que nous pourrons faire face beaucoup mieux à d’autres menaces qui nous 
concernent tous, que ce soit des problèmes de trafics illicites, drogues, migrations illégales et 
autres parce qu’elles déstabilisent les pays, que ce soit des problèmes de récupération 
d’armes, non pas les armes de destructions massives, je pense beaucoup plus aux armes 
légères parce qu’elles sont beaucoup plus dangereuses et beaucoup plus faciles à passer, ce 
sont elles qui font le plus mal et je pense que sur l’environnement aussi parce qu’elles sont 
essentielles pour notre survie et il y a là tout ce que je voulais vous dire. 
Thank you very much. 
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GREECE 
 

Presentation delivered by Amb. Sotirios Varouksakis, 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

 
 
Je suis très heureux de participer à une Conférence à laquelle nous sommes invités pour parler 
de notre vision. Pourquoi? Non pas parce que avoir une vision c’est facile mais pour trouver 
le moyen pour arriver à cette vision c’est beaucoup plus difficile et cela demande un travail 
très minutieux avec beaucoup de sacrifices.  
 
Je suis donc le coordinateur grec pour le processus de Barcelone, donc il est normal que je me 
concentre sur le chapitre du partenariat européen-méditerranéen instauré il y a 10 ans et je suis 
très heureux que cette Conférence ait lieu à la veille d’une date très importante, la célébration 
du 10ème anniversaire du Processus de Barcelone. Donc nous allons nous efforcer de 
construire une vision sur la base de piliers qui sont les fondements de notre partenariat.  
 
Je m’arrêterai sur quatre points: le dialogue politique qui est le premier chapitre de ce 
partenariat, le développement et la coopération économique qui est le 2ème chapitre, le 3ème 
chapitre sur l’immigration qui touche dans tous les trois volets de ce partenariat et finalement 
à la coopération sociale et culturelle. 
 
Le dialogue politique est très important bien qu’il ait été souligné par certains intervenants 
l’importance du conflit du Moyen-Orient, je dirais malgré les difficultés qui se mettent devant 
nous, il faudrait un effort de la part de tous les acteurs internationaux mais aussi et surtout de 
l’Union européenne pour arriver à une solution qui soit basée sur les résolutions du conseil de 
sécurité des Nations Unies. Le terme de référence c’est la conférence de Madrid, la vision des 
2 pays, en Israël sure et sécurisé et une Palestine viable, souveraine, contiguë et démocratique. 
Cependant, bien que j’insiste sur le fait qu’il soit très important d’arriver par tous les moyens 
et efforts à une solution pour ce conflit qui envenime les relations de confiance et certains 
volets de la sécurité dans la région, j’insiste aussi qu’il ne faut pas faire en sorte que la 
solution de ce conflit fasse du Processus de Barcelone un otage. Il faut aller de l’avant. Le 
dialogue politique comprend aussi d’autres éléments qui influent sur notre sécurité: c’est le 
terrorisme. La lutte contre le terrorisme est une priorité absolue. La preuve en est que nous 
sommes en train d’élaborer un code de conduite qui sera présenté au sommet de Barcelone 
pour être adopté par les chefs d’Etat et de gouvernements qui vont y participer. Les ADM 
représentent un problème important. Il faut vraiment œuvrer dans le bon sens et je veux 
ajouter le chapitre de la collaboration dans le cadre de la PESD puisque cette PESD n’existait 
pas du temps de la Déclaration de Barcelone en 1995 et qui s’est développée depuis. Nous 
avons donc commencé à avoir un dialogue assez minutieux avec tous nos partenaires pour 
identifier des domaines de collaboration dans ce domaine. Nous avions organisé au mois de 
juin un séminaire sur la gestion des crises avec la participation de tous nos partenaires. 
 
Venons-en au chapitre économique. il est très important d’arriver au but de notre objectif qui 
est la création pour l’année 2010 d’une zone de libre-échange. Cela ne va pas se faire 
automatiquement, mais il faut faire un effort et je crois pouvoir dire que le programme MEDA 
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pendant toutes ces années a été assez satisfaisant. Je dois souligner de ma part que si un 
transfert de fond de technologies se fait vers les pays du sud, aussi un effort doit être entrepris 
par ces pays pour ce qu’on appelle l’effort pour le développement en soi. Et je voudrais aussi 
souligner qu’il faut créer les conditions favorables pour les investissements directs dont il a 
déjà été plusieurs fois question.  
 
Troisième point: l’immigration qui est très importante parce qu’elle touche la sécurité, 
l’économie et la culture. Les mouvements migratoires ont marqué de longs siècles de 
l’histoire et ont très souvent été des sources tant de conflits que de progrès. De nos jours les 
flux migratoires prennent une autre forme. Elles ne se remarquent pas peut-être de la même 
façon parce que ce  ne sont pas des flux de tribus et de nations, ce sont des mouvements de 
personnes, individuels ou de petits groupes, pourtant ils sont à l’origine de beaucoup de 
problèmes pour les trois parties de ce mouvement: les pays d’origine, les pays de transit et les 
pays de destination. Il faut essayer de faire d’abord une approche globale à ce problème. Ce 
n’est pas seulement le problème de contrôler les frontières, ni d’interdire ou de combattre la 
migration illégale, ce n’est pas seulement le problème d’intégrer les migrants légaux dans la 
société de destination. C’est un ensemble de problèmes parce que même pour les pays 
d’origines cela crée un problème, le brain drain, la fuite des cerveaux des forces qui auraient 
pu contribuer au développement de ces pays. Pour nous ce problème est très important et on a 
tendance non pas de l’ignorer mais de le mettre de coté parce qu’il est difficile de trouver une 
solution et si on ne s’en occupe pas on continuera à avoir des conflits encore plus graves dans 
l’avenir. 
 
Dernier point, à mon avis le plus important, la collaboration sociale et culturelle. Je me 
félicite que les intervenants précédents aient mentionné la participation active que la société 
civile devrait avoir dans cette élaboration d’une vision de sécurité. J’accepte cette vue, je vais 
encore plus loin, ce qui est très important c’est d’arriver à une compréhension. Il faut 
combattre le racisme et la xénophobie pas comme des notions banales. C’est très important de 
s’occuper de l’Autre, Autre avec une majuscule, celui que l’on ne connaît pas, premier stade. 
Il faut comprendre l’Autre, 2ème stade. Il faut accepter l’Autre, 3ème stade. Il faut ne pas 
essayer de changer l’Autre. Enfin, dernier stade il faut travailler avec l’Autre, collaborer avec 
l’Autre et c’est ça ma conclusion. 
Il y a des valeurs communément acceptées. Pour arriver à cette collaboration et à cette 
coopération il faut travailler dans le domaine de l’éducation, il faut promouvoir les échanges 
humains. 
Ma conclusion est de reprendre le logo de cette conférence, Sécurité, stabilité à travers la 
coopération, il faut créer des relations de collaboration de personne à personne, de peuple à 
peuple, de pays à pays afin d’aider les gouvernements pour trouver des éléments de travail 
pour s’assurer des conditions pour une meilleure sécurité et stabilité dans notre région. 
 
Merci. 
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ISRAEL 
Presentation delivered by Mr. Amnon Efrat, 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
 
 
 
The vision 
 
The goal Israel constantly aspires to is to live in a region in which full and lasting relations of 
peace and security prevail, based on reconciliation good neighborliness, open borders and 
trust among nations. 
 
 
 
The road towards that goal – stages and principles 
 
1. Reconciliation and conflict resolution 

-  Conflicts resolution through peaceful means. 
-  Non–use of force against the territorial integrity of any state.  
-  Establishment of peace relations between all states of the region. 

 
2. The regional framework 

-  Agreed delineation of the area. 
- RS & AC process ought to evolve and be based on mutually agreed   measures 

arrangements and agreements. 
 
3. Structure and characters: 

                  -  Priority to confidence building measures (CBM’s). 
      -  The step by step approach. Beginning with CBM’s and moving  gradually towards more 

advanced A.C. steps. 
                  -  Learning from other experiences. 
 

4. Security and stability. 
                  -  Each state is entitled to an equally high level of overall security.  

      -  Structural vulnerabilities should be compensated for by offsetting capabilities. 
      -  Requirements of self-defense and deterrence of aggression are legitimate needs. 
 
5. Meeting threats and challenges. 
      -  The process should deal with all types of threats, capabilities and intentions. 
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6. Ensure lasting security and stability in the region through: 

-  CBM’s. 
-  Peace relations. 
-  Curtailing arms races. 
-  Non-proliferation. 
-  Compliance with A.C. accords. 

 
7. Other aspects. 

                   -  Economic and cultural cooperation. 
       -  Advancing democracy. 
 
8. Main principles of the process: 

                  -  CBM’s – First. 
-  Graduality. 
-  Sequence. 
-  Comprehensiveness. 
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ITALY 
 

Presentation delivered by Rear Adm. Mario Rino Me, 
Ministry of Defence 

 
 
 

This year marks the 10th anniversary of the Barcelona Process and the llth of the 
Mediterranean Dialogue, two initiatives that, despite the great initial expectations, have 
stalled for some time. As known, the reason for the loss of momentum in their development 
has been identified in hindering political issues. Let me run through some history before.  

The Mediterranean has always been considered as a multidimensional crossroads ("mille 
choses à la fois"... "where anything has been converging for millennia") where traffics of any 
kind flow and as a strategic coffer as well as passageway of energy sources and different 
cultures clashing or peacefully coexisting. No wonder NATO and the EU have, over time, 
reinforced their commitment to this vital area. Both organizations, in their pursuit of a more 
stable regional as well international security,  do acknowledge partnership as an indispensable 
tool and continue to seek feasible, concrete and suitable co-operation initiatives. 
 
In the Euro-Mediterranean Meeting, held in November last year, the Ministers of Foreign 
Affairs, responding to the plea for overcoming the standstill in the Process, declared 2005 as 
the Year of the Mediterranean and the Commission published the five-year work plan to give 
the initiative new momentum. The plan, including some concrete proposals aimed at the 
development of the region in key areas (education, sustainable development, human rights, 
democracy) and at enhanced relations between the EU and the Mediterranean Partners, is part 
of the European Neighborhood Policy. How the latter interacts with the Euro-mediterranean 
partnership is to be seen. The Commission also requests North-African Partners to participate 
in discussions on a code of conduct on the fight against terrorism, with special focus on 
financial aspects, in order to reach an agreement by 2007. As for the European Security and 
Defence Policy, it is recommended to develop regional and sub-regional or bilateral co-
operation, to make Partners aware of the need for military co-operation in crisis response 
operations, focusing on the phases of crisis prevention and management. 
 
The Mediterranean Dialogue has developed in keeping with the Alliance's evolution. At the 
June 2004 ISTANBUL Summit, NATO offered options for a more expanded framework in 
order to raise the Mediterranean Dialogue to a genuine partnership, like Partnership for Peace. 
In that context, NATO launched the Istanbul Cooperation Initiative (ICI), based on a series of 
mutually beneficial bilateral relationships, to further contribute to long-term global and 
regional stability, and to complement other international efforts. It stems from a precedent US 
proposal looking to an ambitious project, known as "Vision for a Greater Middle East", 
envisaging the renewal of economy and institutions of Nations, ranging from Morocco to 
Afghanistan.  
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With the Council's approval of the "EU Strategic Partnership with the Mediterranean and the 
Middle East” paper, the EU has also started to consider initiatives of wider geographical 
scope. Briefly, besides bilateral and small scale multilateral initiatives, the Mediterranean is 
the recipient of two regional initiatives, underpinned by three additional ones having a greater 
geo-strategic outreach. NATO and EU set the scene for a collaborative approach to security. 
As a consequence, interaction between the two has to be developed. In our view this should 
be done , progressively , along the lines of deconflicting, coordinating and integrating in order 
to achieve coherent effects. As a starting point, we can assume, therefore, that the common 
thread running across them leads us to think how best ensure coherence and mutual support. 
For sure, the increasing degree of interdependence, associated with the globalization process, 
implies the coordination of efforts. At this point in time of growing concern for Africa, this 
assumption is corroborated by the NATO-EU interaction in SUDAN, as a result of the North 
Atlantic Council decision for its first mission to this continent. 
 
As known, NATO and EU initiatives are aimed at consolidating security and stability in the 
region by reinforcing political dialogue with effective co-operation forms in a wide range of 
areas. Co-operation activities include crisis response operations, involving participation in 
NATO/EU-led operations (using military and/or civil tools), assistance in case of natural 
disasters and interaction between science and the environment. Every year, NATO develops a 
Mediterranean Dialogue working programme, a living document including several areas of 
co-operation. Unlike the MD, the EU approach has socio-cultural, economic and 
security/defence-related issues, and intends to enhance cultural as well as commercial 
relations and development, by promoting the creation of an economic area, starting with 
Maghreb most advanced regions (the so-called South-South integration). NATO and the EU, 
share reliance on dialectical confrontation, dialogue and mutual understanding as a 
prerequisite for a fruitful co-operation. These steps help to better understand each other, the 
demand and the supply side, and therefore need to be sustained. It ensues that the 
methodologies of the two organisations are consistent. There's now the need to make sure 
that. First and foremost, EU and NATO's offers meet the security demands of their addresses 
and be compatible with their interests/needs; second, match ends with available means and 
third, the more than once professed complementarity be developed.  
 
As a matter of fact: 

• Starting with a general awareness that the security of the two shores is indivisible, it 
is also generally understood that, following September 11-01, Madrid March 11-04 
and London 7 July events, cannot be confined to the specific geographical area. The 
European initiative, following the enthusiasm for OSLO agreements, although 
comprehensive from the theoretical point of view, was somewhat difficult to be 
implemented. In addition, its strategic outreach was limited by failing to include the 
Middle East and the Persian Gulf vital areas that, as known, dose the so-called 'area 
of instability'. Similar considerations apply to the NATO original initiative, the MD.  
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Nowadays, it is recognized that time is quite ripe to moving from the conceptual 
approach to the dimension of acting. As said, the new proposals put forward by the 
EU for the development of a strategic partnership with South Mediterranean and 
Middle Eastern countries and by NATO (the ICI), both aimed at filling gaps, and the 
recent events in the Middle East (Syrian withdrawal from Lebanon, elections in 
some Middle Eastern countries, the multi-candidate presidential elections in Egypt, 
Israeli pull-out from the occupied Gaza Strip), provide grounds for cautious 
optimism, despite the ups and downs typical of the region and transnational 
terrorism's flare-ups. 

• The partners' feedback on NATO and EU initiatives show expectations about 
relaunching initiatives as well as some lingering reluctance to be involved in 
multilateral programs1. As a matter of fact, the annual reviews of the activities 
implemented, highlight a greater involvement of partners in consultation processes 
than in operational activities. Besides, events, such as seminars etc., have proved the 
need to buttress relations with Partners on concrete and well defined proposals, rather 
than on mere political declarations. In other words, those countries expect 
declarations of intents to be followed by concrete facts. Yet, things are starting to 
change: Algeria and Israel have asked the Alliance to participate in the NATO-led 
air-maritime operation Active Endeavour . 

 
Undoubtely, the ICI represents an important development, since in the 26+1 format, 
ownership and bilateral co-operation are distributed over a geographical area, stretching from 
Morocco to Afghanistan. Moreover, the parallel long-term US initiative (the political-
economic-social and legal/institutional overhaul of the whole area) provides an opportunity 
for unprecedented co-operation between the European Union, NATO and the US in order to 
weld together all the strands of work. Therefore, an overarching framework should be devised 
for the many initiatives, autonomously launched by the different organisations (NATO, EU)2, 
in order to promote synergies and, above all, to prevent these initiatives from being perceived 
as competing by the countries they are addressed to. As for NATO, which, given the 
relevance of its integrated defence structure, is more credible from the military viewpoint, 
there exists the perception of its interest limited to the availability of force packages, 
interoperable across Alliance structures. As for the EU, its initiative appears as more 
palatable at the political and multilateral levels, thanks to its deeper breadth and unselfish 
appeal. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
1 Inter alia, reports sometimes point out that NATO is seen by South Mediterranean Countries as a direct emanation of the US. The 

attitude of those countries seems to be due to the impact of such initiatives in terms of political costs. 
2 This document deals with NATO and EU activities in the area; as recognized, attention is also paid by the UN, G8 and OSCE. 
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In the military dimension, the new scenarios of 'forward deployment' and 'effect based' 
operations put emphasis on the multinational character of the deployable forces, where 
partners contributions are always welcome. Since they may grant elements culturally dose to 
the crisis area. Beside legitimacy, this is an important factor which provides cultural and 
linguistic mediation with local populations, instrumental to operate effectively and 
confidently in foreign cultures. The goals of NATO and EU strategies seem consistent, in a 
crisis situation, with their respective political objectives (strategic isolation of potential 
hotspots) and, at operational level, with the interoperability of local components. Confidence 
building and interoperability are therefore the desired output of the two Organizations 
initiatives that, in accordance with the principles of unity of purpose and effort, should be 
made compatible, co-ordinated and synchronised by the organisations concerned. Against a 
background of global approaches to cooperative security and, sometimes, scant resources, it is 
therefore necessary NATO and the EU share coherent strategies based on, but not limited to, 
the following principles of economy of effort: 
• Burden share of initiatives, subsequent to a division of work, 
• Competence for initiatives on the basis of comparative advantage. In doing so, efforts could 
be maximized and duplications avoided. Of course, individual actors identities and modus 
operandi, in the demand and supply side, have to be understood and respected. The desirable 
"division of labour" between the two organisations can therefore be conceived as the direct 
result and application of the Italian proposal for a 'NATO - UE Strategic partnership' 
proposed to the Atlantic Council on 3rd March 2004 by Mr. FRATTINI3, former MFA. In 
this context, given the dynamism of its "retooled" Dialogue and the experience acquired with 
the PfP (and relevant follow-on), NATO would appear as the most suitable one to offer new 
forms of co-operation such as training in peace-keeping missions, counter-terrorism, 
restructuring of the armed forces according to western standards. The European Union could, 
in turn, volunteer for the civil/military aspects of crisis management. In practice, it's a matter 
of following the same path which brought to 'BERLIN Plus'4 Agreement (stipulated for 
cooperation in Crisis Management). Based on the experience of the last years, the cooperation 
with the countries on the southern Mediterranean shore, the Levant and the Middle East 
should be the goal of a new strategic agreement between the two organisations. This could 
widen the scope of NATO\EU co-operation, so far limited to crisis management activities. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
3 See doc. "TOWARDS THE ISTANBUL SUMMIT: how best to respond to common security challenges. The role of an updated 

Alliance political dimension. 
4 Strategic agreement reached in December 2002 on the "EU assured access to NATO planning capabilities, command 

options, presumably available assets/capabilities for EU-led crisis management operations". 
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That will make it possible to safeguard the specificity of the BARCELONA process, that 
could otherwise risk to fade into the background, sidelined by NATO initiatives. In order to 
work closely, Joint NAC-COPS meetings could be the forum where the two Secretariats 
could be requested an in depth stocktaking analysis, that would open the way to the strategic 
agreement between the two organisations. The final objective would be to table a joint 
proposal based on a pragmatic approach. 
 
Finally, as recognized by both Organisations, in the current situation, the most promising and 
immediate course of action would be to continue to improve mutual understanding and act on 
virtual circles, in order to pavé the way for a fruitful cooperation. It is recognised that 
personal relations, coupled with the force multiplier effect of networking, are the key to 
overcome cultural and other barriers. At the very end is human factor that counts. This may 
help to reconcile NATO and EU tutorship\directness with national cultures and sovereignty 
peculiarities. Therefore, beside consultations, seminars on political cooperation with military 
and state\non state actors would be the appropriate means to enhance mutual trust and 
confidence. Academia should be mobilized as well, in order to create a mainstream of 
common understanding on Mediterranean security issues. It goes without saying that the 
aggregate of national initiatives may play a crucial role for the common cause of peace and 
stability in the area. The 5+5 initiative experience shows that progress can be made only 
where there is consensus. Therefore, drawing on bilateral activities, sub-regional initiatives 
have to be encouraged as they help the development, at local level, of the parent initiatives. 
Italy, traditionally active in the area, in keeping with the principles of its collaborative foreign 
and security policy, has adopted a strategy based on the following tracks: 
•   reinforcement of dialogue at pol-mil level by participation in regional and sub-regional 

fora (such as the meritorious 5+5 initiative); 
•   diversification of operational tools  (seminars, conferences, practical activities); 
•   multilateralisation of bilateral activities in order to support regional actors initiatives. 
 
In that context, Italy's specificity is underlined by two complementary fora, the Centre for 
High Defence Studies in Rome (CASD) and the Regional Seapower Symposium of the 
Navies of the Mediterranean and Black Sea, hosted in Venice every two years since 1996 
which deal respectively with security issues and practical maritime matters. 
 
During the last edition of the Seapower Symposium (2004), the Italian Navy presented, to the 
25 foreign delegations, an innovative project called Virtual-Regional Maritime Traffic Centre 
(V-RMTC). 
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This initiative is aimed to connect the naval operational centres of the participants, in order to 
exchange information on commercial traffic data in the region. 
The project, highly profitable and transparent, has already been supported by several Nations 
(the data exchange started in June 05 and we aim at being fully operational next year), opens 
new possibilities of development in cooperation and affirms itself as a factual contribution to 
the security in the Mediterranean basin. 
Corning to dose, we see the Mediterranean as a test-bed for a "tout azimut" cooperation, 
North-South, North-North and South-South. A cooperation based on grounds of good will and 
common sense to meet the expectations of its 427 million Mediterranean citizens, the real 
stake-holders, who seem to share a more and more common destiny, marked by dwindling 
resources, the scourge of transnational terrorism, widespread illegal immigration and 
environmental concerns. 
 
Thank You. 
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JORDAN 
 

Presentation delivered by Maj. Gen. Mohammed Al-Allaf, 
National Defence College 

 
 
Ladies and Gentlemen, 
first, I would like to take this opportunity to extend my deep appreciation to the Italian 
Ministry of Defense for taking the imitative of holding the “1st International conference on 
Mediterranean and the Middle East" Such an initiative comes at a time most needed/and 
corresponds to the fundamental changes currently taking place in the region.  
 
Key Geopolitical Factors 
In our attempt to build a vision on security, stability and cooperation in the Middle East (ME) 
and the Mediterranean region, it becomes of a paramount significance to understand a 
complex of enduring geopolitical factors that shape the perceptions of peoples and the 
policies of governments, and profoundly contribute to shaping the security environment in the 
region. 

Geopolitics has always played a fundamental function not only in international politics in the 
Middle East but in crafting policies of nations in the region as well. Many conflicts and hot 
spots have their geopolitical roots. One cannot establish a solid understanding of the 
prevailing security environment, or governmental policies, or even public opinion trends in 
isolation from a solid appreciation of  the geopolitical context in the region. 

The commonly known definition of the ME is that "the area stretching from Morocco to 
Iran". Obviously not every one agrees on such a definition. The new political concept of 
"Greater Middle East" developed recently into "Broader Middle East" has introduced a wider 
geographical scope to include Afghanistan, Pakistan, Bangladesh and the five central Asian 
countries. The new definition has departed from the traditional vision and is driven not only 
by geographic, cultural, or even by ethnical or ideological considerations, rather by strictly 
strategic and political interests emanated right after 9/11/2001 . 

The ME is a region endowed with a unique strategic situation at the crossroads of three 
continents. International lines of communications meet at one point or another in the region. 
Throughout the history, the ME has been rich and diverse region of enormous cultural 
significance. It is the place of the world's three great religions: Judaism, Christianity and 
Islam. Islam is the prime spiritual and geopolitical factor that gives the ME its color. For 
fourteen centuries, the faith of Islam has been shaping the spirits, ambitions and conduct of 
people and the policies of nations in a peaceful manner, regulating a wide mixture of 
nationalities, races, languages, and cultures. Today, more than one billion people profess faith 
in Islam, more than forty Muslim countries do exist, and more than thirty other countries have 
sizable Muslim population living side by side with non-Muslim population in total harmony. 
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The ethnic picture in the Middle East reflects a heterogeneous human mosaic, composed of 
various groups that cherish their own traditions, cultures, institutions, and distinctiveness. The 
ethnic problem in the ME is that most states are not exclusive to certain ethnic group, but 
instead have two or more within its boarders. To make matters worse, some groups have 
significant segments in three or more states. 

Against this background, and with the substantial changes of the International security 
environment, it might be safe to cite three facts that are shaping the security environment in 
the ME in which Europe is invited to contemplate. 

The first fact is that the region has turned to be a permanent theater for wars and conflicts. 
Fifteen major conflicts broke out in the region in the past fifty two years, an average of one 
conflict every forty months. This has not only ravaged the region, but disrupted most of its 
political, economical, and social reform policies and rendered the security conditions wide-
open, policies exposed and regimes vulnerable. Unlike Europe, definition of national security 
has not departed from its traditional context of the use of force to counter direct military 
threats. All three United Nations Arab Human Development, political, and economical and 
Development reports have referred to the need for social, economic and political reforms in 
the region. However, non of them has pointed out, in a credible way, the need for security and 
stability as a fundamental provision for development. Nations under Constant threat of 
conflict can't develop, or grow. No matter how serious are they in introducing radical reform 
programs. Insecurity disrupts the best reform strategies. It frustrates the most serious 
intentions for change. The first and foremost serious challenge of this conference is to 
come out with a strategic vision on how best to establish credible security environment 
along the southern shore of the Mediterranean as a basic component of joint security 
structure allowing, therefore, nation-states to focus on wider reform policies. 

The second fact is that the Middle East has truly turned to be a major theater of terrorism at 
the international level. Addressing terrorism from a Middle Eastern perspective is just like 
steering in muddy waters. 
In the absence of a widely acceptable definition of terrorism, let us first agree on principles. 
Five fìxed principles constitute the general Middle Eastern perceptions on this issue. 
First, terrorism must be defeated. No political gains should be awarded to terrorist 
organizations. 
Second, Osama Bin Laden is no true representative of Islam. Islam is being hijacked by him. 
Third, terrorism has no ethnic identity. Therefore, no one has the right or the power to label a 
certain ideology with terrorism. Islam, the faith of more than one billion people, known as a 
religion of submission, tolerance, human dignity, and coexistence is not an ideology of terror, 
never was, never been, and will never be as such. The automatic linkage is extremely 
damaging and will only complicate our efforts to combat terrorism. 
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Fourth, terrorism has no nationality. Therefore, no one has the right to label a certain nation 
with terrorism. Palestinians, by all means, are not, repeat are not a nation of terrorists.  This  is 
a counter productive policy with the international public  opinion is  inclined to  accept that in 
the prevailing environment. 
Fifth, the issue of terrorism is not that of the threat strictly directed against western values 
and western cities, rather a common danger to ME values, cities, and societies as well. 

Based on this argument let me offer you some of my conclusions on this issue. 
 
In my assessment, war on terrorism is nowhere close to the perceived victory for two reasons. 
First, it is viewed in the ME as a war with the use of force as the primary tool. Terminology, 
here, has produced a profound misperception on objectives, intentions, tools, timeframe and 
the course of war and whether it is waged against a civilization or religion. Second, it aims at 
controlling and managing terrorism and not eradication. 
There is no military solution for terrorism. Terror that largely reflects prevailing, political 
economic forces can only be defeated on the same terrain. As long as the struggle is 
conceived as a "war" that can be won by military means, it dooms to fail. 
The more the West emphasizes confrontation, the more it silences the moderate voices and 
governments in the Muslim world, and undermines efforts of ME nations in combating 
terrorism. We, the peoples of the ME are not the enemy. We are the victims and allies in our 
common struggle against terror. 
The nature of our common enemy, Al-Qaeda, is not an army with its own institutions, 
infrastructure, and chain of command, nor is it a multinational organization. It is a socio-
political phenomenon resulted from the fluid nature of globalization and the faulty structure 
of the current world order. It is a foggy concept that exists and hides behind faulty policies 
and short-sighted security strategies. It can strike anywhere at any time of its choice. It takes 
no armies to defeat Al- Qaeda. It takes rational policies and sound strategies. 

Jordan, a typical victim of terror, is an active member of the international network to combat 
terrorism. Terrorism in our policy should be denied any chances to grow or prosper; it should 
achieve no political victory and ultimately should be defeated. International and regional 
cooperation and intelligence sharing are, in our perspective, the key measures to defeat 
terrorism, as the use of military power, by itself, is not the right answer. His Majesty King 
Abdullah II states: "Our response must be united and comprehensive. We must firmly 
reject the clash of civilizations that extremists seek. And we must take action on every 
level – not just military - but economic, political and social as well". 
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Last November, Jordan issued Amman massage which articulates the true nature of Islam. It 
calls for tolerance and respect for others, the equal dignity of all people, and the pursuit of 
peace. The massage was followed with the first international Islamic conference in Amman 
this past July. Muslim scholars from 45 countries affirmed the Amman message and took 
measures to end the abuse of our faith. In His Majesty's words: "We cannot allow 
extremism to dictate the dialogue". 
 
"Decontextualization" means to separate the terrorist act from the context. This is a strategy 
that is going the wrong direction. It simply means that we must stop trying to understand 
reasons for which certain groups turn to terrorism, and measure our success only by the 
number of terrorists we kill or apprehend. It is true that no cause is great enough to justify 
acts of terrorism. However, such a theory would neatly solve governments' political problems 
but will never solve the world's question on how best to defeat terrorism. 
The thesis is this: A peaceful solution of the Palestinian-Israeli conflict would do more to 
fight terrorism than any military action could ever do. It is almost definite that Al-Qaeda 
won't vanish, but, it would prevent Ben Laden and future Ben Laden from utilizing the 
Palestinian cause to mobilize the entire ME for his own agenda. 

The second challenge of this conference, I contend, is to take a close look at the theory and to 
come out with a sound strategy to remove misperceptions on the issue and to defeat terrorism, 
taking into account Europe as a neighboring region and as partner in our common strife 
against such a grave threat. 

The third fact is that shaping the security environment in the ME is the need for radical 
reform policies. If there is a bottom line to the complex mix of issues in the ME, it is that the 
region is in a disparate need for reform programs. The ME fundamental problem of 
insecurity, combined with major political, economical and social problems has turned reforms 
into an urgent need to all regional states. The total population of the ME and North Africa has 
grown from 78.6 million in 1950 to 307.1 million in 2000. Projections put it at 450 million in 
2020. This, coupled with the growing challenges of resources and the fragile political 
structures opens the region up to all kinds of international assistance. 

Amid this number of storming files, the issue of reforming the Middle East carne to life. 
September 2001 has put the Middle East region into the most challenging test in its recent 
history; the challenge of "change". It is not that the change was not needed before, but it is the 
scope and magnitude of 9/11 that has paved the way for radical visions of ME transformation. 

With the birth of "Greater Middle East" initiative "Broader Middle East" it is evident 
now that the international community has a much wider agenda regarding reforms and 
political future of the region. Too many concerns have set the alarm in the region regarding 
the concept. The most prominent one is that the theory has opted to view the ME as a source 
of threat rather than a cooperative partner. The primary reasons of this danger, the thesis goes 
forth, are: the political structure of the ME regimes, lack of democracy, poverty, economic 
stagnation, backwardness, Islamic extremism, and Islamic teachings. People in the ME view 
this policy with alarm and a great deal of concern. 
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What is required now is a quite self-generated, socio-political, economic- oriented, and long-
term reform policy based on stable security environment and free of use of force or threat of 
use of force with full European partnership, our neighboring region. Such a policy should 
avoid radical, short-term changes, should avoid bringing chaos, division and bloodshed at all 
scales. And finally avoid disruption of socio-political order and pacifìc ideological values in 
the region. 
 
Ladies and Gentlemen, 
Euro-Mediterranean correlation should not be judged or measured by the number of tracks we 
are working along, rather than the quality of the very basic concept of partnership. 

For the past ten years we have been working together along four different tracks: 
first: on a state-to-state basis where national interests of individual states took primacy over 
collective regional efforts; 
second: within the context of Euro-Mediterranean partnership (Barcelona Process) where 
substantial progress has been achieved so far in a wide variety of sectors. Nevertheless, 
Europe still doesn't perceive the process as a forum in which political settlements will be 
reached. Security basket has not evolved as aggressive as it was hopped; 
third: within the context of NATO-MED dialogue which emanated from the positive signs of 
the ME peace process in the mid-nineties. The overall assessment is that the process is rather 
slow and falls short of achieving its declared objectives of enhancing security and stability in 
the basin and remove mutual misperceptions, mainly due to a number of reasons on both 
sides of the Mediterranean. On the alliance's part, the absence of the political will to get 
heavily engaged in a complex mix of serious security issues in the region. The other reason is 
that NATO's agenda has maintained different priorities focusing on Kosovo and Afghanistan. 
On the other hand, on the part of southern MED partners, it is the absence of institutional 
efforts, the lack of consensus and a variety of conflicting national interests that contributed to 
such a situation; 
fourth: within the context of OSCE partnership where six Mediterranean partners seek to 
make use of the European expertise in the fields of confidence building and conflict 
prevention. The resultant outcome of all four tracks in their political and security dimensions 
have fallen short of reaching a comprehensive mutual security strategy that touches on 
important security issues such as borders, terrorism, WMD, and many others. 
 
Ladies and Gentlemen,  
the most fundamental deficit of the ME security environment is the absence of institutional 
security relations along the southern shore. While NATO strategic objectives are clearly 
defined, the south still lacks agreed-upon objectives and jointly approved policies. The 
formula of 26+7 is not, in fact, a two-side process, rather, a dialogue of eight parties with 
NATO has its security objectives clearly defined, while other seven partners never have the 
opportunity to consolidate their objectives or define their policies. 
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In building future vision, it is proposed that this conference examines the potential of 
bringing up our security relations to organization-to-organization level. This could be done 
by setting up a ME regional, security System along lines similar to those adopted in the 
OSCE model with a provisional mandate of promoting security and stability conditions, and 
prevent conflicts in the region. 

Such a development would do much to the security conditions along both shores and gives 
North-South dialogue a new momentum. 

With this, Ladies and Gentlemen, I come to the end of my presentation. I hope some of these 
ideas will find its way in the working groups. Thanks a lot. 
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MALTA 
 

Presentation delivered by Mr. Stefan Cachia, 
Office of the Prime Minister 

 
 
“Cooperation among Mediterranean countries is still weak in many spheres while 
misperceptions continue to play a key role”. This phrase, taken from the call for papers sent to 
participating countries in anticipation of this seminar, sums up the raison d'étre of this 
seminar. A number of premises are implicit in this statement: 
•   pan-Mediterranean Cooperation in matters of security exists at a lower level than what is 
desired, or than what can be achieved. 
•   there exists a potential for a higher level of pan-Mediterranean Cooperation in matters of 
security 
•   participating states recognize this potential; they wish to achieve it and wish to be part of 
the process towards its achievement. 
 
A number of questions are raised upon a careful consideration of these premises: 
•   what sort/s of Cooperation exist/s? 
•   why is cooperation at a lower level than what is desired? 
•   what is understood by security and do different states perceive it differently? 
•   can Mediterranean countries agree on a common definition of security?  
In an attempt to answer these questions the following paper will first analyze the status quo 
putting forward a number of 'causes' for the existing 'weakness' in the cooperation among 
Mediterranean countries. This will lead to a reflection on the possible way forward. 
 
The status quo - A proliferation of security initiatives 
In the years following the end of the Cold War, the Mediterranean has experienced the birth 
of a number of initiatives aimed at enhancing security in the Mediterranean: 
•   WEU's Mediterranean Dialogue; •   Mediterranean Forum; 
•    NATO's Mediterranean Dialogue; •    Conference on  Security and 

 •    OSCE's Mediterranean partners for Co- Cooperation in the Mediterranean; 
operation;                                                           •   Council of the Mediterranean;  

 •   Euro-Mediterranean partnership/Barcelona • Western Mediterranean Forum (the 
Process;                             5+5) (includes a defense initiative). 
 
On the one hand, this multitude of enhanced security-oriented initiatives shows the lively 
interest in the problems of the Mediterranean basin and above all the shared perception of the 
need to solve them collectively. On the other hand, they betray a lack of direction on how to 
solve these problems and what exactly should be achieved. Each initiative seeks to put 
forward an own way to the collective solution of perceived problems, attempting to fill in the 
void not catered for/gaps left open by the other initiatives. (Nevertheless, it is being argued, 
and our presence at this conference testifies to this feeling, that 'Cooperation among 
Mediterranean countries is still weak in many spheres'). 
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The fact that 'misperceptions continue to play a key role' in the apprehension of 'the other', 
notwithstanding the proliferation of security oriented initiatives, suggests a degree of 
'dialogue fatigue' among the stakeholders. This leads to confusion about the roles and agendas 
of the various initiatives and enhances misperception of the usefulness/fruitfulness of each 
initiative in particular and security cooperation in general. Consequently, the proliferation of 
initiatives seeking to increase cooperation in the Mediterranean is ironically a cause of the 
weaknesses inherent in the efforts to improve cooperation among Mediterranean states. 
 
Yet, it would be naïve to ascribe the failure to advance pan-Mediterranean cooperation in 
matters relating to security solely to dialogue fatigue. Arguably this fatigue is as much a 
symptom of the malaise as much as its rationale. History teaches us that a multiplicity of 
forces is at play at any single point in time, and it is the product of these forces/causes that 
shapes events and determines the success or failure of any initiative. It goes without saying 
that in order to be able to sketch a path towards enhanced cooperation in matters of security 
among states bordering the Mediterranean, it is necessary to understand those forces/causes, 
which have precluded success of past initiatives. Unless these forces/causes are remedied, the 
success of any renewed effort would be jeopardised a priori. 
 
Causes of weaknesses 
A major factor determining the lack of success of the different initiatives, which sought to 
increase security cooperation between Mediterranean states, is the asymmetrical 
conceptualisation of security and the resultant different security cultures. Effectively this 
means that when different partners meet to discuss security cooperation they are dialoguing 
on different levels and have different aims. 
 
European countries, influenced by half a century of defense collaboration go beyond the 
traditional concept of state-centered security and underscore the notions of military 
transparency and understanding of each other's action. Besides, particularly after the end of 
the Cold War, the understanding of security moved from pure 'defense against enemy attack' 
to the concept of 'conflict prevention' and what the European Security Strategy defines as 'the 
less visible and less predictable' security threats including terrorism, Weapons of Mass 
Destruction, regional conflicts, state failures and organized crime. The European approach 
emphasizes the cooperation and multilaterality as opposed to unilaterality. Finally, the 
concept of European security goes beyond the traditional concept of 'protection against an 
external threat' and includes the economic, the environmental, the political and the social or 
human factors. Ultimately, the security culture of Europe seeks to defuse potential threats 
before they emerge, that is conflict prevention. 
 
The lack of common 'southern' security geared organizations, a parallel to the various 
European NATO, WEU, EU-ESDP and OSCE, makes it difficult to generalize on the 
southern comprehension of the term 'security' particularly given the different geo-strategic 
realities in which the different 'southern' countries exist. Yet, such a generalization is 
necessary even if it risks glossing over important differences. Being 'modern' states whose 
recent history included violent internal disturbances or the potential for such disturbances, the 
security culture of Southern states has traditionally been oriented towards the realist view of 
security, which emphasizes the states' military power and its ability to monopolize the use of 
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such power within its territorial boundaries and to defend the territory against external 
aggression. This perception of security is further strengthened by the perceived threat 
represented by 'North' initiatives such as EuroMarFor, EuroFor and Battle Groups. At the 
same time, analysts perceive, and some presentations this morning confirm this, a paradigm 
shift in the definition of security by Southern states. The response towards difficult economic 
conditions within their states, together with the resultant popular appeal of extreme Islamic 
groups, is leading to what Antonio Marquina and Mohammad Selim call the 'enlargement of 
the concept of security to include developmental and societal dimensions'5. 
 
Different conception of security results in different approaches to initiatives that seek to 
encourage security cooperation. European actors seek to replicate within the Mediterranean 
arena that same multifaceted approach which has seen the emergence in Europe of the various 
security organisations and initiatives; each of which has initiated its own Mediterranean 
dialogue seeking to enhance mutual understanding, cooperation and transparency. On the 
other hand, the southern partners have questioned the raison d'être of such a multifaceted 
approach, particularly due to the lack of direct concrete results. Besides, given their hard-
security oriented frame of mind, 'Southern states' appear to view the 'Northern' preoccupation 
with 'conflict prevention' and the development of military and civilian instruments to achieve 
this goal, as a threat. They would seem to prefer a 'conflict resolution' approach which seeks 
to defuse the Palestinian-Israeli question'. From the European perspective, security 
cooperation more often than not translates itself into joint exercises between forces of 
different states to increase joint knowledge of the other, transparency and interoperability. 
From the southern perspective, this approach yields results only to a certain degree, and 
would be more useful if complemented by direct material help, which would, it is understood, 
alleviate the internal security threat; assistance such as Foreign Direct Investment, and other 
assistance to stimulate economic growth in the south. 
This is not to say that security cooperation is impossible between North and South. Indeed, 
experience has shown that it is possible for North and South to work together assimilating the 
'security concept of the other'. The participation of Moroccan troops in Operation Althea in 
Bosnia and Herzegovina is a case in point. The same can be said of the participation, over the 
years, of elements from various Mediterranean countries in the naval exercises organized by 
Italy and Malta, namely the CANALE exercises. 
A major handicap of the existing efforts towards security-cooperation across the 
Mediterranean is the fact that, with the exception of the Mediterranean Forum, all initiatives 
were launched on the initiative of states or organizations based in the North. The following 
matrix shows the present configurations of security, cooperation involving Mediterranean 
states: 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
5 Antonio Marquina and Mohammad Selim, 'Security Concepts, Institutions and Strategies for Cooperation Partnership 
and Conflict Prevention in the Mediterranean'. May 2003. 
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Recipient of initiative 

 North South 

North Yes Yes 

Originator 
of Initiative 
 

South No No 

 
In effect this is the result of the different security cultures of 'North' and 'South' where the 
latter, given their state-centered perception of security do not feel the intrinsic need for supra-
national security organizations or dialogues; indeed these can be viewed as an infringement of 
national sovereignty. This uni-directionality implies that the initiatives are drawn according to 
the requirements and security cultures of the 'North’ states and organizations or at least the 
perceived needs and requirements of the Southern states, but from the 'North' viewpoint. 
Besides, it breeds a sense of patron-client relationship where some states adopt a posture of 
initiators of initiatives and donors of assistance while others feel comfortable to be on the 
receiving side (obviously a nation's level of development and amount of spare cash that can 
be used on such initiatives plays a part in this regard). 
 
Another indirect result is the lack of a sense of ownership of the initiative by a number of 
states. In the end these states end up paying a varying degree of commitment to the initiative 
in question, particularly as the aim and scope of the initiative are not seen to meet with one's 
immediate requirements. 
 
Arguably, the lack of commitment can also be put down to the weakness of Mediterranean 
cooperation in matters of security; namely the lack of a clear strategy of what such 
cooperation should bring about. Whilst each initiative has its security agenda, there is 
ultimately no goal, which has to be achieved apart from enhancing practical cooperation 
between participating member states. This means that regional cooperation is being pursued 
as an end in itself rather than a means to an end. Indeed, such cooperation induces an 
enhanced mutual understanding as well as the dispelling of misconceptions or suspicions 
about the other. Yet the achievement of such results is a gradual process, which matures only 
in the medium to the long term. Besides, these results are qualitative rather than quantitative, 
and can only be perceived with hindsight and thus their sensed fruitfulness is relative. 
Potentially better results can be achieved with a clear set of mutually agreed goals, a 
definition of aims and an end result with clearly defined objectives, and set instruments to 
reach these objectives and a timeframe within which to achieve them. 
 
The Middle East Peace Process has been one of the determining factors of the varying success 
of the different efforts aimed at enhancing Mediterranean cooperation in matters relating to 
security. Thus, for example, the beginning of the second Intifadah in September 2000 
compromised the agreement of the Charter for Peace and Stability in the Mediterranean. Yet, 
most Mediterranean countries are only indirectly involved in the conflict, and therefore, the 
Middle East Peace Process should not hold at ransom progress by such countries in enhancing 
cooperation between them in matters relating to security and stability in the Mediterranean. 
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The need to define 'Mediterranean' and 'security' 
Having considered some of the major causes underlying the weakness of security oriented 
cooperation in the Mediterranean region; the logical step to follow is the identification of 
possible ways forward. Implicit in this assertion is the certainty that a spectrum of options is 
available, ranging from the perpetuation of the status quo to the creation of new structures, 
even if extremes, it is being presumed, are undesirable. The following are some options, 
which might be considered for a way forward. 
 
Primarily, all partners in a renewed pan-Mediterranean effort towards enhanced security 
cooperation, should agree on the basic precepts including the definition of terms such as: 
'Mediterranean', 'Security', as well as options for cooperation. 
 
The term 'Mediterranean' evokes a particular world region encompassed to the North by 
Europe, to the South by Africa, and to the East by Asia. A narrow definition of term would 
refer to the sea, which bathes the shores of the said three continents; a more useful one would 
include its hinterland. While most users of the term 'Mediterranean' would agree to this 
'definition' there is a degree of inconsistency in the understanding of the term when it comes 
to its use in practice. Each of the different aforementioned security oriented initiatives uses a 
separate definition of the Mediterranean at times excluding individual countries from 
participating, and involves a subset of the participants in this Conference as well as, in some 
cases, a number of external actors. While there is a high correlation between the different 
interpretations of the term 'Mediterranean region', there is no single referent agreed to by all. 
In order to set upon the path towards increased cooperation, it is necessary to agree on a 
single definition of the term Mediterranean, setting the criteria (geographical, political, social, 
cultural! etc) for belonging to this region and that any initiative is open to all countries fitting 
this definition. 
 
A second definition, which must be agreed to, is the concept of 'security'. As discussed 
above/earlier on, different Mediterranean states have a different perception of the concept. 
Implicitly, unless there is a common understanding of the term, any form of cooperation 
between states that perceive the concept differently will fall short of the expectations of each. 
Obviously, a whole spectrum of definitions exist, ranging from the ‘the state of being 
protected from an existential threat' where such protection is provided by military or quasi-
military means ensuring monopoly of power, to an understanding of security, in Barry 
Buzan's terms, as a function of military, political, economical, and societal and environmental 
factors’. 
 
A flexible definition of security, one that takes cognizance of the different interpretations of 
term, and allows a degree of flexibility can be the concept of security as 'the protection of 
human/social needs from external threat'. Traditional conflict theory has perceived security as 
one of the basic needs, second only to biological and physiological needs, in accordance with 
Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs. I would rather view security as an umbrella need, which 
transcends, and at the same time encompasses, all other human needs. The threat to human 
needs can diminish personal security; on a larger scale, the threat to a group of individuals, 
whether an ethnic group, a religious denomination, or a social stratum, would affect that 
society's security. 
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Chilean Economics professor Manfred Max-Neef defines human needs into 9 categories 
which, he claims, are constant in all cultures, and it is in the satisfaction of needs that cultural 
diversity can be found. The following table presents Max-Neefs 'needs' highlighting instances 
where defaults on a societal level would lead to a decrease in security and stability. At the 
side is a juxtaposition of possible threats to traditional security, which would result in case 
such a default materializes, and possible areas of cooperation for redressing such a threat: 

Fundamental 
Human Needs 
 

Being 
(qualities) 
 

Having 
(things) 
 

Doing 
(actions) 
 

Interacting 
(settings) 
 

Threat to 
traditional 
security 

Type of 
cooperation 
 

subsistence 
 

physical and 
mental health 
 

food, shelter 
work 
 

feed, clothe, 
rest, work 
 

living 
environment, 
social setting 

violent disturbances,  economical, 
internal displaced      environmental 
persons, refugees   | 

protection 
 

care, 
adaptability 
autonomy 
 

social 
security, 
health 
systems, 
work, safety 
 

co-operate, 
plan, take 
care of, 
help 
 

social 
environment, 
dwelling 
 

economic refugees, 
mass protests, 
disturbances, 
terrorism, military 
threat 
 

economical, 
educational, human 
resources, military 
 

affection 
 

respect, sense 
of humor, 
generosity, 
sensuality 
 

friendships, 
family, 
relationships 
with nature 
 

share, take 
care of, 
make love, 
express 
emotions 
 

privacy, 
intimate 
spaces of 
togetherness 
 

 
 

 
 

understandin
g 

critical 
capacity 
curiosity, 
intuition 

literature 
teachers, 
policies 
educational 

analyze 
study, 
meditate 
investigate, 

Schools, 
families 
universities, 
communities, 

mass protests 
disturbances 

educational 

participation 
 

receptiveness
, dedication, 
sense of 

Responsibiliti
es, duties, 
work, 

cooperate, 
dissent, 
express 

associations, 
parties, 
churches, 

mass protests, 
violent 
disturbances,  

economical, 
educational, rule of 
law, civilian insts,

 humor rights opinions neighborhood terrorism  cooperation    
leisure 
 

imagination, 
tranquility 
spontaneity 
 

games, 
parties, peace 
of mind 
 

day-dream, 
remember, 
relax, have 
fun 

landscapes, 
intimate 
spaces, places 
to be alone 

 
 

 
::: 
 

creation 
 

imagination, 
boldness, 

abilities, 
skills, work, 

invent, 
build, 

spaces for 
expression, 

  
 

 
 

inventiveness
, curiosity 

techniques compose, 
interpret 

workshops, 
audiences 

  
 

identity 
 

sense of 
belonging, 
self-esteem, 
consistency 

language, 
religions, 
work, 
customs, 
values norms

get to know 
oneself, 
grow, 
commit 
oneself

places one 
belongs to, 
everyday 
settings 

disturbances, 
internal conflicts, 
terrorism,  internal, 
displaced persons, 
refugees

economical, 
educational, rule of 
law, civilian insts 
cooperation 

 autonomy, dissent,  Violent disturbances          economical,  
 passion, self- choose, internal displaced educational, rule of
freedom esteem, equal rights run risks, anywhere persons,  refugees law, civilian insts
 open- develop cooperation
 mindedness  awareness    
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When an external threat affects these needs on a societal level, particularly, though not 
exclusively the material manifestation of these needs (Max-Neefs 'things' or 'havings') or the 
setting within which they are enjoyed, that society's stability is put under pressure, and 
security evaporates. 
Obviously, not all the transgressions of needs bring about the same threat to stability or 
security on a national level, and therefore a hierarchy of needs must be formulated, but that 
goes beyond the scope of this presentation. What would be relevant to this conference is that 
if security is understood as a function of human needs, and inter-country security-oriented 
cooperation would focus on ensuring that those human needs in all Mediterranean countries 
are satisfied, then security and stability would follow naturally. Moreover, the potential 
results of such a security-oriented cooperation would be tangible and measurable, enabling a 
result-oriented approach to security cooperation. Besides, if the terms of reference for such 
cooperation would be based on notions of mutual respect, joint assistance, and full 
transparency, then the way would be paved for the review of any misconceptions about “the 
other”. Besides, the precepts underscored by each country's security culture (as discussed 
above) would be met.  
 
The 'security complex'-option - an aggregate of regional cooperation 
The Mediterranean is an aggregate of different social, cultural, environmental realities apart 
from different political traditions. Each country has its own mix of traditions and approaches 
towards security and its own security needs resultant from particular threats to security. Yet, 
different countries tend to have similar if not identical security concerns forming what, 
following Buzan, can be called a 'security complex', or 'a group of states whose primary 
security concerns link together sufficiently closely that their national securities cannot 
realistically be considered apart from one another'. Links between such countries can be 
various and include economic factors, the existence of a regional organization or the need for 
it, a perceived security threat, geopolitical, historical and cultural links. 
 
The notion of 'security complex' provides an interesting perspective for pan-Mediterranean 
cooperation. Particular regions within the Mediterranean can be classified as a 'regional 
security complex'. Haddadi applied the concept to the Western Mediterranean where the 
constituent links are existent: there are strong North-North and North-South economic 
relations while efforts to enhance South-South economic relations are underway both within 
the Barcelona Process and within the Arab League. The Western Mediterranean forum, or the 
5+5, has been re-launched since 2000 and a number of interesting initiatives have been 
proposed, including a defense initiative. States within the region are faced with a number of 
common security threats, primarily irregular immigration and terrorism, while North and 
South are linked by strong cultural and historical links particularly Spain-Morocco, France-
Algeria-Morocco-Tunisia, and Italy-Malta-Libya. 
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The concept can be likewise applied to the Adriatic region where strong historical and cultural 
relations together with increasing cultural, economic and security cooperation interaction 
makes the situation ripe for the further transformation of the region into another security 
complex. The Adriatic charter can be seen as a step in this direction. 
Potentially, given the strong geo-historical and cultural links and the dividends of increased 
economic cooperation and potential common security threats, other complexes could evolve 
in the Eastern Mediterranean and the extended Aegean (including Greece, Turkey and 
Cyprus); but obviously the 'conflicts' afflicting these two regions, namely the Cypriot question 
and the Arab-Israeli/Palestinian-Israeli questions need to be solved before further cooperation 
and ultimately the formation of a regional organization can evolve. 
 
The evolution of cooperation on a security-complex basis may provide a stimulus to further 
pan-Mediterranean cooperation. The dosage of cooperation would be increased gradually, and 
not involve too many states all at once. This reduces the possibility of non-agreement, as 
obviously, it is easier to reach agreement among a small number of states than among all 
Mediterranean states. Besides such cooperation would tackle security issues which are 
particular to that regional security complex, and which would not likely attract the interest of 
other Mediterranean partners risking shipwreck if the security issue in question was made on 
a pan-Mediterranean level. Finally, local issues, such as the Middle Eastern Question, would 
not hinder cooperation in other parts of the Mediterranean. The risk is that while some regions 
may advance in their level, or 'density' of cooperation, other regions would fall behind, 
particularly if their geo-political situation in their region would not allow a degree of security 
oriented cooperation as permissible in other areas of the Mediterranean. 
 
'Coalitions of the willing' - The 'EU' model 
A further option for cooperation may follow what I would like to call, allow me to misquote 
the phrase, a 'coalitions of the willing' concept. Neighboring states tend to have common 
security threats, whether they are of a social, environmental, political military, terrorist nature 
etc. Generally, the response to such security threats has beer that of ad-hoc bi-lateral or multi-
lateral solutions where two or more states cooperate to confront the common menace. This 
ad-hoc solution is normally based on geo-political groupings of states, which, provided the 
right circumstances, might evolve into 'regional security complexes', but the time their 
relationship may not be ripe as yet. Such cooperation, although it may yield very high 
dividends to participating states, is not likely to lead to a formal structured approach. Also, it 
is not likely to be open to other states not immediately adjoining, but who may be interested 
in participating. For example, a country in the Eastern Mediterranean might be facing a 
security threat, such as irregular migration, which other countries in its own region are not 
prone to, but which interests the Western Mediterranean; and it might wish to join these 
countries in developing a common approach to the common problem (although it does not 
form part of the Western Mediterranean Security complex). 
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The 'coalition of the willing' concept would allow different subsets of Mediterranean states to 
cooperate on security issues of common interest, without necessarily involving all 
Mediterranean states. Only 'willing' states would participate in cooperation projects to tackle 
issues such as irregular migration, drought and desertification, fundamentalism-inspired 
terrorism, separatist inspired terrorism, depletion of fish-stocks with the consequent 
implications on fishing communities etc... the list of possible projects is never ending. Such a 
la carte cooperation should be open to all Mediterranean states in so much that any 
Mediterranean state willing to participate may join any project at any point in time (obviously 
late joining should not prejudice the results obtained until that date). Ideally, such initiatives 
would be organized under the aegis of a pan-Mediterranean security oriented initiative/forum 
in which all Mediterranean countries would participate. Information about this forum and 
about any of the projects being developed under its umbrella would be available to all states, 
so that each state would be in a position to adhere to any project. 
 
This model has been already applied with a degree of success within the European Union 
where not all countries participate in a number of EU initiatives, including the Schengen 
agreement, the European Security Defense Policy and the Euro. 
 
Effectively, as the initiatives launched under such a scheme would be initiated by different 
sets of countries, this model has the possibility of enhancing North-South South-North and 
South-South cooperation and info-sharing, transcending mutual suspicions and in the medium 
to the long run wavering traditional concepts of strategic secrecy. This would reduce in the 
long term the causes of the current weaknesses in pan-Mediterranean cooperation enable the 
development of a result oriented cooperation and lead to the evolution of the previously 
mentioned security-cooperation, matrix as follows: 
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Recipient of initiative 
 
Originator of Initiative 
 
 North South 

North Yes -> Yes Yes -->Yes 

South No -> Yes No -> Yes 

   

 
“Fra il dire e il fare c’è di mezzo il mare” goes the Italian saying... well, lets hope that we 
manage to bridge this sea! 
 
Thank You. 
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MAURITANIA 
 

Presentation delivered by Col. Mohamed Ould Mohamed Saleh, 
Ministry of Defence 

 
 

Le monde est devenu plus dangereux, plus instable avec l'évolution des phénomènes trans-
nationaux, tels que le terrorisme, la criminalités organisée la prolifération d'armes de 
destruction massives, les catastrophes naturelles etc. 
Les pays de la région méditerranéenne ont vite senti la nécessité d'engager une profonde 
réflexion et un dialogue dans le cadre d'une coopération régionale privilégiée permettant de 
consolider un indispensable partenariat pour faire face aux nouvelles menaces. 

L'option de dialogue de concertation, de culture d'échanges et de paix sont les bases 
fondamentales des orientations de la direction nationale, dont l'action porte sur la 
dynamisation des espaces de coopération et d'échanges au service de la paix, de la 
compréhension et du progrès. 

L'intérêt des questions et la nature des thèmes inscrits a notre ordre du jour reflètent le niveau 
de notre prise de conscience des enjeux réels du monde d'aujourd'hui. 

La menace qui inquiète le plus serait le terrorisme qui est l'emploi systématique de la violence 
pour atteindre un but politique . Ou l'ensemble des actes de violence, attentats , prises 
d'otages qu'une organisation politique commet pour impressionner un pays. C'est une 
"menace fantôme", dont les auteurs agissent par Kamikazes" et sont prêts a sacrifier leur vie 
pour ce dont ils croient. Les causes de ce terrorisme croissant passent d'abord par cette 
mentalité, par cette recrudescence des crimes et par l'inefficacité des mesures prises pour 
éradiquer un tel phénomène. 

Le terrorisme semble être lié a des phénomènes d'ordre politique et économique telle la 
situation de crise au moyen orient et en Asie centrale (Afghanistan, Kachmir etc. ) ainsi que 
l'écart entre les pays pauvres et riches riverains de part et d'autre de la Méditerranée. La 
guerre froide a alimenté le développement des concepts terroristes dans certains points 
chauds du monde (Afghanistan ...etc. ), propulsant ainsi la dimension du terrorisme a son 
paroxysme pour donner naissance a EL QAIDA dont la théorie se propage rapidement a 
travers le monde. Ainsi la Mauritanie était victime d'une attaque armée contre l'unité de 
M'Reity au même titre que les attentats commis partout ailleurs dans le monde. 

Le terrorisme résulte des différents conflits a travers le monde. Il a ensuite évolué pour être 
utilisé comme arme de vengeance ou de règlement de compte. Ce phénomène conduira 
inévitablement , a moins qu'on lui trouve un remède efficace, a instabilité politique etc. D'où, 
la nécessité d'une parfaite coordination entre les pays membres en matière de lutte contre le 
terrorisme , la protection civile , le déminage terrestre, la formation militaire, le maintien de 
la paix, de la sécurité des frontières aériennes et maritimes méditerranéennes, l'échange 
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d'informations fiables et la prise des mesures appropriées. 
 
Pour ce faire, il serait souhaitable d’engager une coopération dans le domaine de la sécurité 
entre les pays membres et harmoniser le cadre du partenariat dans le domaine économique 
pour réduire le taux de la pauvreté dans les pays sud de la Méditerranée. Ensuite activer la 
surveillance des frontières maritimes et terrestres pour annihiler les trafics illégaux 
(immigrations clandestines, trafic de drogue, etc…). Puis renforcer les mesures de sécurités 
de la protection civile et la sécurité des aéroports en les dotant de moyens préventifs capables 
de rehausser la compétitivité des prestations rendues. 
 
Je ne saurai conclure cette brève intervention en matière de sécurité sans rappeler que la 
menace de terrorisme est très dangereuse et qu’elle requiert la conjugaison des efforts de tous 
les pays du monde et particulièrement ceux de notre région méditerranéenne en vue de 
l’éradiquer et d’établir un climat propice à l’émergence d’un monde meilleur, tolérant et juste. 
 
Un tel objectif pourrait garantir la quiétude des populations, vulgariser la culture de la paix et 
de la concorde entre les peuples de la planète et asseoir une politique d’entente réelle dans les 
relations internationales. 
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MOROCCO 

 
Presentation delivered by Mr. Nab l Adghogh   i i,

Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
 
 
Trois traits fondamentaux caractérisent la nouvelle donne de la sécurité régionale et 
internationale : 

• l'apparition de nouvelles menaces, 
• la montée en puissance de la PESD, en tant que pilier fondamental de la construction 

européenne, 
• la maturation croissante du Dialogue Méditerranéen qui lie, depuis  1994, l'OTAN a 

sept pays méditerranéens. 
 
Pris dans leur globalité, ces trois paramètres rendent impérative la conception et la mise en 
ceuvre d'un partenariat sécuritaire au niveau de l'espace euro-méditerranéen, dont la portée 
stratégique et les modalités opérationnelles devraient être arrêtées et convenues par tous les 
pays partenaires. 
Car, il serait d'une grande importance qu'un tel partenariat puisse englober, sans exclusive, 
tous les défis qui pèsent sur la Méditerranée dans sa globalité. 
 
Fondamentalement, toute réflexion qui sera menée dans ce sens, devra éviter quatre difficultés 
majeures : 
1. la Méditerranée ne doit plus être appréhendée a travers le vieux paradigme nord-sud. Une 
telle lecture simpliste et réductrice ne rend pas compte de la complexité et de 
l'interpénétration des enjeux et des intérêts entre les deux rives. 
 
2. cette réflexion doit être globale et multidimensionnelle. La centrer exclusivement sur une 
thématique donnée au détriment d'autres pourrait la faire apparaître comme univoque et 
reflétant uniquement les intérêts et préoccupations sécuritaires d'une partie de l'espace euro-
med au détriment des tous les autres. 
 
3. cette réflexion doit prendre en considération les spécificités sécuritaires de chaque pays et 
adopter, le cas échéant, le principe de différenciation dans les coopérations opérationnelles 
engages. Une telle approche aura un effet catalyseur et d'entraînement sur tous les autres. 
 
4. une approche qui se limiterait au seul espace euro-méditerranéen et ignore les interactions 
réelles et potentielles des pays du pourtour avec les multiples enjeux régionaux et 
internationaux serait lacunaire et nous priverait d'une vision globale et pertinente. 
 
A partir de ce postulat, il nous appartient d'œuvrer a la concrétisation du concept de 
l'indivisibilité de la sécurité au niveau de l'espace euro-méditerranéen, et d'appréhender, en 
conséquence, la problématique de la sécurité régionale sous son angle le plus vaste. 
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A l'évidence, la recrudescence du terrorisme et émergence du danger de la prolifération des 
armes de destruction massive, requièrent un engagement fort et résolu de tous nos pays pour 
prevenir, anticiper et lutter contre ces phénomènes. 
 
Toutefois, cette lutte, pour légitime et urgente qu'elle soit, ne doit pas occulter les autres défìs 
a la sécurité régionale et qui demeurent l'instauration d'une paix juste, durable et définitive au 
Proche Orient, un développement économique harmonieux a même de réduire les écarts de 
développement entre les deux rives, une maîtrise plus que nécessaire des flux migratoires qui 
prendrait notamment en considération les importants différentiels démographiques entre les 
deux rives. 
 
S'agissant par ailleurs des acteurs sécuritaires au niveau de la Méditerranée, et pour ce qui 
concerne précisément l’UE, le Maroc observe avec intérêt la communautarisation croissante 
de plusieurs thèmes (lutte contre le terrorisme, non prolifération notamment), l'adoption de la 
stratégie européenne de sécurité, la création d'une agence européenne de défense, la mise en 
place des structures de planification militaire au niveau de l'Etat Major de TUE, la mise en 
œuvre d'une relation organique UE-OTAN (Berlin Plus). 
Ces multiples avancées font apparaître une nouvelle Union Européenne davantage tournée 
vers les questions de sécurité régionale et internationale. 
 
Le Maroc voit ainsi dans l'émergence de cette Europe forte et qui projette les valeurs de paix 
et de démocratie un formidable atout et un facteur-clé pour la conception de ce partenariat 
sécuritaire que nous voulons voir émerger dans la Méditerranée. 
 
Ainsi, et au regard de cette orientation ambitieuse, il est nécessaire que l'Europe appréhende, 
de manière davantage prospective, l'intérêt que représente la Méditerranée pour sa propre 
projection stratégique. Car, le rôle qu'elle va jouer sur la scène internationale sera 
nécessairement mesuré a l’aune de son action au niveau de la Méditerranée. 
 
Pour leur part, les pays du sud et de l'est de la Méditerranée devront eux aussi considérer le 
concept de voisinage selon un prisme davantage dynamique de manière a explorer utilement 
tous les mécanismes de solidarité régionale prévus dans la politique européenne de voisinage. 
 
Dans ce sens, le Maroc a toujours accordé l’importance requise a cette solidarité régionale, 
comme en témoigne sa participation, depuis 1994, aux efforts de stabilisation des Balkans. 
 
Présent a ce titre dans le cadre de la SFOR (OTAN) jusqu'à sa relève le 2 décembre 2004, le 
Maroc continue a mobiliser un contingent de 130 hommes dans le cadre de l'Opération 
ALTHEA que TUE mène depuis cette date en Bosnie-Herzégovine. 
 
II est utile de préciser, a cet égard, que le Maroc est le seul pays méditerranéen, avec la 
Turquie, à prendre part a cette Opération, considérée comme la lère opération militaire de 
grande envergure que mène l'Union européenne. 
De même, un contingent marocain plus étoffé encore continue d'être déployé dans le cadre de 
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l'Opération KFOR que l'OTAN mène au Kosovo. Ce contingent a une doublé composante: 
militaire et médicale. 
S'agissant par ailleurs de l'OTAN, le Maroc se félicite de la maturation croissante du Dialogue 
Méditerranéen, institué par TOTAN depuis 1994. 
 
Une impulsion décisive en a été donnée depuis le Sommet d'Istanbul, tenu en juin 2004. 
Ainsi, les ministres des Affaires Etrangères OTAN/DM s'étaient réunis pour la première fois a 
Bruxelles en décembre 2004. les chefs d'Etat Major en sont déjà a leur deuxième réunion. A 
leur tour, les ministres de la Défense OTAN/DM devront eux aussi se réunir courant 2006. 
 
D'un point de vue opérationnel, une progression constante est perceptible au niveau du 
programme de travail annuel. Celui-ci s'apparente d'ailleurs de plus en plus, au niveau de ses 
concepts et paramètres, au Partenariat pour la Paix. 
 
Au regard de cette évolution positive et encourageante, le Maroc estime qu'il est désormais 
nécessaire de concevoir une Déclaration politique conjointe OTAN/DM, dans laquelle seront 
fixées, sur une base transparente et non discriminatoire, la finalité stratégique de ce Dialogue, 
ainsi que sa portée pratique et opérationnelle. 
 
A ce stade d'analyse, l’évolution parallèle et concomitante du DM de l'OTAN et de la PESO 
pourrait donner l’impression d'une sorte de rivalité ou de problème de positionnement 
stratégique de chacun des deux cadres. 
 
En fait, il s'agit de la manifestation de l'intérêt que représente la Méditerranée et de 
l'opportunité qu'il nous appartient de saisir pour essayer, ensemble, de dégager toutes les 
synergies et complémentarités possibles entre les deux cadres. 
 
Une telle orientation ne saurait signifier une sorte de spécialisation sub-régionale ou encore 
un partage des taches entre l'UE et l'OTAN, mais bien au contraire a intégrer les deux 
exercices dans une dynamique vertueuse et porteuse. 
 
A cet égard, et d'un point de vue opérationnel, il serait utile de lancer la réflexion sur le 
mécanisme Berlin Plus qui gère les relations entre l’UE et l'OTAN. Le Maroc, qui participe 
aussi bien à des Opérations OTAN qu'à des Opérations UE sera particulièrement intéresse par 
un tel exercice. 
 
Parallèlement, la perspective stratégique a l'égard de la Méditerranée de l'OTAN et de TUE 
gagnerait a être davantage cohérente et, pourquoi pas, uniforme. 
Dans ce sens, l'OTAN, qui vient de lancer l'ICI en direction des pays du Golfe Arabe, ne 
devrait pas perdre de vue l'autre profondeur stratégique de la Méditerranée; a savoir l’Afrique 
sub-saharienne et l'are sahélo-saharien. 
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Cette région reste malheureusement confrontée à des crises institutionnelles à répétition, à 
l'affaiblissement des pouvoirs centraux, à la recrudescence de la crise économique et surtout à 
l'apparition d'activités de criminalité organisée (trafic des armes légères et traite des êtres 
humains). 
Cet espace, s'il ne fait pas l'objet d'un effort de solidarité active de notre part, risquerait de 
devenir une zone de tension permanente, dont les retombées et les incidences monteraient 
jusqu'en Europe. 
Comme nous l'avons suivi tous ces derniers jours, les pressions migratoires qui proviennent 
de cette région prennent désormais une ampleur sans précédent. Cette problématique requiert 
plus que jamais une réponse collective et solidaire, impliquant tous les pays de destination, de 
transit et d'origine et apportant des solutions humaines et structurelles a ce phénomène. 
De son coté, l'Union Européenne devra réfléchir a conférer davantage de cohérence 
géographique au partenariat euro-méditerranéen. 
 
Cette effort de cohérence signifie pour l'essentiel la participation pleine et entière de la Libye 
ainsi qu'une participation progressive de la Mauritanie. Une telle perspective permettra à 
l’UMA de jouer pleinement son rôle au niveau de la Méditerranée Occidentale. 
 
De même, et abstraction faite de leur ambition d'adhérer a l'Union Européenne, les pays des 
Balkans devraient eux aussi envisager une participation au partenariat euro-méditerranéen. 
De telles initiatives compléteront le panorama stratégique et de l’UE et de l'OTAN et 
conféreront à la Méditerranée une cohérence stratégique d'ensemble. 
Elles seront, a coup sur, le meilleur gage pour une promotion véritable et pérenne de la 
sécurité collective dans la région euro-méditerranéenne. 
Mercì 
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NATIONAL PALESTINIAN AUTHORITY 
 
 

Presentation delivered by Gen. Faisal Sheikh 
 
 
Mr. General and Mr. Ambassador thank you for inviting us to help this meeting, this 
important meeting on security and cooperation of the Mediterranean sea area, and because all 
the south of the Mediterranean sea side consists mostly of Arabs and because the Arab 
language is one of the United Nations languages excuse me I want to present my short speech 
by Arabic language and there is a translator. 
 
Thank you all for your kind and important invitation within the context of this conference 
where we are discussing security and cooperation in the Mediterranean area so we can all 
reach a common vision. 
I believe all who those who spoke earlier have reached the conviction that cooperation 
between the south and north Mediterranean is very important since both sides are influenced 
by each other. For such cooperation to become real we should speak honestly and clearly 
about all the problems we all face.  
I believe that the main issues to be discussed can be sorted out in three topics: Economical, 
political and cultural.  
 
The political aspect is directly linked to security and I do think that all participants believe 
that there can not be collaboration between Mediterranean nations particularly those on the 
southern side of the Mediterranean with particular reference to Israel and the Arab world as 
long as there is occupation of Arab lands; the occupation of land and the killing of civilians 
makes this impossible to occur and who ever sustains the opposite is a liar and unrealistic.  
 
The economical aspect is also represented by two elements, the immigration trend from the 
southern Mediterranean side and poverty in the in the Middle East area. In my opinion for us 
to halt southern immigration fluxes towards Europe there need to be real development in 
Southern Mediterranean countries with the contribution/help of the European countries to face 
up to the immigration dilemma and to the security and social problems it causes to European 
societies which, sometimes leads to misunderstanding between the two civilizations (Arabic 
Muslim and the European).  
 
As for poverty in the Middle East we also need your help considering the enormous 
technological standards Europe and the West have reached. This could be a mean to build up 
a healthy and correct economy for our people to overcome its archaic notion of the Western 
world. The more an economy is advanced/boosted the more its positive impact on security.  
 
Mr. General and Mr. Ambassador, the cultural aspect is the most important of all, the 
southern Mediterranean part which extends from Mauritania, to Morocco, to Algeria to 
Tunisia, to Libya, to Egypt, to Palestine, to Lebanon and to Syria are all have an Arab and 
Muslim print but for Israel; such a geography as it exists will not disappear and its people will 
survive. I think for there to be collaboration/cooperation we need to find direct and honest 
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ways on how to coexist and live together without reciprocal accusations and without 
following old schemes.  
 
There is no link whatsoever between Terrorism and Islam. Terrorism has political and 
economical roots and to be more honest I would say terrorism has to do with the systems 
which rule the Middle East where unfortunately current regimes are far away from democratic 
systems where citizens can decide for themselves. In order to guarantee security and peace in 
the Middle East we need real cooperation, and this can happen I honestly assure you, only if 
the Palestinian plight is to be resolved through a complete Israeli withdrawal from Arab 
Lands. 
 
Mr. General and Mr. Ambassador please allow me to speak a few minutes about the 
Palestinian cause: with the Israeli withdrawal from Gaza, people might think that the 
Palestinian crisis is over. We do appreciate the Israeli gesture but there shouldn’t have been 
an occupation at all from the start; Gaza is only 63 kilometres square and there is still 5000 
kilometres square still under Israeli occupation while there are 8000 prisoners in Israeli jails 
and 360 checkpoints which only scope is to transform Palestinian lives into daily hell. The 
Israeli are still constructing the wall on our lands ignoring the international court resolution. 
At the same time Israel continues to expand and build settlements on Arab land ignoring all 
calls by the International community to stop.  
With those facts I have mentioned do you still think there is any possibility for the 
Palestinians and Israeli to collaborate? this for now can remain a dream.  
 
We wish to have peace and a Palestinian State where we can live freely with dignity like all 
other populations on earth. Only then we can discuss cooperation with Israel and other nearby 
countries, particularly on issues regarding security. Today this time our economy is disastrous 
also because Israel withdrew from Gaza leaving destruction everywhere, all what I am saying 
is the truth; they destroyed the airport , the port, the farms, the streets, our security bases and 
means, nothing is left in Gaza, believe me even the roses farms were completely destroyed.  
 
The actual economic situation in Gaza is as follows: more than 50% of the Palestinians living 
in Gaza  live below poverty line, 200 thousand people are unemployed many of whom carry 
university degrees (not uncommon for Palestinians). 
We as the Palestinian people and the Palestinian Authority thank the EU for all the economic 
help it  offered so far but we still need your help since we need to build the Gaza strip again 
from scratch. I do think security in the Mediterranean area is strongly connected to the feeling 
general feeling/thoughts an Arab citizen has on security, particularly on that regarding 
strategic security , this means Israel also has to sign on agreements which forbids the spread 
of weapons of mass destruction so the Arabs can see a fair international stance on regard to 
the Middle East. 
 
I apologize for this long speech, we want peace and we want to live in our own independent 
State in freedom and dignity as any other population on earth and this will not occur until a 
complete Israeli withdrawal from Arab lands; then we can discuss cooperation on all fields 
including security.  
Thank You very much for your attention, thank You very much everybody. 
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PORTUGAL 

 
Presentation delivered by Prof. Mendo Castro Henriques, 

Ministry of Defence 
 
 

In the name of my delegation, I thank our hosts, the Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and 
Ambassador Moreno, and the Ministry of Defence, particularly Lt-Gen. Vincenzo Camporini, 
Director of the Centro Alto Studi per Difesa. 
 
Ladies and Gentlemen, 
We duly appreciate this initiative to bring together 24 countries for this lst International 
Conference on Mediterranean and Middle East in Rome. As a matter of fact when I was 
coming from Lisbon, a colleague of mine at MoD, asked me, teasingly: "Portugal is an 
Atlantic country! What are you doing in a Mediterranean Conference?" I pondered Portuguese 
geography and history and I answered: "Have you ever seen a wine bottle without a cork?" 
 
In my short presentation I will stress: 
- Introductory Remarks, 
- General Trends, 
- Present Challenges. 

Introductory Remarks 
There is something unique in the Mediterranean region, as the French historian Ferdinand 
Braudel reminds us. Nowhere in our planet, is there such a diversity of climate, resources, 
population, language, culture and religion, nor such a troubled history or such a potential 
future.  
 
The Mediterranean history is a living proof that geography does not determine our destiny: 
nowhere else is so much political acumen needed nor do we find such outstanding leaders 
confronting such complex situations. Dealing or dialogue was never easy in such a complex 
environment in terms of space and time6. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
6 Richard Gillespie, Europe, thè Mediterranean and the Islamista, in R. Gillespie (ed.)- Mediterranean Politics. Voi. II, London, Printer, 1996. 
For Geopolitics as a regional frame for deliberation, a "region of meaning" that goes beyond the economic dimension, see Zaki Lai'di (sous la dir. 
de), Géopolitique du sens, Paris, Desclée de Brouwer, 1998. A classical study of the modern history of the region is Ferdinand Braudel (1964), 
The Mediterranean and the Mediterranean world in the reign of Philip II, (2 vols.) Fontana Books. 
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Geographically, the Mediterranean has at least four different regions: Southern Europe, the 
Balkans, the Near East and the Mahgreb. Historically, there is a process of multiple 
modernities7, to which we are awakened by the difference between Western and Muslim 
chronologies.  
 
In economic terms, there is a sharp asymmetry between the developed North and the 
underdeveloped South, faring badly in most socio-economic indicators8. In social terms, there 
are very different individual styles of life, embedded in diverse societies. In political terms 
there is democracy in the North and democratic processes in most South Mediterranean 
regimes. 
 
With the end of the Cold War, the Mediterranean region became more important for NATO 
as a whole and not just for the Southern countries. The main reasons are obvious: risks and 
challenges moved south; the Balkan crisis erupted; the EU became increasingly more 
involved through the Barcelona process; the proliferation of WMD threatens the region; 
several Southern Mediterranean countries face difficult political transitions: the Greek-
Turkish dispute over the Aegean and Cyprus and the Israeli-Palestine confrontation; threats of 
terrorism loom over the region, adding to the sense of uncertainty fostered by history. 
 
Now, all rules are written for a world of adversarial participants. To confront traditional 
threats, hard power contention measures were taken in due time by NATO, in the context of 
the alliance between Western Europe and The USA. The old role was; si vis pacem, para 
bellum. 
 
Yet, we now live an unprecedented historical situation, one in which there is a single 
international pyramid of power, the US standing atop of it; an unprecedented situation where 
new security risks must be met by new measures for security, stability and cooperation. We 
now should say, adopting the old adage: Si nollis bellum, para pacem; in other words: take a 
proactive attitude. 
 
Finally, we live in an unprecedented situation because the end of the Cold War did not bring 
the next specific assignment of responsibilities to states, namely those in the region. A 
resolute security policy needs a common political ground and an easily identifiable flag to 
fight for: policies are devised to foster confidence, to build prospects of peace, and to achieve 
security through cooperation; war is the outcome of the failure of such policies.  
 
How to strengthen confidence building measures (CBM's) within the Mediterranean 
environment? 
 

                                                 
7 A breaking study is Shmuel Eisenstadt, Multiple Modernities, Jerusalem, 1985. Most interesting is Bernard Lewis, The Multiple Identities of the 
Middle East, London, Weidenfeld & Nicolson, 1998. 
8 Asli Guveli, Serdar Kilickaplan, "A Ranking of Islamic Countries in Terms of Their Levels of Socio-Economic Development," Journal of 
Economic Cooperation 21, no. 1 (2000): 97-114, A3: Socio-Economic Development Eist. 
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General Trends 
In October 1990, Spain, France Italy and Portugal ( Malta was later added) renewed the 5+5 
initiative that was dormant since the early 80's, with Algeria Libya, Tunisia, Morocco and 
Mauritania.  
 
In 1992, the WEU gave a green light to a process of dialogue with North Africa countries. In 
1994, NATO created the Mediterranean Dialogue. Yet, the EU Barcelona Process in 1995 
was the first overall initiative to cover political as well as economical and social issues. 
 
The Mediterranean region saw some changes with the Barcelona process. The region is 
together with Russia, the most important supplier of energy of the EU member states. EU is 
also the first investor in the Mediterranean countries and the largest provider of financial 
assistance and funding for the majority of his Mediterranean neighbours (nearly € 3 billions 
per year in loans and grants). 
 
EU is first destination of migrants, legal or illegal. About 10 million people, mostly from the 
Maghreb, are immigrants in countries like France, Netherlands, Spain and Belgium.  
 
The political, social and economic situation of the southern Mediterranean countries does not 
allow them to cope with a number of challenges that are essential for Europe: rising 
unemployment, fast urbanization, globalisation, population growth, water scarcity, among 
others.  
 
For example, in economic area the Mediterranean countries should have created 5 million 
jobs a year to attend new entrants to their labour markets. 
 
EU will have to encourage these reforms taking into account the different culture and 
situation of each country and also the right timing for each one of them. 
 
After 10 years of the creation of the Barcelona process a certain number of goals have been 
achieved but the evaluation is not completely positive. All Mediterranean countries have 
negotiated and signed the association agreements that install reciprocal free trade with the 
EU.  
 
Agreements are in force with most of the Mediterranean countries but only Israel has 
surmounted all obstacles to the trade with EU. The free trade area has been set to begin in 
2010. Yet it is most improbable that in will enter in force by that date and it will probably 
need more time to be completed. 
 
One very positive achievement of the Barcelona Process is that it encouraged the signature of 
a trade agreement between south Mediterranean countries.  
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In February 2004, Morocco, Tunisia, Egypt and Jordan signed the Agadir agreement; it 
should provide free trade by 2006. 
 
In political and social terms the progress has been slow even if the Barcelona Process created, 
in the Valencia Action Plan in 2003 a Euro-Med Parliamentary Assembly, a cultural dialogue 
and a cultural Foundation. 
 
The EU’s Neighbourhood Policy (ENP) might be in the future a positive complement to the 
Barcelona Process. Conceived for the new eastern neighbours of EU, the ENP has been 
proposed to the countries of southern Mediterranean. Action Plans valid for a 5 year period 
have been signed with Morocco, Tunisia, Jordan, and the Palestinian Authority. 
 
In the next years, EU must encourage and support financially, Mediterranean countries in 
their democratisation and transparency processes. The financial program of the EU gives 
priority to educational areas projects and political reforms. A well informed civil society 
deeply involved in the respective countries development enables political and institutional 
reforms towards democratisation. 
 
The more recent initiatives for stability and peace in the region, are the Mediterranean 
dialogue of the OSCE and the United States initiative towards "the broader Middle East". It 
would be encouraging if all these institutions cooperated in supporting the reform process in 
the region. The EU's initiatives towards the Mediterranean embrace more areas than NATO 
but the Alliance plays a significant role in security reforming the military and defense sector.  
 
The EU and NATO installed some cooperation in fighting terrorism; this cooperation could 
be enlarged to other security fields. Cooperation between the EU and the USA must be set in 
another perspective, given that the Mediterranean countries relations with the EU and the 
USA are quite different from case to case and European shared governance is very different 
from American exceptionally. 
 
Present Challenges 
Some twenty years ago, the sociologist Daniel Bell coined one of the outstanding formulae of 
our time: "Contemporary state is too small for large  tasks and too large for small ones".  
 
The global tasks of security, human rights and environment need international cooperation 
and shared governance. Small tasks need proximity to the citizen. 
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My country, Portugal, is engaged in all Mediterranean multilateral initiatives. We participate 
in EU missions in Bosnia and Kosovo; the EU Barcelona process; the NATO Mediterranean 
Dialogue; and the 5+5 Dialogue.  
 
We are also engaged in bilateral cooperation with Maghreb countries, such as Morocco, 
Tunisia and Algeria. In investment and trade has emerged in the areas of natural gas, tourism 
and urban infrastructures.  
 
There is not enough cooperation in the fields of culture and education. 
 
Based on our national experience, I would stress that such cooperation must be carried at 
every level of governance: 

• at the level of states and their respective national interests; 
• through private corporations with their particular goals in a market economy; 
• trough the institutions of civil society and their public goals; 

Just an example. The MEDA Program of the Barcelona initiative had a 4 billion euros budget 
or the 1997-2001. Yet, only 30% of it were used in the South Mediterranean countries. The 
reasons are complex but they are mainly related with the rigidity of the program and the 
consequent difficulty to select partners from the South. 
 
Thus before we embark in the next step of European neighbourhood policy and NATO's 
Mediterranean Initiative, we should ask some questions: 
- what tools already exist or should be put in place to foster cooperation in the region? 
- what institutional arrangements can foster the goals and objectives set forth? 
- how developed is the dialogue among high ranking public servants, civil society leaders, and 
academic and military authorities of EU, NATO and the South? 
- how to build human capital through common educational and cultural programs.  
 
Education and culture are vital for the processes of democratisation and modernization. 
 
The answer to these questions must be carried at all governance levels:  
 
Actions at the national level 
- Paying attention to the building of human capital trough education, including technical and 
scientific and the encouragement of the spirit of enquiry 
- Reducing income disparities through a process of development that takes jobs creation into 
account. 
- Adapting the political and economic role of the military forces in the South and use them for 
civil protection and avoiding excessive military spending. 
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- Closing the gender gap in the South. 
- Encouraging a culture of dialogue, and accommodation through actions in schools, 
universities and mass media. 
- Encouraging the collaboration of civil society institutions and their specific scope of action. 
 
Actions at International level 
- Resolving regional conflicts and prevent the outbreak of armed confrontation 
- Encouraging regional economic cooperation by making economies of scale 
- Eliminate restrictive trade practices. "Peace follows commerce" 
- Fighting pandemics such as HIV/AIDS and other debilitating diseases 

This brings me to my last word. As the examples above show, human capital is even more 
important than financial capital to foster stability and co-operation. Human capital is built 
through respect: respect for the human person, his rights and his multicultural nature; respect 
for the rule of law inside each State; respect for International Law among States; respect is 
the foundation of shared governance. 
 
Thank You very much. 
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SERBIA AND MONTENEGRO 

 
Presentation delivered by Col. Mihailo Mladenovic, 

Ministry of Defence 
 
 
Ladies and gentlemen, dear friends, 
first of all, I would like lo thank to the Italian Ministry of Defence for playing a significant 
role in supporting and maintaining stability in the region, and hence as our host and the 
organizer of this conference presenting another bold step further in the same direction. 
 
In my capacity as the Head of International Military Co-operation Department of the Serbia 
and Montenegro's Ministry of Defence, I would like lo address the key issues from Serbia and 
Montenegro's perspective with regard to anticipated scope of this conference. The issue of 
progress and dynamics of security collaboration in Mediterranean region, particularly as it is 
related to NATO and EU role in this respect, is the matter of immense mutual interest to 
which all the countries of the region have given a great deal of attention, support and 
commitment. In line with that, let me briefly refer to the critical aspects of such a 
development. 
 
Political aspect 
Internal political stability, establishment of democratic governance and political consensus on 
the role and the place of the security sector in the society is the main precondition before 
undertaking activities in the process towards Euro-Atlantic integrations. It is an issue of 
whether the government is actually competent to decide on and implement a defence policy 
and direct the course of military reform. The liberal principles of social order - pluralism, the 
rule of law, democratic political participation and representation, respect to human and 
minority rights, as well as private property and the market economy - are derived from, and 
justified by, these rights. Adopting these values and standards is a critical point for stability 
and security, good neighborly relations and partnerships worldwide. This should be seen as a 
main driving force in any particular country, all the rest is just grueling technical work. 
 
Economic aspect 
Reform of the security sector is a precondition for budgetary oversight over the security sector 
forces. Therefore it presents a political obligation in an area of extreme costs, particularly for 
states in transition, with often simultaneous and competing priorities. In the process of 
preparing for NATO membership, NATO requirement that the GDP allocation for defence 
budget should be raised to meet the modernization needs is somewhat contradictory to a 
noticeable decline in overall transitional process and burning social problems. Countries 
engaged in the PfP found that their budget cycles were not synchronized with the Alliance, 
neither their plans were realistic and consistent with resources’ availability.  
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In the long-term, reform brings economic advantages, but during the transition, 
professionalizing and downsizing the security sector often leads to an increase rather than a 
decrease in state budgets. 
 
Defence/Military aspect 
A commitment to reform process, at the highest level of the armed forces, would be difficult 
to achieve if the mid-level officer corps remained unconvinced of or did not understand the 
rational behind the reform process. This problem is likely to be overcome by developing 
countries’ capacity to effectively manage multinational formations, particularly developing 
the military readiness, and compatibility and interoperability of domestic defense forces with 
those of NATO. Also, and more importantly, it focuses on the modernization process, 
organizational changes, reduction of personnel and conversions activities, and inherent 
planning and management capacity streamlines. Multinational joint military exercises play a 
significant role in this respect. 
 
As the prospect of NATO accession has been one of the key driving forces of security sector 
reform and co-operation in the region of South-Eastern Europe, focus has been inclined 
heavily towards defence and the military, given the strongest impact of the whole spectrum of 
NATO's institutional involvement through its powerful PfP tools. Heaving in mind 
overwhelming preponderance of the armed forces’ “share” within overall security forces, this 
finding is logical, not meaning that other security actors were not addressed (e.g. border 
guards), and indirectly included. Moreover, it accelerates defence reform, while 
simultaneously having a positive effect on democratic governance, political accountability 
and overall development. 
 
The NATO’s Mediterranean Dialogue, due to its apparent lack of those very mechanisms on 
which the success of PfP is based, has played no significant role in stabilizing the region of 
North Africa and Middle East, let alone promoting the progress in security sector reform. 
Nevertheless, launching the Istanbul Co-operation Initiative (ICI) with its mechanisms 
apparently derived from the PfP tools, could become a “PfP No.2” in case that all anticipated 
countries of broader region of the Middle East respond. In the era of cooperative security, 
approach to security needs to be redefined in order to reflect the principles of security 
indivisibility, transparency and predictability in security policies, raising social awareness of 
multiethnic, multicultural and secular development, backed by active engagement in regional 
cooperative initiatives and fora. 
 
As for Serbia and Montenegro, in spite of complex political and security environment and 
serious economic restrictions in implementing security sector reform tasks, significant steps 
have been taken within doctrinal, legal and organizational frameworks.  
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In order to achieve both full transparency and co-ordination of activities and tasks in the 
process of becoming a viable pillar of stability in the region, military-diplomatic and 
international military co-operation have been intensified, bearing in mind our aim of full 
integration into Euro-Atlantic institutions and related contribution to the international peace 
and stability. Planned reorganization of Serbian and Montenegrin Armed Forces to be 
completed by 2010, represents a contemporary solution for the organization of armed forces 
with all-voluntary complement. Armed Forces organized in such a way will be capable of 
efficiently responding to both conventional and asymmetrical security challenges, risks and 
threats, as well as playing a constructive role in the region. 
 
Apart from various achievements, many constraints have shaped the pace and quality on this 
track. Uncertain future form of the State Union of Serbia and Montenegro and a complex 
security environment in Kosovo and Metohija put a vast vagueness in projecting the future 
Armed Forces and the overall security sector itself. Also, the involvement of international 
actors should be seen as driven by the UN, EU and OSCE documents’ principles, such as 
invulnerability of borders, respect to states’ sovereignty and integrity, simultaneously 
avoiding any related presidents, potential spill-over effects and possibilities for historical and 
security setbacks. Nationalistic extremism, of any kind, has never been a proper response to a 
problem nor a solution within contemporary multiethnic societies.  
 
Violence in Kosovo, in March 2004, was a dear wake-up call in this regard, to which our 
today’s host, among other KFOR contributors, responded promptly and decisively. However, 
all the further efforts still remain to be directed to the building of coexistence and a solid 
ground for unconditioned dialogue and compromise on the resolving the final status of 
Kosovo and Metohija that actually has already been commenced. 
 
In any case, the chapters of the past have to be closed and thus the full co-operation with the 
ICTY in the Hague has been broadly recognized as a must, not only being a “carrot” on the 
way to the EU and NATO, but also presenting a real need for facing individual 
responsibilities and lawless legacies, simultaneously opening prospects of building regional 
co-operation on a qualitatively new basis. 
 
Regional co-operation embedded in South-East Defence Ministerial (SEDM) and US-Adriatic 
Charter should evolve into unconditioned security fora, gathering equal partners with 
common transitional problems and integration aims. Adriatic-Ionian Co-operation (ADRION) 
and Virtual Regional Maritime Traffic Centre (VRMTC) can serve as some very positive 
examples. Moreover, response to contemporary multidimensional threats, presented in 
terrorism and its diversity of fighting methods, give us a common vision of joint actions and 
close co-ordination and co-operation, along with NATO and the EU. NATO’s operation 
“Active Endeavour” in Mediterranean is in full compliance with such a principle. Current 
chairmanship of Serbia and Montenegro over South-East Europe Steering Group 
(SEEGROUP), as a regional forum under NATO auspices, brought the rising of meetings 
level to Ambassadorial, and increasing transparency in the field of fighting terrorist threats. 
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Eventually, our vision in reform and co-operation processes is clear: the aim is advancement 
of our society, betterment for our citizens and membership in Euro-Atlantic structures through 
active engagement with our strategic partners, acting as a reliable contributor to international 
security in the regional and within the broader multilateral context. A vision of the regional 
security development should rely on mutual support in strengthening the principles mentioned 
before, within a framework of strong regional co-operative initiatives, enhancing trust, 
consolidation and regional ties. Ultimately, I express my sincere hopes that this conference 
will make a solid basis for a new forum gathering regions of Mediterranean and Middle East 
that share a common sensible and indivisible security space and a common future. 
 
Thank You for your attention. 
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SLOVENIA 

 
Presentation delivered by Mr. Klemen Lun, 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
 

Slovenia welcomes the initiative of the Ministry of Defense of the Italian Republic to host the 
First Conference on the Mediterranean and Middle East. The aim of the Conference cannot be 
just a matter involving international politics and legitimate strategic interests. Dialogue on 
peace and stability can only be fruitful if we understand the Mediterranean societies in all of 
their complexity, be it religious, political, linguistic, cultural or economic; it also involves 
issues such as development of democracy and human rights, water resources, sea 
management, energy and ecology. 

As a country situated between the Alps, the Panonian plain and the Adriatic Sea, Slovenia is 
proud to stress also its Mediterranean orientation. This is shown symbolically in our coat of 
arms, and practically through our active cooperation with the Mediterranean countries both at 
the bilateral level and in multilateral programme such as the EU Barcelona Process, the 
NATO Mediterranean Dialogue, and in many other regional initiatives (e.g. the Adriatic-
lonian Initiative, the Central European Initiative), which have been striving for a cultural and 
political exchange of experience and for dialogue on a broader level. 
 
Individual country's responsibility for understanding, cooperation and development in the 
Mediterranean region, of course, should not and cannot be measured by the length of its coast. 
The main criteria are co-responsibility and active involvement in one's own region. In this 
respect, the Republic of Slovenia has endeavored over the past 14-years of it's independency 
to take an active part in dialogue of conciliation, stability and cooperation firstly in 
Southeastern Europe and Western Balkans and than also in the Mediterranean, including the 
Middle East. Slovenia's active involvement in crisis areas is particularly intensive this year 
when our country is chairing the OSCE, and will be again brought to the fora in 2008, when 
Slovenia will hold the EU presidency. 
 
Through the admission of Malta, Cyprus and Slovenia in May 2004, "the European Union 
confirmed its Mediterranean orientation" (says French president Chirac). This orientation is 
now, after negotiations has started with Croatia and Turkey, confirmed with a clear message, 
that Europe is willing to overcome some traditional prejudices and strategic limits. This 
orientation must by no means be limited to Europe's strategic presence in the broader area of 
the Mediterranean and Middle East, but must above all include increasing responsibility, 
solidarity and care for the development of the region from Aghadir and Oran to Hebron and 
Alexandria; from Nouakchott and Benghazi to Divarbakir and Elbasan. The criticism of some 
Mediterranean countries on the account of the results of the Barcelona Dialogue is often 
justified. In response to such criticism we should strengthen the activities of the existing 
mechanisms and dialogue between the European, Asian and African Mediterranean coasts. In 
addition, the reply to such criticism is also the fact that the Barcelona Process was initiated in 
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a period of great optimism regarding the Middle East Peace Process. Such a dialogue may 
only yield results when wise political steps are transferred to the civil, cultural, scientific, and 
sports environment as well as to other spheres. In this sense, the Republic of Slovenia joins 
the host in emphasizing the need to create a broader context for dialogue between the 
countries in the region. In addition to adhering to common values and culture, the basic 
conditions for real dialogue are respect for diversity of Mediterranean societies and their 
varieties in the language, religion, democratic standards, economic policy and cultural and 
social dimensions. Slovenia welcomes recent Turkey-Spanish initiative of Alliance of 
Civilizations, already supported by the UN, and is ready to contribute -as it already does - its 
own part into a long and complex dialogue. This we think would be the best answer to those 
who still insist that there are insolvable clashes between "the West and the Rest." 
 
As a member of both the EU and NATO Slovenia has actively endeavored to promote 
meaningful cooperation with partner countries of the EU and NATO on the Southern and 
Eastern shores of the Mediterranean. We clearly support the further upgrading and expanding 
of cooperation within EUROMED. We are delighted that progress has been achieved, but in 
our opinion additional efforts must be made especially in the fields of education, economic 
reform and governance. Our Foreign Minister Mr. Dimitrij Rupel has clearly stated: "We 
must do more to promote a ring of well governed countries to the East and South of the EU. 
This means Europe must do more to promote educational reforms through the Middle East, 
free trade and free flow of information, support human rights reforms - including the rights of 
women -and set up exchange programmes. We must also worry about the rise in regional 
unemployment, particularly the youth that are ill-prepared to adjust to the effects and 
demands of globalization and are thus unable to integrate into the world economy." It is quite 
clear that the ultimate success of our common struggle against terrorism greatly depends on 
the implementation of these far-reaching reforms in the Middle East. 
 
We are aware of the great importance of the NATO Summit Decision in Istanbul in June 
2004 to elevate the Alliance's Mediterranean Dialogue to a genuine partnership and to launch 
the Istanbul Cooperation Initiative with interested countries in the Middle East. We can 
already see some important results that enhanced Mediterranean Dialogue has contributed to 
security and stability in the region by promoting Dialogue's political dimension, and 
especially practical cooperation with the purpose of assisting in defense reform, strengthening 
cooperation in the field of border security, achieving interoperability and contributing to the 
fight against terrorism. The first meeting of the Mediterranean Dialogue countries at the level 
of Foreign Ministers on the occasion of the 10th anniversary of the Mediterranean Dialogue 
in December 2004 was an important step forward in strengthening political cooperation. The 
first meeting of Chiefs of General Staff in November 2004 was also important. The 
Mediterranean Dialogue countries show great interest in cooperation in the fight against 
terrorism (strengthened flow of intelligence information, interest expressed by some 
Mediterranean Dialogue countries to participate in the fight against terrorism in the 
Mediterranean Sea in the operation Active Endeavor), in crisis management, science, etc. 
Most Dialogue countries believe that the expansion of cooperation with NATO has been 
hampered by a standstill in the Middle East Peace Process and by conflicts in Iraq and 
Afghanistan. 
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The objective of the Istanbul Cooperation Initiative is the strengthening of security and 
regional stability by a renewed transatlantic engagement in the Middle East. NATO presented 
a new Alliance's initiative to the Gulf Cooperation Council Countries (GCC). The countries 
concerned have shown great interest in this initiative, but at the same time one must also 
understand reservations among other countries. The fields of cooperation within the Istanbul 
Cooperation Initiative will cover areas where NATO can add value: defense reform, defense 
budgeting, civil-military relations, fighting terrorism through information sharing, measures 
against the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction and their delivery means, 
participation of these countries in NATO-led operations, etc. 
 
We realize that the Mediterranean area cannot be transformed into a region of peace, 
cooperation and prosperity without a just and lasting solution of the Israeli-Palestinian 
conflict. Slovenia has fully supported withdraw of Israel from Gaza and West Bank, which 
has to be part of a process leading to two state solution. We believe that coordinated activities 
of all four members of the Quartet remain of the utmost importance in terms of searching for 
a just solution for all. As we all know, certain ideas have emerged lately that NATO should be 
involved to a greater extent in the Middle East Peace Process. Slovenia does not oppose the 
idea of greater involvement; it however supports this idea only if the parties to the conflict so 
request and if the UN gives a clear mandate. 
 
There are many initiatives for cooperation in the Mediterranean region within various 
international organizations (EU, NATO, OSCE) that are not always fully coordinated. Greater 
efficiency and transparency could be achieved by seeking synergy among them and avoiding 
duplication. 
 
Cultural and broader social and civilization aspects of cooperation 
How people perceive others is greatly determined by cultural backgrounds, socio-political, 
ideological, religious and linguistic frameworks. Such perceptions often become so cultural 
embedded and laden with misleading content that the very health of a society, in terms of its 
identity, recognition, community and freedom can suffer damage in its vitality and well-
being. A stroll through any newspaper today has never confirmed it so well. In the 
Mediterranean, just as in the global context, these issues relating to social identity deeply 
concern the relationships between Islam and the West. In many respects these societies do 
indeed express different cultures, but this does not mean they cannot get along. And getting 
along pre-empts any foreclosure about any predefined enemies. Rather the differences beckon 
us to work together, to improve our understanding, to break down stereotypes and erase the 
mistrust. We created you from the same male and female and rendered you distinct peoples 
and tribes, that you may know and recognize each other, not that you may despise each other, 
says the Holy Quran (49:13). 
 
Together with other Mediterranean countries we share the feeling of belonging to a cultural 
and civilization area to which we are linked not only through history but also through our 
common responsibility and awareness of a necessary global partnership capable of respecting 
and at the same time overcoming cultural, religious and civilization differences. Slovenian 
cooperation in the region goes beyond the mere governmental or European initiatives and 
projects; public and civil initiatives reach to the economic, scientific and cultural spheres. 
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European responsibility for the Mediterranean area is a historic one, as the ancient Greek and 
Roman world is considered to be the cradle of European civilization. The extraordinary 
legacy and influence of the old Egypt, Phoenicians, Etruscans, Assyrians and many others 
should be added to the list as well. It is equally impossible to imagine a modern Europe 
without the religious and humanistic legacy of the old Israel; the Jewish people have been 
present in Europe longer than many contemporary European nations. Can we imagine today's 
Europe and the Mediterranean region without contribution of ancient Athens, Jerusalem, 
Alexandria, Crete, Rhodes, Rome and Istanbul? Without the integral elements of the Greek 
culture and Roman law? Would it be possible today to speak here about the Mediterranean 
area if there were no legacy of Hellenism and the renowned fusion of the Western and 
Eastern cultures at the time of Alexander the Great and afterwards? Without the Roman 
Empire, which - despite everything - managed to unite in a single state form all of us who 
today belong to more than twenty sovereign nations. 
 
What would be today's Europe like without the influence of Arabic culture; without 
humanism, science and the art of Islamic world? Without Arab merchants, doctors, 
mathematicians and scholars? Is the actual understanding of today's Mediterranean region not 
too narrow, insufficient, reduced to the crisis areas and abstract political dialogue lacking the 
knowledge of a wider historical (cultural, religious etc.) background? The knowledge of 
historic and cultural framework is a prerequisite for security, stability and cooperation in the 
region, while the awareness of responsibility and wide horizons make up those foundations 
on which dialogue at the broadest civil society level may be conducted. It is a fact that there 
are many prejudices, false notions and broken communication flows between nations and 
communities in our environment that involve the understanding of the complexity of three 
principal religions (Judaism, Christianity and Islam), knowledge of neighbors in the North or 
South, their language, traditions or plans for the future. We believe that different academic, 
cultural, sports and other civil society initiatives can contribute to our better understanding. 
 
A number of literary and academic works have been published recently in Slovenia in the 
field of humanities and social sciences dealing with Mediterranean societies, their culture, 
politics and literature. And much more could be done, we may confess. Cultural exchange 
with countries from Southern Mediterranean has also been enhanced, including theatrical 
performers from Egypt, artists from Israel, or musicians from Turkey and Morocco. Within 
the recently established University of Koper/Capodistria, a town on the Slovenian Adriatic 
coast, there is also the Institute for Mediterranean Humanities and Social Sciences which is 
specialized academic institution in Slovenia that is systematically dealing with the history of 
Slovenian cultural contacts with Mediterranean countries as well as with social, philosophical, 
religious, anthropological and cultural research. We are also looking forward to play an active 
role in Anna Lindh Foundation, which will promote inter-cultural exchange between our 
scholars and artists. The Mediterranean Sea (Latin: Mediterraneus: medius = in the middle; in 
Greek mesogeios; Hebrew: ha-jam ha-tihon; Turkish: Akdeniz - White Sea) has been Mare 
nostrum ever since the Antiquity; our large sea, which has united many various peoples, 
cultures and traditions, encouraged a lively flow of people, ideas, services and capital. This 
lively exchange conditioned a special identity, rich diversity and creative dynamism to this 
area, on which we can all draw today - and contribute our own piece to that. Thank you. 
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SPAIN 

 
Presentation delivered by Lt. Gen. Bernardo Alvarez del Manzano Albinana,  

Ministry of Defence 
 
 
Good morning Ladies and Gentlemen. 
First of all let me to thank you for your kind invitation to participate in this conference. It is 
an honour and privilege to be here in Rome with you. 
I will try to offer you a Spanish vision on the security on the security and cooperation in the 
Mediterranean, a proof of what the democratic armed forces can do in building a peaceful 
future, a short analysis of the problems is facing in the area and, finally a personal proposal 
that, I believe could be of help at this moment. 
 
I will follow this Agenda: 
first: how Spain sees the Mediterranean; 
second: the regional threats and risks and some strategic considerations; 
third: the different initiatives military, and non military, and its relationship; 
fourth: analysis and recommendations. 
 
Spain considers initially two different zones in the Mediterranean: the MEDOC (Western 
Mediterranean) and the MEDOR (Eastern Mediterranean). The Sicilia Channel and the Sirte 
Gulf, separate them. Both of this areas would present their own Western (Maghreb) and 
Eastern (Mashreq) shores. 
 
But in a more global vision we look at the enlarged Med (the Middle East zone and central 
Asia until the Caspian and the Arabic Sea) and the expanded Mediterranean to the South to 
include the Gulf of Guinea. 
There are two main reasons for this approach: 
- first, the Mediterranean States interests cannot exclude the sources of energy of which 
they are so dependent;  
- second we can perceive, in an increasing way, that the Sub-saharan Africa problems 
affect directly both shores of our common sea: such is the case of the endemic wars, 
terrorism, drug traffic, illegal immigration and the new diseases. 
 
Asymmetry 
For historical, economical, and social-cultural reasons we must recognize the existence of a 
double asymmetry: North-South, East-West, and that all our efforts should be focus to 
balance, to counter these asymmetries. 
We have to stablish an horizontal dialogue and not a vertical dictation. We have to talk, if 
possible, “organization to organization”; not “organizations to countries”. 
You all know well that there are some threats and risks. But I will only briefly mention them: 
• the weapons of mass destruction, which is the mosts dangerous, is not a threat unique to 

the Med sea, and it is not as important as it is in other areas of the world; 
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• terrorism, there is no doubt that terrorism is the most complex threat our nations are facing 
nowadays; 

• immigration and drugs represent somehow a kind of “risk multipliers”; 
• and finally, there are others related to the economy, religion and so on, which made the 

situation more complex. 
 
This is only  an example that was is going on nowadays in Spain referring to illegal 
immigration. 
 
 
But please, let me draw your attention only on three of these key aspects: 

• Population 
• Economics 
• Excessive number of initiative 
• A personal proposal 

 
Population 
This is the increasing population estimation during one generation. We can see that in 
contradiction to the relative stagnation on the North Africa demographic, the foresight is that 
the population from the south shore will be duplicated in this period, reaching a growing rate 
of approximately more than the 2.5%. 
 
With this generic data, we can remind that Europe in 1939 (no counting the former URSS) 
had 403 millions of habitants in comparison with 49 in the north of Africa, in the next years 
the relation will be approximately 300 millions for the north of Africa and around 520 for 
Europe.  
 
Gross National Product 
Just to highlight that the addition of all the GNPS from the South shore of the Mediterranean 
Sea is inferior to the Spanish GNP. This is nothing to be proud. 
On the other hand, we must say that the South shore is suffering a big pressure from the 
poverty in the Central Africa and the wealth from the north shore. 
To balance this reality should become one of the highest priorities for the Western society. 
This problem is worse when we consider the figures of import and export activity. 
Import and export data, compared with those of Spain, are not any good at all, although some 
of these countries are potentially rich in some of the most valuable natural resources. 
Helping the region in solving these great differences must be the highest priority, if we want 
to improve stability. 
As a particular comment to this data, the flow of energy (oil & gas) represents an exception, 
but does not improve the situation drastically. 
There are many initiatives to deal with the subject. In here we have some of them. 
Admittedly, this over-abundance of initiatives has occasionally proved to be detrimental and 
several countries in both shores have been overwhelmed 
 
Initiatives 
We can see all the initiatives and the countries in the Mediterranean Region:  
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• Mediterranean Dialogue and NATO, 
• Mediterranean Dialogue of the ESDP, 
• 5+5 Initiative, 
• Mediterranean Forum, 
• Euro-Med Partnership. 
 

 
Military cooperation 
Moving into the another topic, I would like to stress the importance of the military initiatives 
in confidence Building, fight against terrorism and interoperability, for that purpose I will 
present you just a few examples. 
Both in the bilateral and the multinational arenas 
 
First: Bilateral cooperation: an active program of academic military exchange with countries 
of Northern Africa (in this moment 47 students/National funding) are receiving training in 
Spain. 

• There is a dense calendar of bilateral exercises with the participation of northern 
African Countries. Including almost all the military disciplines (NEOTAPON, 
MEDEX, ATLAS, CANASR, MEDATEX, CARTAGEX) 

• In general, more than 56 activities with the Sp Army, 26 with the Spanish air force and 
5 exercises and other collaboration with the Spanish Navy 

 
Second: International Cooperation, in exercises (Bright Star, Cooperative Best Effort, 
Cooperative Associate etc. In operations (Active Endeavour, Minustah/Haiti etc) 
 
Third: collaboration in other fields: Euromarforce, air Space Control etc…. 
As an example, I want to show you the specific activities carry out for our NATO HQ in 
Madrid. 
 
Participation Programs (I) 

• Make use of experience in PFP military cooperation (Exercises: invited ICI countries 
and MD countries) 

• Participation in Operations (Active Endeavour, Algeria and Israel offered 
participation) 

• Mobile training team (working now in Mauritania) 
 
Participation Programs (II) 
Staff experts meetings 

• Seminaries on Peace Operations 
• High Level visits to LCC Madrid (two per year) 
• Exercises “Cooperative Best Effort 05” in Ukraine with 27 Countries (ICI & MD, first 

time that Israel deploys troops outside) and “Cooperative associate 05” in Fyrom 
(CPX) 

This is an example of other initiatives and exercises carry out by this HQ. 
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But let me now draw your attention on a key aspect I mentioned before, the excessive number 
of initiatives, that I consider of a paramount importance. 
 
And finally, putting aside the particularities of as I promised you when I these principles are 
my personal view, and their implementation will enhance the cooperation among the different 
countries in both sides of the Mediterranean, with one common goal, to achieve stability and 
security in all the region. 
 
Unity of action to avoid the effects of the current dispersion and multiple actors. 

• Concentration of efforts: to avoid redundancies in the diversity of for a, to gain 
efficacy being more efficient 

• Confidence building: to avoid misconceptions and overcome possible 
misunderstanding following a parity policy, it is to say “from equal to equal” every 
one needs to learn from each other. 

• Flexibility: to adapt our structures to all the changes in the next future over our 
common environment 

 
A personal proposal:  
It could be useful the creation of a permanent Secretary with a permanent activation, 
better coordination, some visibility 
 
May be, we should think in making more efficient our effort. 
For that purpose it could be interesting thinking in the creation of a permanent secretary. 
In this way we could probably achieve: a permanent Activation, Coordination and Visibility. 
 
As closing remark, let me finish remembering the phrase that was said by a Mediterranean 
Poet, the Lebanese Salah Stétié “The Mediterranean is not a Happy Sea, but rather only a blue 
sea” and with all our efforts, we must achieve that this sea becomes a happy sea and where the 
Malaquias prophecy comes to reality, a place where the armies can exchange the swords by 
ploughs. 
 
Thank you. 
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SYRIA 

 
Presentation delivered by Amb. Samir al Kassir, 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
 
 
 
Vorrei ringraziare innanzitutto le Autorità italiane per aver organizzato questa Conferenza, 
che rispecchia l'importanza che l'Italia attribuisce alle questioni della sicurezza, della stabilità 
e della collaborazione nel Mediterraneo. 
 
E' la stessa importanza che la Siria a queste tematiche ed alla loro realizzazione, in quanto 
arrecanti vantaggi comuni tra tutti i paesi mediterranei, oltre ai risvolti positivi per la pace e 
per la sicurezza internazionali. 
 
Con la fine della guerra fredda e l'avvento della globalizzazione, le speranze dei popoli di 
debellare i conflitti, sradicare la povertà e mantenere la loro dignità umana e tutti i loro diritti  
non hanno avuto riscontro nella realtà; ne è una valida testimonianza il Medioriente, dove 
continua ed aumenta l'occupazione, con tutte le ripercussioni relative alla giustizia, alla 
sicurezza ed alla stabilità, e la sofferenza di milioni di profughi. 
 
E' vero che i nostri Paesi hanno preoccupazioni diverse che vanno dall'occupazione 
all'immigrazione clandestina, al terrorismo, alla povertà ed altre sfide. Bisogna lavorare tutti 
insieme in uno spirito di dialogo, uguaglianza e serietà, per affrontare tutti questi problemi, 
specialmente la questione del Medio Oriente, che costituisce il nodo più difficile da più di 
sessantenni, e per non cadere negli stessi errori che hanno ostacolato i percorsi di Barcellona. 
 
L'avvio di questo processo, dieci anni fa, ha rispecchiato le ambizioni strategiche politiche, 
economiche, sociali e culturali dei paesi partecipanti, prospettando che divenisse il podio per 
il dialogo ed il laboratorio per una seria collaborazione. Malgrado ciò, molte critiche sono 
state rivolte al processo di Barcellona a causa di alcune fasi di stagnazione, blocco e 
mancanza di progresso nei suoi più importanti percorsi politici, di sicurezza e di stabilità, che 
hanno limitato la possibilità di incidere su altri piani, perché non sono stati affrontati i nodi 
delle esigenze dì pace nel Medioriente, per porre fine all’occupazione israeliana dei Territori 
Arabi Occupati. Per portare a successo il processo di Barcellona e per realizzare gli scopi di 
questa conferenza, vorrei ribadire cinque punti fondamentali per rendere l'area mediterranea e 
mediorientale una zona sicura e stabile. 
 
Il primo punto riguarda l'importanza di compiere tutti gli sforzi possibili da parte della 
comunità internazionale, particolarmente delle nazioni mediterranee, per realizzare una pace 
giusta, globale e durevole nel Medio Oriente, che rappresenta una condizione principale per 
attuare gli obiettivi di Barcellona e di questa conferenza. 
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Il secondo punto: è importante garantire che l'area del Medio Oriente sia priva di tutti i tipi di 
armi di distruzione di massa, soprattutto nucleari, com'è già stato ribadito nell'iniziativa 
siriana presentata al Consiglio di Sicurezza delle Nazioni Unite nel 2003. 
Il terzo punto: è necessario considerare la sicurezza e la stabilità dell'area una questione 
universale che coinvolge tutte le nazioni mediterranee, in modo equo, imparziale ed integrale, 
che non garantisca la sicurezza di un Paese a discapito di un altro. 
 
Il quarto punto: è essenziale garantire l'imparzialità e la lealtà per gli interessi economici di 
tutte le nazioni euromediterranee, essendo ciò l'unico modo di trattare le cause dei dislivelli e 
per adempiere a condizioni che offrono opportunità promettenti per un equo progresso 
economico e sociale, in modo da evitare le disastrose conseguenze derivanti dalle disparità 
economiche, come l'immigrazione clandestina. 
 
Il quinto ed ultimo punto: sviluppare la politica dì vicinato e lavorare di più sull'elemento 
culturale, umano e sociale, mostrando le radici storiche comuni tra i popoli del Mediterraneo 
ed il rispetto per la loro identità. 
Signore e Signori, questa conferenza giunge proprio nel momento in cui i popoli dei Paesi 
partecipanti guardano con speranza al vertice di Barcellona nel mese prossimo, auspicando 
che le sue conclusioni possano garantire per tutti un prossimo futuro pacifico, sicuro e 
prosperoso. 
 
Grazie. 
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TUNISIA 

 
Presen a ion delivered by Col. Maj. Mahmoud Mezoughi, t t

National Staff College Commander 
 

 
Ladies & Gentlemen, 
first of all I would like to thank the Center of High Defense Studies for inviting me to 
participate in this conference, and for giving me the opportunity to talk to you in this forum 
that is of particular importance for my country, because it comes to complete several other 
initiatives that aimed to look for means susceptible of assuring the security and the stability in 
our region. 
 
The concept of security has a sense that varies depending on the understanding of one side of 
the Mediterranean or the other. Its realization requires however a common effort of all the 
dwellers of this sea. My intervention will be therefore about the global cooperation in the 
Mediterranean region which seems to me the necessary tool able to guarantee to our nations 
the stability and the security of which they have always dreamed. 
 
Our national conception for security cooperation is not solely military, but it includes several 
components that contribute to its realization. These multiple components range from security 
policy, to economy, environment, agriculture, health, industry, social affairs, and defense. 
I am going to try consequently to give you our perception of the security cooperation insisting 
of the following notions: 
- the political dialogue 
- the economic, cultural, social and humanitarian development, and 
- the security and defense. 
 
Cooperation in the political area cannot succeed without a permanent dialogue, based on a 
climate of mutual confidence. The objective should be the building of mechanisms of crisis 
prevention and the determination of measures of collective security, taking into account that 
no country is able to cope, alone, with the complex problems and the threats of our time. 
 
This dialogue should treat the problems of all the countries of the area, with the same concern 
and without exclusiveness. This would permit to solve issues that touch the environment as 
well as those concerning the international law or the economy and defense. If it succeeds this 
dialogue could be the most efficient key to concretize all the initiatives related to the other 
domains of cooperation. 
 
By the instauration of common markets and free exchange zones, the economic and financial 
cooperation would aim to sustain the economic development of the different Mediterranean 
partners. However it is necessary to preserve chances of balanced and equitable competition. 
On the other hand, investments of countries of the North in those of the South, can contribute 
to the stability of the less developed countries. The creation of jobs in these countries would 
help to: 
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- decrease unemployment and reduce the number of candidates for emigration. 
- improve conditions of life and labor, especially for women and for the most resource less 
social classes. 
 
In a liberal economy, investors are certainly not only governments but privates also. It is 
necessary then to encourage them, and to grant them the necessary fiscal advantages that 
ensure to them a certain security. This could be reached especially by undertaking, in certain 
South Med countries, structural reforms permitting the creation of a solid basis for a 
flourishing private sector. It is also essential that the Northern Med countries make smoother 
their economic policy adopted towards their Southern partners, and to admit that a certain 
economic development doorstep is previous to the democratic reforms and to the relaxation of 
tightened security measures in these countries. 
 
For the cultural, social and humanitarian areas, it is to know that cooperation in these domains 
must touch all actions susceptible of encouraging a better reciprocal understanding. It should 
concern the human resources development, the scientific and technical exchanges, the 
problems of emigration and insertion as well as the reciprocal respect of cultures and 
religions. 
 
The North Mediterranean partners could also contribute to the improvement of the education 
level in the South - Mediterranean countries by programs of cooperation in domains of: 
- the professional formation 
- the university teaching and the scientific research 
- the improvement of technologies applied to the education. 
 
A good understanding of the different religions existing in the zone would help to encourage 
tolerance between peoples, to dissipate misunderstandings and prejudices, and to fight 
ignorance and fanaticism. 
 
It is necessary in this context to specify that the cooperation and the dialogue between citizens 
of the two strands cannot be achieved without the free circulation of people. However the fact 
to see waiting lines before the western countries consulates, facing the complex procedures to 
obtain the visa, disrupts countries of the South and touches the dignity of their citizen. 
 
It is therefore necessary for the countries of the two strands, to act together in order to 
institute a climate of confidence between them, and to avoid the humiliating administrative 
hindrances that undermines their picture. 
 
The last but not least domain of cooperation that I am going to treat is the security and 
defense. A domain that aims to guarantee the establishment of a peaceful, stable and secure 
zone in our Mediterranean basin. 
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The technological progress, the globalization, the democracy and the respect of human rights 
have certainly improved the citizen's way of life. But these advantages gave unfortunately 
more freedom to some groups to play a key role in the international affairs. It permitted them 
to make the states more dependent and consequently more vulnerable notably in the domains 
of information, energy and transportation, giving birth thus to new sorts of threats. 
 
While a conventional war between Mediterranean states became more improbable than ever, 
new threats appeared however, under varied shapes, less visible and less foreseeable. 
 
The most important threats are terrorism, proliferation of WMD and organized criminality, 
threats for which we think that cooperation becomes a condition of survival and not a 
deliberate choice. 
 
In fact terrorism endangers people's life, and threatens not only the economy of developed 
countries, but spatially the economy of developing countries. 
 
On the other hand, terrorists dispose of important resources; they communicate through the 
world web, and are able to use all the means available to make the largest number of victims. 
Consequently, the terrorism threat takes a global character, and the reasons for its rise are 
complex and generally related to the social, economic, political or cultural crisis. 
 
We are all targets of terrorism, and the action committed in Tunisia against a synagogue in 
DJERBA, is the proof of it. 
 
We must, therefore cooperate to fight all together against this phenomenon. This can be 
achieved: 
- by forbidding these groups to use our countries as logistical basis for their actions; 
- by evaluating together this threat, and sharing or exchanging information related to it; 
- and by adapting the structures of our armed services to make them more flexible, more 
mobile, lighter and endowed of efficient communication means allowing them to face these 
types of threats. 
 
The proliferation of WMD also constitutes a serious threat for the security in our zone. The 
existence of the nuclear weapon in the Middle East could incite other countries to the race to 
these weapons. It is then the duty of all the international community to make the Middle East 
a zone deprived of these means. 
 
Progress of sciences could permit the development of the biological weapons and make them 
accessible to all. It is also our duty to fight the proliferation of these weapons and to keep an 
eye on them so they don't fall between the hands of terrorists who would be then capable to 
cause enormous damages. 
 
With the technological progress the organized criminality took a transnational aspect and we 
are all exposed to this type of threat which includes: 
- the clandestine immigration, 
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- the traffic of narcotics, 
- the gunrunning, 
- the human trafficking. 
 
These criminal activities can be associated to the terrorism. In this case, the threat would 
become even more dangerous. 
 
In Tunisia we fight against the clandestine immigration and cooperate with our neighbours of 
the North to strengthen this action. We deploy all the resources available to face the various 
activities of trafficking (narcotics, weapons....). 
 
But we continue to think that our action would be more efficient if we develop a larger 
cooperation in the domain of the information exchange with countries of the north concerning 
the individuals or the active groups who carry out these activities. 
 
In conclusion, I would say that on both sides of the Mediterranean, we should, first of all, 
agree on a common perception of the factors that threaten the peace and the stability in the 
region, and then agree on a same scale of cooperation priorities. 
 
Each one of us must make the effort to go toward the other, and must accept to progress 
together within a perspective of co-development, necessary to implement the concept of 
collective security. 
 
However, some questions impose themselves and require, from of the Mediterranean 
countries, adapted and suitable solutions: 
- can we talk about stability and cooperation in Mediterranean as long as more flagrant 
unbalances persist between the two strands? 
- can we talk about security as long as the Palestinian problem didn't find a solution yet? 
-could the collective security in Mediterranean be foreseeable without the implementation of 
institutions and appropriate mechanisms, capable of promoting a development that reduces 
the economic and technological unbalances? 
 
To answer these questions requires a very big moral courage, further dialogue and especially 
the involvement of all partners of the Mediterranean region for: 
- promoting the stability in the zone by the settlement of unsolved conflicts in particular the 
Palestinian one within the respect of the international legality; 
- intensifying the political dialogue. 
- intensifying cooperation in important consensually judged domains. 
- developing the dialogue between cultures and civilizations as elements that bring peoples 
together and not oppose then. 

 
And finally let us all together work hard make the Mediterranean a place of union and not of 
rip. 
 
Ladies & Gentlemen, thank You for your attention. 
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TURKEY 
 

Presentation delivered by Rear Admiral Gurdeniz, 
Ministry of Defence 

 
 
Ladies and Gentlemen, 
 
the security stability and cooperation in the Mediterranean region can be viewed under two 
different pillars. Wider Mediterranean region and Mediterranean maritime domain. 
 
More specifically, I will focus on security stability and cooperation in maritime domain, its 
importance for wider Mediterranean region as well as global security. In this vein, I will try to 
summarize Turkey’s contribution to the maritime security in the Mediterranean. 
 
Global trade with 30 percent share, constitutes one of the main elements of world economy. 
Almost 11 trillion dollars worth of goods are transported over the world seas with more than 
50 000 merchant ships, connecting 4500 ports worldwide for global trade. The total amount of 
goods carried over the seas is about 6 billion tons, and world maritime shipping increases 3 to 
4 percent each year. The global economic security depends on sustainment of safe and mainly 
uninterrupted maritime shipping. Therefore, the security of ships, ports, choke points and sea 
lanes of communications are the main elements for maritime domain security. 
 
On the other hand, ensuring a safe and secure maritime domain does not only contribute to the 
well functioning maritime shipping, it also contributes to the national and international efforts 
to prevent terror, proliferation of WMD and other illicit activities over the seas. 
 
Roughly, there are at least 4000 ships plow the waters of the Mediterranean sea in a given 
day. Despite the fact that this sea area covers only 3 percent of world oceans, 1/6 of overall 
world maritime traffic passes through Mediterranean sea lanes of communication. The strait 
of Gibraltar sees everyday more than 160 ships whilst this number is about 40 for Suez canal 
and 150 for the Turkish straits which was only 65 in 2001. 
 
This is of course a reflection of the history. The Med offers the shortest and most economic 
sea lanes of communications between the economic hubs of the three continents. It also 
connects the other oceans of the world and the inlands of Eurasia via Suez canal, Gibraltar, 
Turkish straits, the inland waterway systems of the rivers of Danube, Don, Dnepr and Dnestir 
in the Black Sea rim. 
 
The Mediterranean sea lanes of communications will remain very vital for international trade 
but it will provide a fertile ground for a growing range of illegal and destabilizing. 
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Activity which can undermine national and global security with terror, proliferation of WMD 
and related material as well as all sorts of illicit trafficking as long as preventive and deterrent 
actions are not taken. 
 
The Mediterranean hosts 19 littoral navies and coast guards and their deployed task forces or 
groups as well as assets and task forces/groups of NATO, and other non-littoral powers who 
have interests in the Med. For example we have seen daily average of 11 warship activities in 
the eastern Mediterranean in last 12 months, belonging to 5 littoral and 11 non littoral navies. 
This makes Mediterranean sea more complex. 
 
Turkey has 800 NM long coastline in the Mediterranean sea, providing major revenues from 
tourism as well as shipping and fishing. 
 
The increasing importance of eastern Mediterranean for Turkey is interrelated with following 
evolutions: 
 

• the increasing amount of Black Sea borne petroleum products shipped through 
Turkish straits; 

• the finalization of BTC – Baku Tiblisi Ceyhan – pipeline; 
• the potential increase in maritime traffic in bays of Iskenderun and Mersin. 

 
The amount of Black Sea borne petroleum products carried over the Turkish straits has 
reached to 145 million ton level in 2004. with other words, 3 million barrel petroleum 
products are carried to the global markets with 25 tankers each day, of this amount, almost 40 
percent supplies European markets. This will increase to 70% in 2020. 
 
When BTC becomes fully operational with maximum capacity at the latest 2009, we shall see 
an amount of 50 million tons of petroleum products, equating one million barrel per day to be 
exported to world markets from Ceyhan terminal with 4-6 tankers daily. When culminated 
with tankers coming from Turkish straits, as well as those originated from Yumurtalik when 
Kerkuk - Yumurtalik pipeline regains full operational capacity, Turkish maritime jurisdiction 
areas shall be used by 3035 tankers on a daily basis. 
 
Already increasing shipping activities in Mersin and Iskenderun ports will have a further 
momentum stemming from Turkish agricultural exports related with Southeastern Anatolian 
project as well as global trade with Iraq through Iskenderun and Mersin ports. 
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This overall picture poses new tasks for Turkey to safeguard sea lanes of communication in 
the Eastern Mediterranean while sustainment of operations to deter, disrupt and prevent terror, 
proliferation of WMD and related materials as well as all sorts of illicit activities, becomes 
one of the principal responsibilities of the Turkish Navy. 
 
In this regard, Turkish Navy has adopted a new posture in its strategy concerning maritime 
security operations in eastern Mediterranean. 
 
The Turkish naval basing system has been reviewed and new infrastructure projects are added 
to the current projects. The Aksaz naval base, at the intersection of Aegean and east Med has 
become the main operational base of the fleet with some portion of frigates, submarines, fast 
attack boats and naval air assets deployed to there. 
 
Aksaz naval base becomes a key asset not only for Turkish navy but also for the allied navies 
as well as partner navies regarding maritime security operations in the east Mediterranean. 
Almost 450 allied naval units have been hosted and supported by Aksaz naval base since the 
launching of the NATO operation Active Endeavour on 7th October 2001. 
 
The project of Mersin Acalar port, providing deep water berthing for any kind of naval vessel, 
completed in 2002 provides greater flexibility for Turkish naval operations to be sustained in 
eastern Mediterranean. 
 
And on the operational activities front, Turkish navy undertook several high priority 
activities simultaneously.  
First of all, we have been contributing to the operation Active Endeavour (OAE) of NATO 
with assignment of various Turkish naval combatants and support vessels since 2001. 
 
Turkish Navy also is one of the eight active participant of standing NATO Reaction Force 
Maritime group-2 (SNMG-2) and one of the six active participants of standing NATO 
Reaction Force mine counter measures group (SNMCMG-2) operating in the Mediterranean. 
We have been supporting both forces with continuous deployment of frigates and MCM units. 
 
On the other hand, the maritime security is indivisible. We have been conducting Turkish 
national operation Black Sea Harmony in the Black Sea since first of march 2004. This 
operation contributes to the security of Mediterranean sea through close cooperation with 
operation Active Endeavour. Declared as a NATO affiliated and OAE complementary 
operation, OBSH shadows and controls suspect vessels in the Black Sea. Suspect vessels 
outbound for Mediterranean ports are shadowed during their transit in the Black Sea and 
Turkish straits and than transferred to the control of NATO Operation Active Endeavour in 
the Aegean and Mediterranean seas thus directly contributing to the Mediterranean security. 
This creates deterrence against merchant ships with any potential illegal activity. 
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Moreover, Turkey supports Black Sea littorals for their interoperability with NATO and 
NATO ships. Most recently, Turkish Navy provided operational training for Romanian frigate 
regale Ferdinand for her participation in Op. Active Endeavour in the Mediterranean. 
 
Furthermore, Turkish Coast Guard is a major asset regarding maritime security in the 
surrounding seas operating 87 ships and 11 aircrafts located in several ports based on Turkish 
coastline. They provide indispensable service for preventing illicit activities in Turkish 
territorial waters as well as high seas. 
 
Turkish Coast Guard has an extensive modernization program involving establishment of 
mobile radar systems, patrol aircraft and deep water ship projects. Moreover, Turkish 
Undersecretary of Maritime Affairs as responsible government body for maintenance of port 
security, undertakes major projects involving automatic identification systems (AIS) and VTS 
stations along Turkish coastline. Establishment of 17 AIS stations is already underway and to 
be finalized by the end of 2006. VTS projects in bays of Iskenderun and Mersin are in the 
development phase, to be completed by the end of 2007. Furthermore, Turkish Navy and 
Coast Guard are developing a project aiming to increase maritime situational awareness in the 
Aegean. Turkish Coast Guard and air force search and rescue capability have been 
extensively reinforced with the acquisition of new airborne and maritime assets. 
Ladies and gentlemen, 
Turkish vision in establishment and maintenance of maritime domain security has two centers 
of gravity. 
 
First one is to establish capability to have maritime situational awareness. This is achieved 
through AIS, VTS, surveillance systems as well as information exchange with littorals. This 
endeavor can be named as soft power measures. 
 
The second one is to provide deterrence and disruption against terror and illicit activities on 
maritime areas through systematic surveillance, patrolling and MIO operations. This endeavor 
can be named as hard power measures. There should be a balance between the two. Without 
first, the second one cannot be cost effective. Without second, illicit activities can not be 
deterred or disrupted. 
 
In our vision, the contribution to OAE in the east Mediterranean through, soft and hard power 
capabilities is instrumental. Therefore, partners and med dialogue countries participation in 
OAE not necessarily with operational assets,  but with information exchange and AIS 
integration would play considerable role to maintain peace and security in the Mediterranean. 
Furthermore, national maritime security operations should also be encouraged as long as these 
operations create deterrence and disruption for illicit activities. 
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Security in Europe is directly linked to the security and stability in the Med. This region, as 
being one of the most critical sea areas of the world is to keep its status as was in the past. 
Based on the historical facts the regional stability and peace in the Med is one of the main 
elements of the global peace and stability.  
 
We have to nurture cooperation and understanding in the east Med to warrant long lasting 
benign environment for humanity. Therefore, in wider Mediterranean region, our support for 
international efforts, related to security and stability of Mediterranean such as “Mediterranean 
Dialogue”, “Barcelona Process”, and “Istanbul Cooperation Initiative”, in addition to our bi-
lateral relations with littoral countries of the Mediterranean will continue. These activities 
encourages rapprochement and cooperation while promoting secular democracy, rule of law 
and free market economy. 
 
Turkey as a member of NATO, supports NATO’s initiatives for the enhancement of existing 
peace and stability in the Med. Under this context we attribute great importance to the 
Mediterranean dialogue. 
 
We think that the Mediterranean sea has a role for connectivity not for separation. Therefore 
under MD, we attach great importance to Navy relations. 
 
We believe that under the leadership of the navies, the rapprochement amongst the littoral 
states can be enhanced. This is a proven fact in the Black Sea. Following the fall of Berlin 
wall 6 littorals came together to establish first dialogue and understanding then cooperative 
projects such as BSEC, BLACKSEAFOR and CSBM in the naval field. In the last 15 years 
we have signed 36 different agreements with Black Sea littorals to further cooperation and 
solidarity. 
 
In these efforts (BLACKSEAFOR), Black Sea naval cooperation task group calls for special 
mention. 6 littoral navies formed this task group under BLACKSEAFOR agreement in 2001 
to perform search and rescue, environmental protection, mine counter measures operations, 
humanitarian assistance operations . This year this group was activated 5th time. Throughout 
these activations, BLACKSEAFOR conducted numerous port calls. Dialogue and friendship 
of the sailors with one another as well as with local people during port calls are excellent 
indicators of potentiality to further existing relations amongst the littorals. BLACKSEAFOR 
has proven that. It attracted enormous support from the peoples of littorals. It also provided a 
perfect forum to bring together ministers of deputy ministers from Ministry of Defense as 
well as ministry of foreign affairs to consult and discuss maritime security issues. Most 
recently BLACKSEAFOR is discussing its utilization in maritime security tasks such as 
suspect ship shadowing as well as maritime interdiction operations in the Black Sea. 
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Ladies and Gentlemen, 
we consider the utilization of navies as the tools of dialogue in the med as well as cooperation 
in the fields of search and rescue, humanitarian assistance, prevention of environmental 
pollution especially in light of increasing tanker traffic in the Mediterranean can provide 
simple building blocks to further cooperation especially in the maritime domain security as 
well as safety as this approach was proven in the Black Sea favorably. Thus a secure and 
stable maritime domain will consequently have positive effects over the wider Mediterranean 
region. 
Thank You for your attention. 
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Closing remarks 

Senator Alfredo Mantica, 
Undersecretary of State for Foreign Affairs 

Italy 
 
 
Gentili Signori e Signore, 
 
sono molto onorato di avere questa occasione per trarre le conclusioni di queste vostre 
giornate di lavoro e ringrazio -a nome del nostro Governo- il Gen. Camporini e l’Amb. 
Moreno.  
Consentitemi di concludere, in qualità di rappresentante del Governo italiano, con un cenno  
circa le realtà politiche che si muovono nella regione mediterranea, infatti io mi occupo da 
cinque anni di tutto ciò che si muove in quest’area fino a qualche area più lontana (la mia 
delega arriva fino all’Iran, passando attraverso l’Iraq ed i paesi del Golfo). 
 
La prima affermazione che mi sento di fare, un po’ provocatoria - me ne rendo conto - è che 
io non ho mai pensato che il Mediterraneo sia un mare, ho sempre pensato che il 
Mediterraneo sia un continente e che i paesi mediterranei siamo i paesi rivieraschi di questo 
continente.  
Con questo voglio intendere che il Mediterraneo non ci divide, ma ci unisce. Ciò mi induce ad 
affermare che noi non solo dobbiamo cercare una politica comune intorno a questo mare, ma 
siamo “costretti” ad avere una politica comune, perché esso ci lega fortemente. Vorrei anche 
dire che tutto ciò che serve a rafforzare questa realtà e questa presenza intorno a questo 
“continente mediterraneo”, il Governo italiano lo vive in maniera positiva.  
 
Questo aiuta a spiegare ad esempio perché il Governo italiano non abbia mai avuto dubbi e 
abbia operato anche in momenti difficili, perché la Turchia potesse avviare il processo di 
adesione all’UE. Siamo convinti che con un paese mediterraneo, con 80 milioni di abitanti, 
forte di interessi geopolitici e strategici fondamentali, il baricentro di questa Europa si 
sposterà verso il Mediterraneo. E questa è una necessità.  
 
Dico onestamente che il ruolo dell’Europa nel Mediterraneo è stato debole.  
Ci auguriamo che a novembre a Barcellona nel ricordare il 10mo anniversario della Politica di 
Partenariato Euro-Mediterraneo, l’Europa sia in grado di rilanciare questa iniziativa, che non 
è fallita ma è certamente in una situazione di stallo, che ha bisogno di una iniezione di fiducia, 
di volontà, che ha bisogno di recuperare – probabilmente - una sua visione strategica.  
Questo è un altro argomento sul quale il Governo italiano ha una posizione estremamente 
precisa, vale a dire l’intento affinché il Mediterraneo venga messo nell’agenda fra le priorità 
in sede europea.  
 
Ricordo una operazione che abbiamo condotto insieme agli spagnoli che non è andata a buon 
fine, ma dimostra l’impegno del nostro Governo, quando nel 2002 iniziammo a parlare della 
necessità della creazione della Banca degli Investimenti Europei nel Mediterraneo.  
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Non perché credevamo - né crediamo oggi - che non ci siano strutture finanziarie in grado di 
fare investimenti nel Mediterraneo, ma perché crediamo che uno strumento voluto 
dall’Europa, finanziato dall’Europa, dedito specificatamente al Mediterraneo sarebbe stata 
un’affermazione di volontà politica e di interesse politico dell’Europa verso il Mediterraneo. 
Il non aver fatto la Banca, l’aver aperto solo uno sportello, sostanzialmente della Banca 
Europea degli Investimenti, secondo il Governo italiano non è stata una cosa corretta. Ci 
auguriamo - e lo diremo a Barcellona - che questo processo venga ripreso il più presto 
possibile. 
 
E’ ovvio allora che, se questa è la volontà del Governo italiano, tutti gli esercizi, tutti i formati 
che in qualche modo ripropongono il Mediterraneo all’attenzione o consentono di aumentare 
le relazione, la rete dei rapporti tra i paesi del Mediterraneo, vedono il Governo italiano, non 
dico protagonista, ma certamente attore partecipe. Attore, con la volontà di essere anche in 
qualche modo determinante in questo discorso.  
Credo di poter riconoscere onestamente che questa Conferenza è uno dei tanti momenti - e 
ringrazio chi l’ha pensata e chi l’ha organizzata - nei quali il Governo italiano vuole 
riaffermare questo impegno, insieme ad altri paesi. 
Non chiediamo certamente l’esclusiva dell’interesse sul Mediterraneo, perché crediamo che 
un processo e un metodo che ha costruito l’Europa sia quello da me chiamato “il metodo 
Delors”.  
 
Se ci abituiamo ad avere metodi e procedure comuni, se ci abituiamo a discutere insieme, se 
ci abituiamo al confronto anche nei momenti di grande difficoltà - e di momenti di difficoltà il 
Mediterraneo ne conosce e ne vive anche di laceranti, che durano da decine di anni - se questo 
metodo diventa un’abitudine, sono certo che si possa arrivare ad obiettivi comuni. 
Sono fortemente convinto che nel metodo si costruisca un merito e cioè che, a poco a poco, 
questa abitudine di parlare assieme, di affrontare assieme i problemi che sono comuni, possa 
portare ad avere politiche comuni, obiettivi comuni, forti del fatto che -attorno a questo 
grande continente che è il Mediterraneo- possiamo constatare che le radici sono molto più 
comuni di quanto non sembri.  
Radici in termini culturali, di comportamenti, di regole, di costumi, oserei dire di religioni che 
anche se sono profondamente diverse, sono le religioni monoteiste che hanno segnato la storia 
del mondo. 
 
E allora l’abitudine, lo stare assieme, il cercare di trovare sempre il minimo comune 
determinatore che ci unisce sempre, credo sia un esercizio che noi dobbiamo fare.  
Dirò una cosa in più, soprattutto agli amici della sponda Sud: io mi auguro che a Barcellona, 
l’Europa e i popoli mediterranei abbiano anche il coraggio di fare anche un’altra 
affermazione.  
 
E’ cosa ben nota che dopo gli attentati dell’11 settembre e dopo l’Iraq, gli Stati Uniti hanno 
proposto il progetto del “Grande Medio Oriente”, che implica o presuppone lo sviluppo della 
democrazia all’interno dei paesi mussulmani del Medio Oriente.  
Abbiamo fatto alcuni esercizi su questo argomento. Vengo da Rabat dove abbiamo fatto un 
incontro insieme allo Yemen ed alla Turchia, alla presenza dei paesi del Medio Oriente.  
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Il Grande Medio Oriente, nella visione americana, arriva fino al Pakistan e all’Indonesia. Io 
mi auguro che a Barcellona tutti i paesi del Dialogo e del Processo di Barcellona si ricordino 
che già dieci anni fa questo argomento fu posto all’attenzione dei paesi mediterranei.  
Forse in altro modo - meno escatologico - ma lo dicemmo: era l’inizio del Processo di 
Barcellona. Dicemmo che, se volevamo arrivare nel 2010 ad un mercato comune della sponda 
del Mediterraneo, ovviamente dovevano avvenire alcuni fatti. Per esempio le regole del 
mercato e della libera concorrenza, dovevano diventare un elemento comune a tutti i paesi 
della sponda del Mediterraneo. Dicemmo che, quindi, i paesi della sponda Sud - che erano 
allora i più lontani da questa realtà - dovevano fare una serie di cose per arrivare ad accettare 
queste regole.  
 
Sappiamo tutti che il libero mercato, la concorrenza, la competitività presuppongono 
ovviamente strutture sociali e politiche che siano in grado di garantire questa libertà. Quindi, 
ovviamente, era insito un processo verso la democrazia o verso forme di democrazia che non 
a caso nel Mediterraneo e nel mondo mediorientale sono molto sviluppate, più  avviate che in 
altre realtà.  
Ricordiamoci che negli esercizi e nei formati di politica internazionale afferenti il 
Mediterraneo forse siamo stati tutti insieme anticipatori di alcune realtà. Credo che 
rivendicare questa primogenitura non sia un’ affermazione fine a se stessa, ma è una presa di 
coscienza della capacità che ha questo nostro mondo di mettere sul tappeto anche i problemi 
più difficili anche quelli che apparentemente ci mettono su posizione diverse. 
Abbiamo già molto sul terreno, che ci consente di discutere, di parlare, di valutare e di 
affrontare i temi, i problemi di sicurezza, di stabilità, di cooperazione. 
Su questi temi dobbiamo discutere, se vogliamo che il Mediterraneo - e lo dico facendo anche 
riferimento ad alcune episodi di questi ultimi giorni - non si trasformi in un continente nel 
quale la criminalità organizzata sia determinante nei movimento dei flussi (siano esse di 
immigrati clandestini, di coca, di eroina o di armi). 
Questo è un problema che abbiamo tutti in comune. Lo hanno anche i paesi della sponda Sud 
che ormai non sono più un paese di origine di emigrazione, ma come noi, sono diventati un 
paese di transito dell’emigrazione, e quindi ancora di più affrontano ed hanno tematiche e 
problemi che sono un unicum insieme al nostro. 
 
Ho letto con attenzione il documento che è stato da voi elaborato: ci sono molti elementi di 
strategie comuni che rientrano nel quadro degli esercizi che abbiamo indicato. Vorrei 
sottolineare il ruolo del “5+5” - che a mio personale giudizio - credo sia forse quello più 
attivo ed operativo.  
Qualche volta mi dispiace che proprio i paesi del Magherb abbiano qualche tema che non 
consente loro di raggiungere quella unità da loro stessi auspicata, ma che trova temi e 
problemi difficili da risolvere specialmente in alcune contestazioni.  
Penso però anche al dialogo OSCE, al dialogo in sede NATO. Penso alla politica dell’Unione 
Europea di Vicinato. Ricordo che il Governo italiano si è molto impegnato perché tutti i paesi 
della sponda del Mediterraneo arrivassero ad accordi con l’Unione Europea e, possibilmente, 
al passo successivo degli Accordi di vicinato. 
Lo dico, e lo rivendico con orgoglio, perché sono molto addolorato che non sia stato possibile 
firmare in tempi brevi l’accordo con la Siria, cosa che avrebbe forse consentito oggi di vivere 
in maniera diversa il rapporto con il suddetto paese.  
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Penso alla politica di Partenariato Euro-Mediterraneo.  
 
Se inseriamo il vostro documento finale all’interno di questi esercizi, diamo a questo 
documento un valore molto più forte di quanto il documento stesso già di per sé rappresenti. 
Più forte, perché riaffermare - come è stato fatto in tale sede - il rilievo strategico dell’intera 
regione mediterranea per la pace e la stabilità, non è un’affermazione astratta ma una 
riconferma, intesa come obiettivo finale, in cui tutti crediamo.  
 
Quando si parla di “una politica mediterranea”, si presuppone che vengano affrontati insieme 
alcuni problemi dell’area. 
Lo diciamo fuori da ogni convenzione diplomatica: parliamo di Israele, parliamo di Palestina, 
parliamo di un problema che ci angoscia, di grande e difficile soluzione, sul quale forse, lo 
dico sia agli amici israeliani sia agli amici palestinesi, occorrerebbe avere tutti la forza di 
affrontare in maniera molto realistica, molto concreta, per quello che è: la costruzione di due 
Stati per due popoli che devono comunque convivere. Non - come spesso mi appare - un 
quadro in cui ciascuna delle due parti rappresenta qualcosa di più di se stessa, minacciando 
spesso di diventare uno scontro tra una civiltà occidentale e una civiltà musulmana. C’è poi il 
richiamo in estrema ratio della definizione di “dialogo di civiltà”, definizione che non mi 
soddisfa affatto.  
Già parlare di due civiltà che dialogano, significa parlare di due mondi - che dialogano 
certamente - ma pur sempre di due mondi.  
Non credo che ci siano due mondi.  
 
Io parlo di dialogo fra i popoli. Credo che sia importante il dialogo fra gli italiani e gli 
algerini, fra gli italiani e i libici, fra gli italiani ed i siriani. Il fatto che uno sia cattolico e un 
altro mussulmano è certamente un elemento di differenza, ma non è certamente l’elemento 
che ci contraddistingue, anche perché la mia presunzione di capire o di aver capito qualcosa di 
questo mondo mi dice che il più grande errore è quello di considerare il mondo musulmano 
come se fosse un monolite che ha le stesse caratteristiche. E quindi voglio dire ritornando al 
Medio Oriente, se ciascuno cominciasse ad affrontare questo problema per ciò che gli 
concerne, senza farsi carico di altre storie, di altri valori e questioni, forse il processo di pace 
tra Israele e la Palestina, non dico sarebbe risolto, ma forse avrebbe qualche peso in meno, 
qualche concretezza in più, qualche realismo in più, e, quindi, qualche passo più accelerato 
sulla strada della pace. 
 
Abbiamo salutato il disimpegno da Gaza con entusiasmo come Governo italiano, sapendo che 
era un atto unilaterale e, in questo senso, anche condannandolo, perché fuori dalla logica della 
Road Map, ma comunque accettandolo perché è stato un grande segno, che ha risolto una 
situazione di stallo e spesso se parliamo di realismo in politica è giusto criticare i principi, ma 
cerchiamo di vedere quali sono i risultati che alcune azioni implicano.  
Abbiamo creduto - e ci crediamo ancora nonostante i segnali contradditori che arrivano - che 
Gaza può diventare un grande esperimento per i palestinesi, per dimostrare la loro innata 
capacità di gestire una realtà politica e sociale come quella della striscia di Gaza, auspicando 
che Gaza sia il primo passo, il primo nucleo del nuovo stato palestinese che deve essere 
costruito nella West Bank unita a Gaza.  
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E allora è un auspicio che voi avete fatto, ed è un auspicio sul quale tutti noi dobbiamo 
impegnarci perché se non si risolve il problema di Israele e della Palestina, il Mediterraneo 
pagherà prezzi durissimi sia per il ruolo che potrebbe avere sul piano della pace perché luogo 
di incontro di civiltà, di culture, di storie profondamente diverse ma profondamente abituate a 
convivere. 
 
Con orgoglio rivendico una piccola cosa: il trionfo che ha avuto una mostra che il Governo 
italiano ha sponsorizzato in molte capitali dei paesi della sponda Sud del Mediterraneo, si 
chiama “gli Arabi in Sicilia”.  
L’abbiamo mandata in giro per il mondo, da Tunisi, al Cairo, da Damasco a Sanà, credo sia 
stata anche a Ryiad, ma non mi vorrei sbagliare.  
Abbiamo visto la risposta di grande curiosità di grande interesse, forse di qualcosa che lo 
stesso mondo islamico non conosceva. Lo abbiamo fatto con orgoglio perché noi sappiamo 
che un parte della nostra storia è influenzata dalla presenza dell’Islam e degli Arabi su una 
parte del nostro territorio, in un periodo che non è certamente nemmeno da annoverare fra i 
peggiori della nostra storia, anzi. 
 
E allora, quando si avverte questa realtà, si percepisce anche che il ruolo che noi potremmo 
avere per questa storia comune, per questa capacità comune di ragionare attorno alle cose, non 
potrà avvenire se quella piaga di dolore che abbiamo tra israeliani e palestinesi non troverà 
composizione in tempo rapido. Perché è indubbio che quella realtà, alla lunga, può minacciare 
di dividerci o comunque di diventare un enorme ostacolo in tutti i processi che noi stiamo 
cercando di fare in materia di dialogo. 
 
Cooperare significa avere interessi in comune, strategie in comune, ma anche trovare poi dei 
temi comuni. Io credo che rinforzare questa cooperazione - che già abbiamo - e attribuire ogni 
volta qualche elemento sempre più concreto, sia fondamentale. 
 
Io ho citato la Banca Euro-Mediterranea, potrei citare la Fondazione Culturale Euro-
Mediterranea, potrei citare l’assembrale dei Parlamenti dell’Euro-Mediterraneo, potrei citare 
tutte le iniziative, anche quelle di cooperazione nel vostro settore che indubbiamente esistono, 
fino a diventare - come dire - abituati ad essere operativi, sentendoci, ascoltandoci, agendo 
assieme in altri campi che ormai ci competono.  
Penso alla Protezione Civile, penso all’assistenza umanitaria.  
Ricordo l’intervento della Protezione civile italiana ai tempi del terremoto in Algeria; penso 
all’intervento della Protezione civile italiana dopo il terremoti di Bham; penso alla capacità 
che potremo avere per sviluppare e aiutare queste politiche, anche in tutti i paesi del 
Mediterraneo; penso alla necessità di avere una comune politica di protezione ambientale.  
Chiunque tocchi il Mediterraneo tocca ciascuno di noi e quindi, tutti noi, dobbiamo essere 
coscienti di ciò che avviene nel Mediterraneo.  
Penso, e voglio qui ricordare, al Centro Antiterroristico di Algeri (CAERT) a cui noi abbiamo 
dato un contributo; penso alla necessità anche di avere strumenti in comune nella lotta al 
terrorismo e pensando, con lo sguardo un po’ più lontano, all’Africa; penso alla necessità che 
noi abbiamo di costruire strumenti di gestione post-conflitto, di prevenzione dei conflitti e 
della capacità di costruire un sistema di pace aiutando i paesi che conoscono guerre civili o 
che non sono in grado di uscire da situazione di tensione e di conflitto. 
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Perché se poi noi vogliamo parlare di sviluppo o vogliamo parlare di globalizzazione dei 
mercati, vogliamo parlare di pari opportunità di tutti i paesi all’interno di un grande sistema 
mondiale di scambi commerciali, tutti noi dobbiamo essere coscienti che non c’è sviluppo se 
non c’è pace e che l’illusione che abbiamo avuto -  ad esempio negli aiuti ai paesi in via di 
sviluppo, sopratutto quelli africani - che il denaro trasferito e le grandi opere che potevamo 
fare, gli aiuti che abbiamo dato ai governi, fossero sufficienti a creare le condizioni di pace, 
hanno dimostrato in questi 20 anni che è stato un grande fallimento. 
Oggi, a partire dall’Unione Africana, dove alcuni di voi sono impegnati in prima persona, con 
i vostri paesi, ad esempio nella Commissione di Pace e Sicurezza dell’ Unione Africana, che è 
affidata ad un algerino, vi è proprio la convinzione  che il processo che porta alla pace è una 
priorità rispetto allo sviluppo, ma anche una necessità, in tempi, necessariamente, precedenti a 
quelli dello sviluppo. Il che non vuol dire che prima bisogna arrivare a tutti i costi alla pace e 
poi pensare allo sviluppo: è chiaro che le due politiche hanno momenti di sovrapposizione, 
ma è certo che le operazioni di pace richiedono tecniche e capacità.  
 
In questo senso abbiamo aperto lo Staff College in cui molti ufficiali sono venuti, anzi accorsi 
per la formazione di operatori di peace-keeping. Credo che questo argomento possa esse un 
elemento forte. Sono certo che noi italiani abbiamo forse un metodo molto specifico, molto 
noto, che ha funzionato a Timor Est; funziona nei Balcani; funziona anche in Iraq rispetto ad 
altre realtà. Mi auguro che funzioni in Sudan, dove sono impegnati oggi i reparti della 
Folgore: avendo metodo, tecniche, culture, che favoriscono il dialogo o che cercano di 
operare per il dialogo.  
 
Vorrei ricordare con orgoglio - perché è anche un merito della Forze Armate Italiane - il 
processo di pace in Mozambico che è l’unico processo di pace che, a dieci anni dalla sua 
conclusione, oggi vede radicati i concetti di democrazia e libertà all’interno di un paese che 
aveva conosciuto una tragica e dura guerra civile.  
Siamo impegnati anche nel processo intra-etiope. Siamo protagonisti nostro malgrado, o per 
nostra volontà, del processo di pace somalo, che certamente è difficile. 
Abbiamo dato aiuto logistico, attraverso la nostra aeronautica, alle operazione dell’Unione 
Africana in Darfur.  
Abbiamo convinto l’Europa a creare un Fondo per la gestione dei conflitti a favore degli 
africani (che è stato lanciato due anni fa durante la Presidenza italiana dell’UE). Ecco un tema 
sul quale i paesi del Mediterraneo - questa sponda tra l’Africa, il mondo islamico, il mondo 
cristiano dell’Europa – possono e devono operare.  
 
Sono patologie di quest’area: il terrorismo, l’immigrazione, la lotta alla criminalità 
organizzata; sono patologie del mondo, vorrei dire che forse si concentrano su questo nostro 
mare ma che riproducono anche le tensioni, i drammi di questo mondo globalizzato, che 
pensava che la storia fosse finita ma che si ritrova a rielaborare, alla luce delle nuove realtà, 
una nuova storia. 
 
Per questo motivo dobbiamo lavorare con impegno, perché questi nuovi elementi negativi che 
ci hanno colpito, finito e caduto il comunismo nel 1989, non siano solo elementi negativi ma - 
come spesso capita in politica - vengano trasformati in elementi nuovi di dialogo e di 
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costruzione di un mondo, non dico migliore, ma per lo meno diverso e meno preoccupato di 
quello nel quale viviamo. 
Sono convinto che non ci può essere politica né dialogo, se non c’è la cultura su cui la politica 
si deve basare e credo ancora di riaffermare che il Mediterraneo, abbia sufficiente storia e 
cultura - e direi tradizione di civiltà -per avere una base forte, per essere elemento di dialogo 
ed anche modello per altre realtà e per altre aree.  
 
Ecco perché sono fiducioso nel confronto delle università e centri di ricerca, nella necessità di 
dialogo e di lavoro comune tra i Poli scientifici e tecnologici dell’Europa e quelli degli altri 
paesi per costruire nell’innovazione, nel cambiamento nuovo tessuto sociale economico, 
nuovo elemento di sviluppo.  
 
Voglio dire che mi ha colpito, in maniera positiva, questa presenza di tutti i paesi del 
Mediterraneo a questa Conferenza.  
Spesso capita -non è un segreto- che per mille ragioni diverse, che qualcuno non si sieda al 
tavolo. Il fatto che ci siate tutti significa che, al di là delle differenze che abbiamo in termini 
di politica, al di là anche della valutazioni che abbiamo sulla soluzione dei problemi, che sono 
certamente diverse, questo sia un grande risultato di questa iniziativa del Ministero della 
Difesa italiano insieme al Ministero degli Affari Esteri.  
 
Per concludere, desidero ringraziare a chi ha pensato e organizzato questa iniziativa. 
Secondo noi, la presenza di tutti voi è un grande successo.  
Mi auguro che, essere stati assieme qualche giorno, abbia confermato la convinzione della 
necessità che i paesi mediterranei dialoghino.  
Riconfermo la necessità di tutti gli esercizi e tutti i formati di questi esercizi che, in diversi 
campi, avvengo attorno al mediterraneo sono comunque necessari.  
 
Per parte mia, assumendone la responsabilità come Governo italiano, ritengo che il Processo 
di Barcellona, deve essere rilanciato e in questo senso l’Europa deve prendersi le sue 
responsabilità, deve assumersi la sua iniziativa perché il Processo di Barcellona. Lo dico non 
perché credo sia migliore di altri esercizi ma perché mi sembra che più di altre iniziative 
riassuma nel suo insieme molti elementi esterni. 
Confido nell’ineluttabilità della politica mediterranea e nella necessità profonda che questa 
continui.   
 
Certamente all’interno dell’Europa la sensibilità dei paesi mediterranei non corrisponde a 
quella dei paesi baltici, quando parliamo dei problemi del Mediterraneo. 
Non c’è nemmeno una divisione tra il Nord e il Sud del Mediterraneo, i problemi sono 
trasversali Nord-Sud, Nord-Nord, Sud-Sud. Lo vedo per esempio guardando gli scambi tra i 
paesi della sponda Sud del Mediterraneo che conoscono forse le stesse difficoltà che esistono 
negli scambi tra Nord e Sud.  
 
Siamo tutti attorno al tavolo con pari opportunità e con pari responsabilità, non c’è nessuno 
che ha nulla da insegnare all’altro.  
Forse tutti assieme dobbiamo ritornare alle origini di una Civiltà mediterranea di cui siamo 
tutti figli.Grazie 
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PRESIDENCY S CONCLUS ONS ’ I

 
 
 
 
 
From the 26th to the 28th of October, the Centre for High Defence Studies 
held the first Conference on Mediterranean Region “Security, Stability 
and Cooperation: Building a Vision” . 
 
At the Conference, promoted by the Italian Minister of Defence, Antonio 
Martino, and by the Italian Chief of Defence, Admiral Giampaolo Di Paola,  
with the support of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, took part participants 
from  Albania, Algeria, Bosnia Herzegovina, Croatia, Cyprus, Egypt, 
France, Greece, Israel, Italy, Jordan, Lebanon, Libya, Malta, Mauritania, 
Morocco, National Palestinian Authority, Portugal, Serbia Montenegro, 
Slovenia, Spain, Syria, Tunisia and Turkey. 
 
Representatives of EU, NATO and OSCE attended the Conference as 
observers. 
Italy, as promoting Country, chaired the Conference with Lt. Gen. 
Vincenzo Camporini and Ambassador Claudio Moreno. 
  
The Conference has been a meeting of experts coming from the afore 
mentioned Countries, who offered their personal views on the various 
issues concerning Mediterranean.   
 
 
In the spirit of mutual respect as outlined in the Barcelona Declaration, 
the participants from the Mediterranean Countries consider: 
  
• the strategic relevance of the Mediterranean Region as a whole for the 

global peace and stability, in terms of collective security, economic 
development and cultural values; 

 
• the need for the adoption of a broad concept of comprehensive  

security, articulated with good governance, political stability, 
economic and social  development ; 

 
• the necessity of a larger vision of the Mediterranean Region, aiming to 

include the multifaceted reality of today’s sources of  instability ; 
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• the enduring relevance of the existing initiatives (5+5, Mediterranean 

Forum, OSCE Mediterranean Dialogue, NATO Mediterranean Dialogue, 
Euro-Mediterranean Partnership, ADRION, Alliance of Civilizations, 
Democracy Assistance Dialogue and the more recent EU 
Neighbourhood Policy etc…), aimed at the improvement of security, 
stability and a shared prosperity across the Region; 

 
• the importance of recent steps  like Euro-Mediterranean Parliamentary 

Assembly and the Anna Lindh Foundation for the Dialogue between 
Cultures and Civilizations, as expression of mutual understanding and 
cooperation  among the Mediterranean Countries; 

 
• the need to promote synergy of the standing initiatives in the 

Mediterranean Region, bridging the shortfalls, avoiding duplications 
and dispersion of efforts; 

 
• the imperative relevance of democracy, transparency, civil society and 

the rule of law for the national security of participants States and 
regional security in the Mediterranean as a whole; 

 
• the imperative urgent need to resist any identification between any 

specific religion and the terrorist activities; 
 
• the urgent need to reach a peaceful settlement in the Middle East and 

to resume peace talks in all tracks according to Madrid Terms of 
reference; 

 
• the need to reach a peaceful settlement of any other dispute or 

conflicts;  
 
• the importance of fostering military cooperation as additional means of 

confidence building and to improve interoperability; of furthering 
cooperation in SAR, humanitarian assistance, civil protection, 
environmental protection, peace support operations; 

 
• the need to reconcile organizations behaviours with local identities 

and  sovereign rights. 
 
 
The participants wish: 
 
• to foster the cross regional cooperation in sustainable economic and  

social development; 
 
• to enhance a functional intra South dialogue and cooperation  in order 

to manage potential crises and improve collective security and to 
operate for the construction of the  Arab Maghreb Union;  
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• to set up a free-trade zone across the Southern shore of the 
Mediterranean, furthering the Agadir Declaration; 

 
• to cooperate, jointly starting from information sharing, against trans-

national threats, risks and to address challenges; 
 
• to quickly complete the ratification of the existing UN Conventions 

against Terrorism, while hoping  to agree on a comprehensive 
Convention including a unanimously accepted definition of terrorism 
to be adopted; 

 
• to promote the elimination  of  all kinds of WMD from all Middle East 

Countries; 
 
• to enhance the struggle against human trafficking and to cooperate in 

the management of legal migration so to avail of its positive effects; 
 
• to set up a Euro-Mediterranean Investment Bank, or other forms of  

financial Institutions,  as a pivotal tool for economic cooperation; 
 
• to set up a wider network of Academic Institutions and Research 

Centres  in order to improve the outcomes of the ongoing initiatives;  
 
• to establish a network of high level Scientific and technological Poles 

who could promote through innovation the development of SME; 
 
• to move from the conceptual approach to the dimension of acting; 
 
• to work together in order to prevent degradation of the environment 

and maritime resources including fishery. 
 
 
The participants welcome: 
  
• any effort to widen Euro-Med to all requesting Countries  considered 

to be eligible; 
 
• the opportunity to take into account daily needs  and the relevant 

practical solutions in the field of security. As an example the initiative 
to create a Virtual – Regional Maritime Traffic Centre (V-RMTC) with 
the aim to give a substantial contribution to enhance maritime 
situational awareness, thus to contribute to the security of maritime 
traffic in the Mediterranean Sea; 
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• the strengthening of the global early warning systems and disaster-
relief capabilities of Mediterranean Countries’ respective Agencies; 

 
• the proposition to hold next meetings of  the Mediterranean and 

Middle East Countries every two years. 
 
Finally, the Presidency takes full note of the statements made by all 
participants and of different national positions expressed, underlining the 
general attitude of cooperation throughout the works of the Conference. 
 
 

Rome,  October 28,  2005 
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NOTE FINALE DE LA PRESIDENCE 
 
 
La 1ère Conférence Internationale sur la Méditerranée portant sur le sujet 
“Sécurité, stabilité et coopération: construire une vision commune” s’est 
tenue en Italie, au siège du CASD (Centre des Hautes Etudes de Défense 
Nationale), du 26 au 28 octobre. 
 
A la conférence, promue par le Ministre Italien de la Défense, Antonio 
Martino, et par le Chef d’Etat-Major des Armées, Amiral Giampaolo Di 
Paola, avec le soutien du Ministère des Affaires Etrangères, ont participé 
les délégations suivantes: Albanie, Algérie, Bosnie- Herzégovine, Croatie, 
Chypre, Egypte, France, Grèce, Israël, Italie, Jordanie, Liban, Libye, Malte, 
Mauritanie, Maroc, Autorité Nationale Palestinienne, Portugal, Serbie- 
Monténégro, Slovénie, Espagne, Syrie, Tunisie et Turquie. 
 
Des représentants de l’UE, de l’OTAN, et de l’OSCE étaient présents à la 
conférence en tant qu’observateurs. Le Lieutenant-Général Vincenzo 
Camporini et l’Ambassadeur Claudio Moreno, ont présidé à la conférence 
comme représentants de l’Italie, pays organisateur. 
 
La conférence a été une rencontre d’experts provenant des pays sous-
mentionnés, qui ont exprimé leurs vues personnelles sur les différents 
enjeux ayant trait à la Méditerranée. 
 
Dans un esprit de respect mutuel, tel qu’il a été précisé dans la 
Déclaration de Barcélone, les participants des pays méditerranéens 
considèrent: 
 
• l’importance stratégique de la Région Méditerranéenne dans son 

ensemble pour la paix et pour la stabilité globale, en termes de 
sécurité collective, développement économique et valeurs culturelles; 

 
• le besoin d’adopter une notion large de sécurité globale, qui englobe la 

bonne gouvernance, la stabilité politique et le développement 
économique et social; 

 
• la nécessité d’une vision plus ample de région méditerranéenne, afin 

d’inclure la réalité multiforme des sources d’instabilité actuelles; 
 
• l’importance à travers le temps des initiatives en cours (5+5, le Forum 

Méditerranéen, le Dialogue Méditerranéen de l’OSCE, le Dialogue 
Méditerranéen de l’OTAN, le Partenariat Euro-Méditerranéen, ADRION, 
l’Alliance des Civilisations, le Dialogue d’aide à la démocratie et la 
récente Politique de Voisinage de l’UE, etc.), visant à améliorer la 
sécurité, la stabilité et assurer une prospérité partagée dans toute la 
Région; 
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• l’importance des démarches récentes, telles que l’Assemblée 
Parlementaire Euro-Méditerranéenne et la Fondation Anna Lindh pour 
le dialogue entre cultures et civilisations, qui sont l’expression d’une 
compréhension et d’une coopération mutuelle entre les Pays 
Méditerranéens; 

 
• l’opportunité de promouvoir la synergie des initiatives en cours en  

Méditerranée, en comblant les lacunes, en évitant tout double emploi 
et la dispersion des efforts ; 

 
• l’importance impérative de la démocratie, de la transparence, de la 

société civile et de l’état de droit pour la sécurité nationale des pays 
participants et pour la sécurité régionale dans l’ensemble de la 
Méditerranée ; 

 
• le besoin urgent et impératif de résister à toute identification entre 

n’importe quelle religion spécifique et les activités terroristes; 
 
• le besoin urgent d’atteindre une solution pacifique au Moyen Orient et 

de reprendre les colloques de paix dans toutes les directions 
conformément aux “Terms of Reference” de Madrid ; 

 
• le besoin de parvenir à une résolution pacifique de toute autre dispute 

ou conflit ; 
 
• l’importance de renforcer la coopération militaire en tant 

qu’instrument supplémentaire pour construire la confiance et pour 
améliorer l’intéropérabilité; renforcer la coopération en matière de 
Recherche et Secours, l’assistance humanitaire, la protection civile, la 
protection de l’environnement et les opérations de soutien de la paix; 

 
• le besoin d’harmoniser les comportements des organisations avec les 

identités locales et les droits de souveraineté. 
 
 
Les participants souhaitent : 
 
• promouvoir la coopération inter-régionale dans les domaines du 

développement économique et social durable ; 
 
• améliorer un dialogue fonctionnel entre les pays de la rive Sud, afin de 

gérer des crises potentielles et d’améliorer la sécurité collective et 
d’oeuvrer pour la construction de l’Union du Maghreb Arabe; 

 
• créer une zone de libre échange dans la rive Sud de la Méditerranée, à 

la suite de la Déclaration d’Agadir ; 
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• coopérer de manière conjointe, à partir du partage des informations, 
contre les menaces transnationales, les risques et pour aborder les 
défis; 

 
• achever rapidement la ratification des Conventions des Nations Unies 

existantes contre le terrorisme, dans l’espoir de parvenir à un accord 
sur une Convention exhaustive à adopter, qui inclue une définition de 
terrorisme acceptée à l’unanimité ; 

 
• promouvoir la suppression de toutes les ADM dans les pays du 

Moyen Orient ; 
• intensifier la lutte contre la traite d’êtres humains et coopérer dans la 

gestion de l’immigration légale pour miser sur ses effets positifs; 
 
• créer une Banque d’Investissement Euro-méditerranéenne ou d’autres 

formes d’établissements financiers en tant qu’instrument-charnière de 
la coopération économique; 

 
• établir un réseau plus élargi d’institutions académiques et de centres 

de recherché, afin d’améliorer les résultats des initiatives en cours; 
 
• établir un réseau de centres scientifiques et technologiques de haut 

niveau visant à promouvoir le développement des PME à travers 
l’innovation; 

 
• passer d’une approche conceptuelle à la dimension de l’action; 
 
• travailler ensemble pour prévenir la dégradation de l’environnement et 

des ressources maritimes, y compris les ressources en poissons . 
 
 
Les participants accueillent favorablement: 
 
• tout effort pour élargir le Partenariat Euro-Méditerranéen à tous les 

pays requérants et éligibles; 
 
• l’opportunité de prendre en considération les besoins quotidiens et 

leurs solutions pratiques dans le domaine de la sécurité. A titre 
d’exemple, l’initiative de créer un Centre virtuel de la circulation 
maritime régionale (en anglais V-RMTC) visant à donner un apport 
significatif pour améliorer la prise de conscience des situations 
maritimes en aidant ainsi à la sécurité de la circulation maritime en 
Méditerranée; 
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• le renforcement des systèmes d’alerte préventive globaux ainsi que 
des capacités de secours en cas de désastres des Agences qui opèrent 
dans les Pays Méditerranéens; 

 
• la proposition de tenir les prochaines rencontres des Pays 

Méditerranéens et du Moyen Orient tous les deux ans. 
 
 
Enfin, la Présidence a pris bonne note des déclarations données par tous 
les participants, et des differentes positions nationales exprimées, en 
soulignant l’attitude générale de coopération pendant les travaux de la 
conférence. 
 
 

Rome, le 28 octobre 2005 
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